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Full-Circle Learning helps students in their
formative years discover ways to apply their
unique talents and acquired skills and personal
traits in service to humanity. The Book Reader
in its fall edition, 2002, reviewed Full-Circle
Learning, Volume One as “a fine course of
education” for cultivating social responsibility.
The Academy for Educational Development
(A.E.D.) cited the model in 2003 as a
promising practice for nurturing altruistic
identities and helping students develop the
lifelong habit of service to humanity 
(PPAS website).  

The curriculum provides educators and
community or school groups with lesson plans
that infuse character education, conflict
resolution training and community service into
academic and arts projects. It was developed 
by the non-profit organization Children’s
Enrichment Program, whose mission is to 
help children embrace their role as society’s
helpers and healers. 

Full-Circle Learning evolved in Los Angeles,
California in the years since 1992. 

Organizations around the world have found 
the lesson plans useful in summer schools, in-
school programs, after-school programs, home
schools and community-based development
projects. 

The Need for Integrated Education

We are enjoying a renaissance in human history
for our ability to bring people together to
address the needs of a global humanity. When
the social goals of humanity align with its

technological advances, we can create a world
in harmony on many levels. Yet we can only
create and sustain such a world by imbuing the
next generation with a great deal of humanity,
compassion and other-directedness, and with
the desire to contribute to such a world
through their work, their interpersonal
relationships and their involvement in local and
global communities. If we want students to
grow into the kind of community leaders who
will positively shape our increasingly global
society, we need to put a lot of thought into the
learning environments we create for children
during their formative years, when altruistic
identities take seed and sprout. 

The emphasis on assessments in many schools
helps students know what they are expected to
learn. Some schools do well at teaching them
how to learn. But do we teach them why to
learn? Do they see the connection between the
personal attributes and skills they develop and
the world they are creating-even now, as
children? The purpose of the full-circle learning
model is to help children embrace their role as
society’s helpers and healers now and to work
toward a future role as enlightened, socially
responsible leaders, whether in their families,
their workplaces, their communities or the
world. Full-Circle Learning provides tools 
that make this goal achievable. The curriculum
can influence both attitude and aptitude
simultaneously, whether the progress is
administered by a public school, a private
school, a non-profit or non-governmental
organization, a city government or a home
school. 

Full-Circle Learning Overview
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How It Works 

Each unit of study focuses on a habit-of-heart,
which becomes the theme for academics, arts,
conflict resolution and community service
projects. The activities are diverse and
interactive enough for the students to absorb
the interpersonal, community-based and more
global applications of the habit-of-heart and
practice it on several levels. For an example of a
full-circle learning unit, see the Chart, CEP’s
Model of Integrated Curriculum: Full-Circle
Learning.

This volume provides an introductory unit to
assist teachers in integrating conflict resolution
into the full-circle learning module from the
start. After introducing these projects and
activities, you may begin any full-circle learning
module and be off to a good start.

(Lesson plan modules may be used for intensive
five-week summer schools, for weekly or daily
use in the classroom or for other applications as
well.) You will also find recommendations for
creating a culture conducive to full-circle
learning in the back of this book. 

When striving for high ideals and social skills
becomes deliberate and when educational
programs link those ideals to the cultivation 
of academic and artistic capacities, students 
feel a greater motivation to learn. Children’s
Enrichment Program’s independent academic
assessments have repeatedly shown that at least
three out of every four students enrolled in a
full-circle learning after-school program
increase their grade equivalency in the basic
content areas. More than half of those tested
who remained in the program for two years 
or longer increased their grade equivalency 
by multiple grade levels. Parent surveys also
indicate that students universally improve their
social skills, ability to resolve conflicts, global
awareness and motivation to learn, as well as
developing new skills. Public school teachers
also report that the program builds leadership

skills and accountability. Full-Circle Learning
projects are sprouting across America and
around the world, to help create a future
generation of benevolent and capable leaders
dedicated to the oneness of humanity. Thank
you for participating in this process in your
own setting and community.

To Learn More

To become more familiar with the Full-Circle
Learning model, you will want to take one or
more of the following steps:

• View the workshop Full-Circle Learning: 
An Integrated Approach to Fostering Future
Leaders, on video or DVD, and use the
accompanying manual to conduct a workshop
with your group. The tape and accompanying
manual, as well as a range of helpful resource
materials, are available through the Children’s
Enrichment Program, whose address is listed
in the front of this book and whose pilot site
is located at the Los Angeles Baha’i Center. If
you do not have access to this material, read
the material in the appendix of this book. 

• Preview the theoretical underpinnings and
implementation strategies found in printed
materials such as Full-Circle Learning,
Volume One.

• Look up Full-Circle Learning or Children’s
Enrichment Program on the web.

When you are familiar with the model, browse
through this section and use the planning tools
to make your program the best it can be.
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Springboard: Character Education

In this example, children study ways to apply two
h a b i t s - o f - h e a rt—compassion and appreciation of
d i ve r s i ty—in their daily interactions. They include
d i verse abilities in their definition of dive r s i t y. They 

define and spell the words. They role play real and
hypothetical examples. They re c e i ve homew o rk
assignments that invo l ve parents in documenting the
c h i l d re n’s application of these habits at home. 

C E P’s Model of Integrated Curriculum: 

F U L L-C I RCLE LEARNING

E x a m p l e
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Related Academic Enrichment

V Reading/Language Arts Ac t i v i t i e s : Re a d - a l o u d
book assignments and discussions include
examination of characters who find meaningf u l
ways to show compassion. They also include 
books about people with diverse disabilities. 
Silent reading assignments include books on
themes of compassion or on people compensating
for physical limitations. To feel compassion for
blind children and also to respect their stre n g t h s ,
students go through a class period blindfolded and
write about their learning with the blindfolds still
on. Students create blind fictional characters who
c u l t i vate many strengths as a result. 

VMath Ac t i v i t y : A standards-based lesson on
statistics and data gathering challenges students 
to chart the number of community health care
w o rkers needed to stem the epidemic of rive r
blindness in Cameroon. The math writing
assignment includes letters to compassionate
Health for Humanity physicians assisting with 
this work in the real world. 

V Science Component: Students learn about 
and discuss the cause of river blindness and 
the importance of sanitation in enviro n m e n t a l
p l a n n i n g .

V Social Studies Lesson: Presentation on conditions
in rural Africa pre p a res students to write culturally
s e n s i t i ve letters to a disadvantaged child in such a
region. 

Related Arts Enrichment

V A rt Ac t i v i t y : Students make thre e - d i m e n s i o n a l
c a rds or art objects for blind children, attaching
appliques or other kinesthetically appealing
materials. 

VMusic Ac t i v i t y : Music teacher teaches a 
song about the habits-of-heart for students 
to perform for blind childre n .

V L i t e r a ry Activity: Po e t ry workshops pre p a re
students to write original poetry about the habits-
o f - h e a rt. They customize the poems 
for blind beginning readers, to help them 
hear word and letter patterns and to encourage
their phonemic awareness, as they cannot 
rely on visual cues to a word’s spelling. 

Conflict Resolution Applications

V Conflict Resolution As s i g n m e n t : Students apply
compassion and appreciation of diversity while
f o l l owing the steps of conflict resolution. St u d e n t s
w o rk in teams, using a laminated conflict bridge
to exe rcise these qualities as they re s o l ve re a l - w o r l d
labor issues occurring around the world, based on
disputes documented in recent newspaper articles. 
They later perform role plays for parents to
s h owcase their learning.

V Acting-on-convictions Component: St u d e n t s
tour UCLA’s Jules Stein Eye Center to interv i ew
re s e a rchers about how they chose their care e r s .

Culmination: Community Service 

V Se rvice pro j e c t : Students recite their original 
p o e t ry at a party hosted by the Braille In s t i t u t e
L i b r a ry. They also sing to the Braille In s t i t u t e’s
students and give them the hand-made cards 
or art objects. To ensure re c i p ro c i t y, they accept 
an invitation to engage in joint art and dance
activities with the Braille Institute children. 
Even the shy students try to mingle, to establish
c o l l a b o r a t i ve relationships between sighted and
sightless children. 

This example illustrates the implementation of one 
of five themes developed during Summer School 
2000 in Los Angeles. Each ye a r, planners customize
themes and projects to reflect current community
needs, student development and global eve n t s .
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What Are the Habits of Heroes?

The Habits of Heroes curriculum is designed 
to help children and preadolescent youth
discover new purpose in learning and greater
value in strengthening their own capacities 
and sensitivities. 

By practicing positive habits and applying 
them in service to humanity, the students
redefine the attributes of the traditional hero,
so that physical prowess becomes secondary
to moral strength, the pursuit of excellence 
and the propensity to act for the benefit 
of others. The four habits-of-heart featured
include Vision Seeking, Selflessness, 
Advocacy and Dedication.

The linked lesson plans in this book help
students use these heroic character traits as 
the springboard for service project-based
academic learning, arts enrichment and conflict
resolution. Here are some tips on how to 
make the most of community resources in
implementing the curriculum in this module.

Reading Books

The reading books indicated in the curriculum
may or may not be available in languages 
other than English. Internet sites such as
Amazon.com are good sources to check for
availability in your language. If you have an
adequate library in your area, you may also
check out multiple copies of the books rather
than purchase them, or substitute books with 
a similar theme more available in your area.
Whenever possible, choose literature that
captures familiar experiences at some level yet
expands students’ cultural horizons on other
levels. When books are not available, the

reading assignments may be substituted with
reading assignments pertaining to current
events or with writing assignments based on 
the theme. Social studies is incorporated into
reading, writing, science, math, conflict
resolution, and community service, rather than
compartmentalized as a separate learning
category.

Science/Math

For those interested in customizing the work to
assessment goals of the public schools, US
standards are listed in the Appendix. The math
and science assignments can be tailored upward
or downward to accommodate students at
varying age levels. For instance, an assignment
in which students will use a sheet of graph
paper to create a blueprint can be more flexible
for younger students estimating ratios and more
technical for older students using multiplication
or percentages.

Field Trips and Service Projects

The goal of all full-circle learning programs, 
in the long run, is to balance exposure to new
capacity-building life experiences and future
career opportunities with the joy of service
through ongoing commitments. This type of
balance points toward renewing certain
commitments, such as adopt-a-grandparent,
adopt-a-park, adopt-a-farm, or adopt-a-beach
trips with field trips that expose students to 
a new area of study where an area of learning 
and a one-time service coincide. Community
service projects of a global nature are often
completed in the classroom, while local projects
often take the class out into the community 
on field trips. Thus, field trips are rarely for

How to Use this Module 
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solely educational purposes. They should,
whenever possible, have a service component
related to the academic content and to the
week’s character education lessons. 

Before each field trip, have students discuss the
purpose and relevance of the trip. After the
field trip, have them reflect on the value of the
project, trip or interview. Upon returning, they
should write thank-you notes for the hosts.
Encourage them to take notes using the Field
Trip Preparation and Reflection sheet at the
end of this section.

Sample field trips for this 
module include:

■ A bus tour of Habitat for Humanity
(volunteer-built home) sites, led by a
volunteer who can discuss his or her
experience and incentive for belonging to 
the organization.

■ A trip to a wilderness area or indigenous
cultural center to honor those who have
preserved the wilderness.

■ A mini-storytelling festival held at a public
venue.

■ A visit to the adopted grandparents in a
local nursing home.

■ A visit to a adopt-a-beach/park site to clean
up the environment.

■ A visit to someone engaged in international
work, to view their project and assist by
collecting materials. (Example: Collecting
plastic bags for an activist who sends them 
to another country where women make
handbags of them to support their
community’s economy.)

■ A trip to a public place to create a mural. 
■ A visit to a Peace Corps workers’ office to

see a video presentation on projects around
the world. 

Use travel time to advance the goals of the trip.
For instance, on a bus tour of homes built by
or for the homeless population, students might
catalog the types of civic buildings or service
agencies they see and discuss what types of
buildings in their town or city serve special
needs of the people. 

Guest Presenters

Some lessons call for guest presenters. At other
times, guest presenters may be added when the
opportunity arises. Sample guest presenters
include:

■ Someone engaged in international socio-
economic development work

■ Someone engaged in local issues

■ Several professionals whose daily
responsibilities include peacemaking

■ Someone in a job that relates to the
environment or who can share the
environmental values of indigenous cultures

The more information you give a guest
presenter, the more easily their presentation will
reinforce the curriculum. Give written guidance
to presenters whenever possible. See the sample
letter at the end of this curriculum for an
example.

Your guest presenter may want a formal setting
in a classroom with auditorium seating. If your
class size is small enough and the presenter
prefers that the chairs are arranged in a circle,
some groups have enjoyed an exercise in which
each student introduces himself or herself and
declares their family identity as, "I am [name]
and I am a member of the human family."
This establishes a basis for equality among all
the students and sets the tone for a feeling of
family in the classroom. 
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What age groups can benefit from this

curriculum?

This curriculum is designed for flexibility,
though it will probably prove most effective
with 7 - 13 year-olds. You can deepen the
discussions and research assignments and spend
days on a single conflict bridge assignment to
scale the complexity upward. You can simplify
the ideas for younger students by acting out
concepts and using non-written models to
convey the themes. 

We have seen 7-12 year-olds discuss problems
at the adult level after extended exposure to
full-circle learning curriculum modules. In
general, we believe in maintaining high
expectations that students can think at higher
levels than we may suspect, and we teach to 
the level of the more advanced students in the
room. However, it is always easier if you can
break down your group into smaller age 
groups of 7-8 year-olds, 9-10 year-olds, 11-12
year-olds, 13-15 year-olds, etc. If you have
preschoolers, plan art projects and find simple
stories and games to supplements the activities.
Remember that they will complete the activities
much more quickly and cover breadth rather
than depth, so you will need to keep your
preparation level higher and your expectations
of understanding scaled down. The art and
language arts projects in the appendices may 
be helpful for meeting the needs of younger
students.

How long will it take students to finish

the projects in this module?

Just as the material in the program can be
customized to meet local community needs 
and integrate the community’s human
resources, coming together to model positive
goals for youth, the schedule can also be
customized. Four habits-of-heart are featured in
this module. Each of the four habits-of-heart

includes at least a dozen activities of varying
lengths. This module could be completed in
four weeks during an intensive summer school
or stretched out over a much longer period for
a program that does not meet daily or that
meets for only one activity per day. An after-
school program could easily take two to three
weeks to complete each habit. Here are some
examples of ways to plan a schedule:

Summer school: Four weeks for the Habits-of-
Heroes module, meeting 5-6 hours per day

After-school: One semester per module, with
the module presented as enrichment, followed
by a volunteer-based homework tutoring
session

Weekend program (meeting once a week):
Eight months for the module, addressing each
habits for two months, adding field trips to
adopted grandparents, adopted farms or
beaches and other sites into the curriculum.

Is this module weighted more toward

academic and artistic goals or character

and service goals?

In a full-circle learning module, those goals are
the same. The positive habits-of-heart, or
applied virtues, become springboards for each
academic lesson that show practical ways to
develop skills and apply virtues to better the
world. The method is designed to influence
students to take a more ethical and
compassionate approach to future career
choices, to develop skills as world leaders, as
humble servants, as champions of diversity and
to feel great passion about the higher purpose
of learning. The ultimate goal is that students
not compartmentalize their inner lives from
their outer lives-that they see the relevance of
the positive choices they make as a result of
their learning. 

Frequently Asked Questions
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Full-Circle Learning students assessed in the
past do increase their motivation to learn as
well as their capacity to learn, while often
undergoing social transformations and
awakening to global needs. The evidence that
these goals are linked follows:

• Parent assessments at multiple sites report
improvements in their children’s social
behavior, compassion, conflict resolution
ability or global awareness.

• Parents at multiple sites almost universally
report an increase in students’ motivation, 
as well as improvements in various academic
and artistic content areas.

• 75-84% of students tested academically at 
the pilot site increase their basic skills in oral
reading, spelling and math. 

• The Academy for Education Development
(AED) cited the pilot program as a promising
practice for developing altruistic personalities
in the formative years and for helping
students develop the lifelong habit of service
to humanity. (2003)

To correlate this curriculum to in-school
academic goals, see the learning objectives and
vocabulary words listed at the beginning of
each unit of study and the math standards
listed in Appendix C.

Do the teachers need special training?

It is helpful to recruit trained teachers for the
project and to break students down into age
groups if you have a wide range of students.
However, training materials are provided in 
the full-circle learning starter kit and should 
be utilized by anyone involved, volunteer or
professional, so the teaching team has an
opportunity to discuss and practice group
strategies for classroom management and
accountability building in the context of full-
circle learning programs. The less experience

teachers have, the more important it will be to
appoint team teachers, decrease class sizes and
increase the amount of training provided.

What can we do to anticipate behavior

management challenges?

The training workshop manual as well as the
Full-Circle Learning, Volume 1 each have
specific tools and helps for working with your
staff to develop loving yet accountability-
building classroom and behavior management
strategies. These are essential to the success of
your program. Study these materials and meet
with others to practice and prepare for the
unexpected as well as planning deliberate
strategies and plans before the first day of class.

How much time should we spend

planning our program before we begin?

A project leader and lead teacher should
preview the material and plan a meeting for 
the team two months before you plan to begin
the program. Budget assistance for teachers,
scheduling, and delegation of responsibilities
should be decided at this meeting. A time can
then be set for a training workshop for teachers
using the materials provided and also an
enrollment or recruitment process and parent
orientation meeting. The lead teacher can 
use the Teacher’s Checklist for Planning the
Module to make sure the other planning steps
are completed before the program begins.

What if our budget does not allow us to

include all the activities suggested in the

program?

Use the suggestion as springboard for creative
approaches of your own, where your budget
does not permit. At a few places in the
curriculum, for instance, a web address is
provided for teachers or students who want to
conduct further research. This is offered as a
service for those who have internet access and 
is not essential to the curriculum. 
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Even the read aloud books are not essential 
to purchase if your budget does not permit. 
You may tell the stories to students and assign
student-written stories instead. You may
substitute with material from your own
community or material available in your own
library. If you do choose the books suggested,
all are available through online booksellers, 
so if you have access to a computer for
ordering, you need not look for them at 
local bookstores. 

Some may assume that the lack of field trip
transportation will prevent a service project.
Often students can complete the project onsite
and the host can come to your location and
receive the work the students have prepared. 
If it is a global project, the students can mail 
it. Creative, committed teachers will find 
many ways to accomplish local and service
goals inexpensively.

Rich and broad life experience, however, is one
of the features of full-circle learning. If possible,
take advantage of opportunities to appeal to
your city council or other local agencies for 
bus service. Take a special trip, and use the
transportation time wisely. For instance,

students on a Scavenge-Art hunt to downtown
museums to get ideas for creating their own
multi-cultural art museum drove through
several ethnic neighborhoods. They were asked
to sketch their favorite features of the
architectural styles from each neighborhood
they saw while traveling on the bus. The
journey became equally as important as the
destination.

What happens at the end of the

program?

Students always celebrate their learning with 
an event at the end of a module. You will find
suggestions for this event described in the
activities at the end of the last habit-of-heart. 
(Event ideas also appear in the supplemental
book Habits-of-Heart Music.) If the module
spans a long period, you may want to include
the practice which has become a tradition at
spring awards ceremonies. Teachers give each
student a habits-of-heart certificate for the
habit they mastered over the year. Students, in
return, give their parents a certificate for the
habit they appreciate in their parents. Students
return the next year or semester to master new
habits-of-heart.
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Build planning time into your program! Many
new teachers find that the planning time they
spend on the front end does more than save
time throughout the course. It also determines
their capacity to engage students, to manage
the classroom and to achieve the program goals
throughout the duration of the full-circle
learning module. 

How much time?

Before the new season begins, you may need to
spend up to 20 hours preparing for it if you are
the lead teacher. After it begins, plan on an
hour of preparation time for every three hours
spent in the classroom, just to be safe. If you
are a support teacher or have taught the module
before, your planning time will be reduced.
Keep in mind that this schedule is written as if
the program will be utilized to its fullest extent,
with a certain amount of academic rigor as well
as high expectations of social transformation. 

The following time table, designed particularly
for the lead teacher in the classroom, will help
ensure your success. Check off each item when
you have completed it.

Six weeks in advance of your 
start date:

❒ You have read through this manual and
previewed the Habits-of-Heroes lesson plans,
including the information in the Appendices.
Take notes on possible adaptations needed
for your local community and students.

One month in advance of your 
start date:

❒ You have held or taken a refresher course
based on the full-circle learning training
workshop, using the materials provided,
especially if some of the participants are

not confident about their classroom
management strategies or about the purpose
of the program. 

❒ The teachers and planners in your program
have discussed the community needs that the
program will specifically address. At this
meeting, you have also determined the
schedule and parameters of the program and
decided whether there will be time to
include all the activities listed and, if not,
where the emphasis will shift.

❒ At the meeting, you have determined
whether you will include the supplementary
reading exercises in each lesson. If so, you
have a plan for acquiring the suggested
reading books or substituting similar ones.
(It can take time to order books online or to
find them through a library, so this planning
must take place early if you will include
literature to reinforce the habits-of-heart.)

❒ Your meeting has included a review of the
materials list and any nutrition that will be
included in your program, so the delegation
of responsibilities and budget decisions will
not impede your last-minute preparations.

❒ With your team, you have developed a
general time frame for completing the
module, allowing extra time for habits-of-
heart reviews, program rehearsals and other
unexpected opportunities that come your
way. This module could be completed in
four weeks during an intensive summer
school or stretched out over a much longer
period for a program that does not meet
daily or that meets for only one activity per
day. (Each of the four habits-of-heart
includes at least a dozen activities of varying
lengths. An after-school program could 
easily take two to three weeks to complete
each habit.)

Teachers’ Checklist for Planning the Module
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❒ With your team, you have scheduled a brief
orientation meeting with parents, to inform
them about the goals of the program. You
have also determined the date and place of a
more formal culmination event at the end of
the season, which will showcase the students’
learning for parents.

Three weeks in advance of your 
start date:

❒ You have invited guest presenters and
scheduled class time for students to create
thank you cards or gifts for them. (A sample
letter for guest presenters is provided in this
section.) 

❒ You have planned field trips linked to other
curriculum elements and included a service
component in relation to each trip. You have
allowed time in the schedule for students to
fill out a preparation and reflection sheet for
each field trip. (The reproducible worksheet
is provided in this section.) You have
arranged transportation and chaperones for
the trips, or you have checked to see that
someone on the team is following through
with these details. 

❒ You have developed a plan to engage parents
in the process of reinforcing the heroic
qualities in students, by assigning the
Habits-of-Heart homework sheet once for
each habit-of-heart studied. (See the sheet
provided in this section.) 

❒ You have previewed the lessons to determine
where volunteer tutors and aides can be most
helpful, if available, and have oriented and
scheduled them accordingly.

❒ You have previewed Appendix A, as well as
reading through the manual, to determine
what art projects to incorporate and how
they will be integrated into the programs
and service projects. You have also looked at
the supply list for each one selected and
added it to the general materials list

provided. (Don’t forget to include the
conflict bridge and music tapes.)

Two weeks in advance of the 
start date:

❒ You have developed a plan for the first habit-
of-heart using the planning calendar
provided. 

❒ You have determined which of the art
activities to include from Appendix A.

❒ You have determined whether to include
vocabulary exercises as a part of the language
arts lesson plans, reviewing the exercises in
Appendix C.

One week in advance of the start date:

❒ You have purchased, ordered or otherwise
assembled the materials. You will need to
begin using the form on page 30 as a help.
(Don’t forget to read the Art Appendix and
integrate activities!)

❒ You have met with the other teachers to read
through the first day’s introductory activity
and determine the group name for each
class, such as the Vision Seekers, the
Advocates, and the Selfless Ones or the
Givers.

The day before the program begins
and before each lesson day:

❒ You have read over the lesson plans for the
first week, so you can offer the material
looking at the manual as little as possible.
Eye contact is essential for engaging students
from the start.  

❒ You have assembled the materials for long-
and short-term use and have made your
room look pleasant for the first day, perhaps
with a sign bearing the class name on 
the door.
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❒ You have planned more activities than you
think you will need, knowing it is better to
have too many than risk losing the students’
attention with too few.

After the program begins:

❒ You have ensured that: 

❒ The five components of the full-circle
learning model all occur during the study of
each habit-of-heart. 

❒ The character education lessons will provide
the springboard for learning in all content
areas.

❒ You frequently refer to the potential-tapping
icons to make sure you reach every type of
learner. (See page 25.)

❒ Students will receive the habits-of-heart
homework sheet for every habit, so parents
will reinforce the habit throughout the week.

❒ The academic and arts curriculum reinforce
the habits-of-heart and support the conflict
resolution and community service projects.
(Advocacy also qualifies as a service for the
purposes of this curriculum.)

❒ You begin the planning process for each new
habit-of-heart well before completing the
study of the current habit-of-heart.

❒ You allow ample planning time for the
culminating event.

❒ You continually collaborate with other staff
members to reevaluate, to ensure a season of
personal growth for each student and for the
community members whose lives they touch.

Notes about the Habits of Heroes
Module

• The Hero Cards game will be more suitable
for repeated use if reproduced and laminated.

The game can be used whenever there is extra
time to reinforce the habits of heroes. Some
teachers may also want to expand the cards 
to include local heroes or heroes from a
particular culture, historical period or spiritual
practice. 

• Full-circle learning modules are intended to
encourage intrinsic motivation. However, a
group reward can be offered for meeting a
collective class goal in independent reading or
math activities and the submission of habits-
of-heart homework. Help every student
participate in and embrace the code of ethics
presented on the first day.

• The conflict bridge and stress reduction
exercises are incorporated into the curriculum
throughout content areas, but may also be
used as needed for behavior management.
Other accountability-building behavior
management techniques are discussed in the
training workshop manual.

• The teaching strategies tap varied learning
styles, so everyone finds a niche for
meaningful contribution to society. The 
icons indicated next to each activity title 
are useful for this purpose.

• Lessons are taught at a level that
communicates high teacher expectations,
cultivates high peer expectations and
encourages high self-expectation yet can 
be adapted to match the capacities of 
younger students. They are written with the
philosophy that it is better to start with
higher level thinking and scale the level 
down to more fundamental levels, as needed,
than to teach to the youngest student in the
room. The lessons are also written so that a
skillful teacher can scale the information
upward for a much older age group for the
purposes of discussion groups. 
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Name: Date:

Student Worksheet

Field Trip Preparation 

Where we will go:

What we will do:

What service we will provide or what courtesies we will show:

Who this will benefit and why:

What we expect to learn from the trip:

Field Trip Reflection

Where we went:

Who we met:

What we did:

Who benefited and why:

What we learned about others from the trip:

What we learned about ourselves from the trip:

Who we will thank, compliment or congratulate:
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SAMPLE LETTER TO A GUEST PRESENTER OR FIELD TRIP HOST

Dear _____________________:

Thanks so much for your willingness to lead our students on a bus tour, to
________________________________________ on __________________________.  

Our mission is to help children embrace their role as society’s helpers and healers, through summer
school and after-school programs that infuse character education, conflict resolution and
community service into summer school and after-school programs. This summer’s theme is Habits
of Heroes. Each week the students will practice one habit, exploring its various applications
through their reading, math, science and arts content as well as through role plays, homework and
service projects. They will also learn from guest presenters who have chosen heroic paths in life.
The habits the children will practice during this module are vision seeking, selflessness, advocacy
and dedication. You may want to weave into your presentation such topics as:

1.  How helping people rebuild their lives (and homes) contributes to peace and harmony.

2.  How empathizing with the problem of homelessness can help us act selflessly.

3.  What homeless advocates and activists do for homeless people.

4.  What kind of dedication it takes to be involved in the work.

5.  What kind of practical skills it takes to do the work. 

6.  What inspired your own vision to influence the future of homeless people. 

The students will participate in several projects over the summer, including a Storytelling for Peace
Festival. Therefore, you may also want to discuss the stories of anonymous homeless people whose
lives changed due to Habitat for Humanity’s work. 

Thank you in advance for your efforts. We’ll see you on ___ at _____. If you have any questions in
the meantime, feel free to call me at _____________. 

Gratefully,

(Your name and the program name) 
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Collaboration Connector: CC

Helps students learn to work
together and appeals to students
who learn best by interacting 
with others.

Imagination Stoker: IS

Increases visionary, creative
and hypothetical thinking 
skills and appeals to students 
who may otherwise seem to 
be daydreamers.

Memory Builder: MB

Helps students understand 
patterns and contexts and 
appeals to students who base 
their learning on prior knowledge.

Movement Maker: MM 

Gives restless students a chance 
to simultaneously stretch their
minds and bodies.

Oratory Appeal: OA

Helps the shy child overcome 
self-consciousness and engages 
the storyteller in the verbal 
learner.

Critical Thinking Incubator: CTI 

Challenges students to use
reasoning power, strategic thinking
or organizational skills.

Visual Vistas: VV 

Taps the artistic potential of
students whose esthetic sense 
can enhance their capacity to 
learn and contribute.

Cadence Kernals: CK

Strengthens phonemic awareness 
or sense of the musicality of
language and taps audio learning,
which influences abilities in
language arts as well as in math 
and performing arts. 

Leader Lurer: LL 

Helps students work out solutions
to issues they will face as future
community leaders and envision
their potential to improve
conditions in the world. 

Empathy Escalator: EE

Helps students feel compassion
and find joy and fulfillment in
service.
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Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Habit-of-Heart: Songs to Learn:

Community Needs or Issues to Address:

Human Resources/Guest Speakers to Engage:

Full-Circle Learning Unit Planner

(Plan here for up to 25 activities or class periods.)
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Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Date/Time:

Activities:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:

Preparation
Needed:
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Planning Calendar
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Habits-of-Heart Homework

Habit of the Week: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Name:

Grade:

Date:

This week I showed __________________________________, the habit of the week, by:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Parent’s signature/date: __________________________________________________
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Materials List Planner
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Part 2

Habits-of-Heart Lesson Plans
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Habit-of-Heart: 

Vision Seeking
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Objectives

Character Education Goals

Students will consider the following

concepts about heroism:

• A true hero follows a code of ethics and value
system based on the common good.

• The noblest heroic vision is not about power.

• A hero has a vision based on a community
need or a passion.

• To serve is to lead. To lead is to serve.

Academic Goals

Students will understand and

communicate the following science and

social studies concepts:

• Geological features and plant communities
can change over time, affecting the living
things that inhabit an area. 

• Through careful observation, we can find
evidence of change brought about by
natural forces.

• Glaciers melting after the ice age affected the
mountains, streams, valleys and lakes in
North America, as evidenced in places such 
as Yosemite National Park.

• Plants and animals share an interdependent
community just as people do.

• Nature’s delicate balance cannot be protected
if people replace indigenous tree and plants
with only one kind of tree or plant. 

• People can take action to make sure the land
is protected from unnecessary changes
brought about by people that affect the
balance of nature. 

• Some people throughout history have taken
steps to preserve and protect the landscape
from harmful changes brought about by
humans. John Muir was one of these people.
The Southern Sierra Miwok also preserved
the land for many centuries.

Artistic Goals

Students will:

• Learn how music can help people learn about
culture and history and how musicians can
act on a positive vision. 

• Learn the history of a traditional song or a
song of the local culture.

• Pre p a re to perform a song about vision
seeking called True He ro e s and, as time
permits, a song about the capacity of eve ryo n e
to act on an inner vision, called Who Can Sa y ?

• Write and present poetry about the geological
features of nature.

• Create and present water colors or sponge
paintings depicting geological features in
nature.

• Create and present some combination of
pottery, framed certificates and/or dance to
honor those who have preserved nature.

Habit-of-Heart: Vision Seeking
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Conflict Resolution Goals

Students will:

• Role play conflict resolution practices
between a competitive scientist and a scientist
who has made a new discovery.

• Role play conflict resolution practices between
a member of an indigenous community and a
researcher who have two different ideas about
conservation of natural resources in the area.

• Use guided imagery to find a sense of inner
peace and to begin to envision the goals of
their future.

Service Goals

Students will:

• Honor an indigenous community or
conservation group for preservation of the
landscape.

• Present a related ceremony reflecting their
learning in the areas of character education,
academics, arts and community service.
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g
Habit-of-Heart: Vision Seeking

Vocabulary 
Words

conductor: (noun) (in this usage) someone who leads a choir or orchestra.

spirituals: (noun) traditional songs sung by slaves on American southern plantations, beginning
in the 19th century, to find hope in their faith.

dictator: (noun) a political leader who limits the freedom of the people for the sake of personal
power or gain.

anthropologist: (noun) one who studies peoples and cultures and their relationships with one
another.

pueblo: (noun) a village of houses where the people live together in Amerindian culture.

cooperative: (adj.) to be willing to cooperate with others; (noun) a group of people formed 
to help each other in business. 

perseverance: (noun) the effort to keep trying when a problem becomes difficult.

muscular dystrophy: (noun) a hereditary (inherited) disease that causes the muscles to lose 
their strength and waste away.

dignity: (noun) worthiness, honor or self-respect.

segregation: (noun) the separation of a group from the rest of society because of differences 
such as wealth or race.

apartheid: (noun) the practice of segregating non-European groups in South Africa during the
20th century.

glacier: (noun) a large body of ice moving slowly down a slope or valley or spreading outward
on a land surface.

indigenous: (noun) having originated in a particular area.

proclamation: (noun) an official, formal public announcement or document.

clear cutting: (noun) cutting down all the trees in an area for the purpose of selling them 
for lumber.
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Introducing a Code of Ethics

Begin the first day with introductions if there
are any new students or teachers in the room.

Arrange the chairs in a circle, if possible. Have
each student introduce himself or herself and
declare, "I am [name] and I am a member of
the human family." This establishes a basis for

Habit-of-Heart: Vision Seeking

Activities

Activity 1: Heroic Habits-of-Heart from the Start

2B
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jl
Pontential-Tapping Value of the Activity

Reminder: See page 25 to reference the icons and the types of learning the activity cultivates.
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equality and identity among all the students
and sets the tone for a feeling of family in the
classroom. You can repeat this introductory
habit, if you wish, each time you have a guest
presenter or a new student.

Always begin the first day of a new school year
or session by introducing or reviewing the class
code of ethics. For this module, challenge the
group to list the qualities they associate with
heroes, using the following steps:

1. List these heroic qualities on the board or 
on a flip chart under the heading, Heroic
Qualities.

2. Ask the class which of the heroic qualities
listed are most helpful and least hurtful to
others. Elicit as many positive responses as
needed. 

3. Write down three or four as the Class Values. 

4. Students suggest behaviors associated with
these values. For instance, if we value respect,
we listen when others speak. Students may
work in small groups to add three ethical
standards under each value. Post them
together on one chart to create a class code
of ethics. It is important to engage students
in the process of creating an original
document. However, for a sample code of
ethics to hang in your classroom, you may
also use the laminated chart provided by
Full-Circle Learning.

5. The class then can vote on and ratify this
code. When a student breaks the code,
remind them that as a hero, they have
committed to this code of ethics. 

6. As the students study the lesson plans in 
the module, continually help them see how
these ethical standards reflect vision-seeking,
advocacy, selflessness, and dedication.

Create a Class Identity

If your program addresses more than one age
group, you will undoubtedly want to divide
into groups. The same basic lesson plans can be
scaled up or down to meet the needs of
students from elementary school into secondary
school, according to which activities you select
and how you conduct the discussions and adapt
the role plays and service projects. If you are
including the supplemental reading material in
your program--and have ordered and reviewed
it in advance--you may want to organize the
groups by capacity rather than by age. Rather
than categorize them accordingly, choose a
heroic identity for each class such as the Vision-
Seekers, the Advocates, the Selfless Ones or the
Givers. Read through the curriculum and plan
the class names in advance with the other
teachers, so there will be no duplication on the
first day of class.

Create a Peer Culture

Introduce a set of standard procedures that will
create a peer culture that supports the Heroes’
Code of Ethics. The first is the Snack
Time/Lunch Time Nomination Practice. (If
nutrition or drinks are served in your program,
make sure they are nutritious, not sugary. If
your program does not include a nutrition
component, choose some other aspect of the
day when a positive event happens.)

Service as a Privilege

a. Whenever nutrition is served, the
students are first seated at the tables.
Then the nominations begin. Students
are free to nominate anyone except
themselves who they have observed
exhibiting the current habit-of-heart
that day or some time recently (not
necessarily on the premises). They 
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must tell what action they observed to 
support their nomination. 

b. When two to three people have been
nominated, they will come to the front
of the room and receive the privilege of
the day. They will become the snack
servers. 

c. The next day students should try to
nominate new people to serve the snack.
They should always be on the lookout for
others committing heroic or kind deeds.
The snack cannot be served until the
servers of the day are identified. 

Honoring Guests

a. When students receive a special guest or
parents at a special program where food
is served, students should always serve
their parents or guests first. Then they
may get a plate for themselves. 

b. They should also not be seated until
their guests are seated. 

c. They should always give a thank you 
gift to anyone who visits. If they have a
guest presenter, they either sing for the
guest presenter, give thank-you cards 
or useful or artistic gifts related to the
presentation. Sometimes they give all 
of the above.

Procedures in Class

a. Develop specific procedures for
courteously getting from one room to
another, putting away chairs and supplies
or whatever needs are specific to the site. 

b. The teacher may have students practice
these procedures, as needed, on the first
day of class and as needed throughout
the year.
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Dim the lights. Play soft music, if possible, to
set the tone as you speak. Place a sheet of paper
and writing implement in front of each student
but ask them not to use it yet. Ask students to
close their eyes and envision their lives in 20
years. They are adults now. Challenge them to
use the following cues to suggest images. Speak
slowly and softly. Pause at least 5 - 10 seconds
between images to allow time for their
imagination to work for them. Emphasize the
importance of silence during this activity. Adapt
your ideas from the following basic script: 

You are twenty years older now. You are waking
up and preparing for a normal day. What do you
see as you get out of bed in the morning? Where
are you? When you look out the window, what
type of landscape or town or city do you see?  

You go down to the breakfast table. Who is there
to greet you? Who do you say goodbye to as you
leave this morning? And just where is it you are
going? 

You walk outside and take a deep breath and
smell the air. What do you see and hear and smell

Activity 2: Heroes in Embryo: Guided Imagery
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on your way? What does the sky look like? What
do you see up ahead, in the direction you’re
headed?

Now you have arrived at your destination. Where
is it? What kind of people greet you, if any? Do
you have an office? A lab? Is it a place full of
people? Who are they? Do you see any animals?
Why are you needed here?

You will have a very fulfilling day today at this
place. Imagine the types of things you will do.
What will happen to help you have a wonderful
day? 

What decisions will you make? What actions will
you take? 

How will you treat those around you? 

What will you explore or discover? 

Will you change the world in some small way,
or at least change someone’s day? Imagine all the
things you will do today.

You’ve had a busy day, and now it’s time to go
home. You sigh a big, satisfied sigh. Do you feel
right now? How do the others feel?

You may open your eyes now. Without speaking,
pick up your pencil and draw a storyboard or a
storytelling map of what you saw, as if it were a
movie. Write whatever words you need to go
beneath it. Use stick figures and other symbols
and capture the best things about your dream life.
Remember to do this silently, without looking at
anyone else’s paper. When you are finished, write
"My Vision" at the top and add your name and
the date. 

Keep the soft music playing during this period
and do not allow talking. If a student does not
know what to draw, he or she is free to write or
just to continue meditating.

When all or most of the students have
completed their drawings, turn off the music
and allow some time for discussion. Let

students know that they will have another
chance to relive or revise their dream at the end
of the summer school or learning module. In
one classroom, the students chose to write their
stories rather than use storyboards. The stories
became speeches, articles in their own school
newspaper and editorials in the city newspaper! 

Discussion 

Did you enjoy your dream life as an adult?  Why?
If you like, you may tell the class what you
envisioned. 

What is the value of a vision? (Elicit that it can
help us set goals, see possibilities and find
better ways to do things.)

Does it matter what kind of dream we have? How
would you describe the vision of a hero? (Accept
several layered responses.)

History is full of people who dreamed of power
and were willing to do anything to get it.
Sometimes they spent their lives making other
people suffer. In the end, they usually suffered the
most, as they saw that power is a false dream. Yet
others who could look back on their lives and see
that they made everyone around them feel equal
had a peaceful happy feeling. So the kind of vision
we want most is the vision of a hero. What do you
think that means? (Discuss.)

We are about to begin studying the habits of
heroes. Being a hero doesn’t happen automatically.
It’s a possibility we’re all born with-every one of
us-but we have to practice the habits and develop
the qualities that enhance a heroic vision.  

Challenge students to think of a list of habits
they will need to personally acquire in order 
to achieve their vision. Have them write the
habits needed at the bottom of their vision
sheet. Collect the papers to refer to later in 
the summer or, with students’ permission, 
post them on a bulletin board for students’
future reference.
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Memorizing a Motto

Write the statements on the board:
To lead is to serve.
To serve is to lead.

Challenge students to explain what this motto
means and to give examples-from history, from
literature or from their own experience and
observations. If the concept seems difficult to
them, ask them to recall a special teacher or
sibling or older friend and to list the qualities
they appreciate in that person. Ask whether
they feel most influenced by the people who
did kind things or taught or helped them in

some way. To lead someone, then, means first
to love and care for someone. 

Help students memorize the motto. Recite eve ry
day when students enter class, from now on.

Habits-of-Heart Homework

Discuss with students how the personal vision
they imagined reflects leadership. Challenge
students to write about or draw something they
do at home to act on their vision this week,
using the homework sheet provided in Part 2 
of this book. They should have their parents
sign off on it before the end of the week.

Activity 3: Living as Leaders
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Reading Aloud 

Before class begins, reproduce several sets of the
hero descriptions on the pages that follow.
Copy and clip the two-sided hero cards, so each
table can have a set. You may choose to
laminate them for long-term use. Younger
students may use the cards as a read aloud
assignment, while advanced students should use
the description sheets. The students will learn
how to connect a life’s vision with the
application of skills and character traits.

Step 1: If possible, select a sample artifact to
represent each hero. Artifacts may include a
three-dimensional representations of a poem,
song, piece of art, boat, etc. Put an artifact on
each of several tables before class. 

Step 2: Allow students to gravitate toward the
table of their choice, if possible, or divide
students according to your custom. At each
table, give students copies of the description
sheet of the hero their artifact symbolizes. Have
them take turns reading aloud about their
heroes as they prepare to give a presentation for

.

Activity 4: Hero Cards Game
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the class about the accomplishments of the
hero. They may use role play, music, art or
other devices to prepare to teach the class about
their hero. Their presentations must identify
the habits-of-heart conveyed in their hero’s
actions, orally and in writing. Include examples
on the board such as Vision Seeking,
Peacemaking, Selflessness, Advocacy and
Dedication. 

Add your own local or national heroes to the
list as you wish, using available illustrations or
photos, stories and artifacts.

Step 3: After the presentations, on another
day, review the heroes with a game.  Divide
students  into groups of four to six per table. At
each table, lay the hero cards face-up, side by
side. In each group, one student reads from a
description sheet to tell one fact about the hero.
The person on the right gets a chance to point
to the card being described and turn over the
card to see if the facts match. 

If the guess is not correct, the reader can read
or tell another fact. The second person in line
can then guess which hero the reader is
describing. 

(If necessary, an easier way to play is to let the
reader use facts from the back of an actual hero
card, holding the card so others cannot see it.)

The person who finally guesses correctly must
tell what habits-of-heart are being demonstrated
by the hero (with help from the group). That
student then becomes the next reader.

Have students play the game as often as you
like.

Worksheet: Who Is a Hero?

Have students complete the worksheet, Who Is
a Hero? Go over the answers while the students

correct their own papers. Point out that no
matter what the vision, each hero needed to
practice all the habits of heroes in order to
achieve it.

Answer Key: 

1.c; 2.e; 3.h; 4.f; 5.b; 6.a; 7.d; 8.g

Reviewing the Heroes

Play the Hero Cards game until everyone has
had a chance to play, and review again on days
when time permits. After several practice
sessions, redistribute copies of the worksheet.
Challenge students to see whether their scores
improve the second time around. Each student
competes only with their own first score rather
than with the other students. 

Ask students to choose the hero whose vision
most closely matches their own. each student
can then write a speech or a letter as if talking
to the people that hero serves or served.
(Remember that to serve is to lead.) Their
letters should convey vision and peace. 

Activity: Acting Like Heroes

On the same day or at a later date, have
students read or act out the letters and speeches
in class, taking on the characteristics of their
hero. They cannot identify themselves. At the
end of the reading, the other students try to
guess which hero they portrayed. 

Explain to students the nature of a vision
statement. Distribute the worksheet My Vision.
Remind students of the earlier activities to
determine their vision and the related goals 
and objectives.
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Name: Date:

My Vision

(What is the special thing I want to do or change or be in the world?)

Personal Goals 

(What do I need to do to make this happen?)

Outcomes 

(How will the world look different because I accomplished it?)
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Examples of Visions and Outcomes

Vision

To create a more peaceful, harmonious world through music.

Goals

To master an instrument.
To play well enough to travel and share the music of other cultures.
To start an international band in my town.
To play music in nursing homes, hospitals and schools.

Outcomes

People who are suffering will feel greater peace.
People will want to get to know each other by sharing the music of their cultures.
People will feel joy and harmony in their everyday surroundings.

Vision

To discover more ways to prevent cancer by changing something in the environment.

Goals

To finish medical school.
To research communities around the world where cancer is less common.
To conduct experiments to test the reasons why.
To write books to help people understand ways to prevent cancer.

Outcomes

Fewer people will become ill or die while they are still young.
Fewer people will experience the pain of the disease and treatments. 
People will know how to prevent cancer for future generations.

Vision

To give teenagers an alternative to violent gangs.

Goals

To create an altruists’ club where youth can have fun doing service projects.
To grow up and start a business that hires teenagers so they have something to do after school.

Outcomes

Kids will have better ways to earn respect and self-respect. 
The world will be a safer place for everyone. 
Kids will develop skills that help people instead of hurting people.
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Hero: Jester Hairston

The grandson of a slave, Jester Hairston was born in Belews Creek,
NC, but grew up in Pittsburgh, PA, where generations of his
family worked in the steel mills. He studied music at Tufts
University, from which he graduated in 1929. Making his way to
New York as a young man, he met Hall Johnson, a conductor of
Negro spirituals who led the most prominent black choral group
of the 1930s. As Johnson’s assistant, Hairston soon dedicated
himself to preserving the music of the slaves and teaching about
the conditions that gave birth to it. Before each song, he explained
the significance of the words, rhythms and melodies. These songs
were called spirituals. 

Mr. Hairston broke into film in 1936, when he conducted a choir
in an Oscar-winning film called Lost Horizon. He directed the
first racially integrated choirs ever used in movies. His best-known
work may be his arrangement of the spiritual "Amen" for the
movie Lilies of the Field. He also sang the song for Sidney Poiter
in that film. In 1986, he began playing a role in the NBC sitcom
Amen and became the oldest regular on a television series, but
people still remember him best for his music. He composed more
than 300 spirituals!

Mr. Hairston conducted choirs all over the world until he was well
into his ‘90s, as a visiting conductor and as a goodwill ambassador
for the U.S. State Department. He had a heroic vision of teaching
people about slave history through music, and maintaining dignity
and unity for singers of every color and nationality. He lived
almost a century. In 2001 the thousands of singers who sang with
him celebrated the centennial of his birth.

Habits-of-Heart practiced by this hero: 

Vision Seeking, Peacemaking, Selflessness, Advocacy, Dedication 
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Hero: Aung San Su Kyi

Aung San Su Kyi won a Nobel Peace Prize. She fought for
democracy for the people of her country, Myanmar, once called
Burma. This country is between Thailand, Laos, Bangladesh,
India, China and Indonesia.

In early May, 2002, Aung San Su Kyi was released from prison,
where she had been held by military rulers who oppose democracy.
In 1988, after 26 years of dictatorship, the people held an uprising
for democracy and many were killed. In the next election, Ms. Su
Kyi won on behalf of the National League for Democracy, but the
dictators refused to let her rule the country and instead put her in
prison. She was arrested again in 2000 and held for the better part
of two years. She never stopped believing in freedom and hoping
for a chance to help her people.

Government officials have finally begun to release political
prisoners and will let her reunite with her supporters. They know
their methods are not working.  While the military rulers drive
expensive cars, other citizens ride in unsafe buses, with people
sitting on top as well as inside. Citizens are not allowed access to
the Internet, and most have never heard of cell phones. They do
not have a connection to the knowledge of the developed world.
Universities, libraries and even hospitals are often shut down. The
country must seek international support for its diverse people.
Freeing Aung San Su Kyi was a step toward compromising with
the rest of the world. Upon her release, she said, "I must do
everything I can to make sure democracy comes to Burma quickly,
and comes in the right way."  

Habits-of-heart practiced by this hero: Vision seeking,

Peacemaking, Selflessness, Advocacy, Dedication
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Hero: Thor Heyerdahl

A Norwegian scientist named Thor Heyerdahl (Tore HI-er-doll)
set sail on a raft in 1947, traveling the 101-day trip  from Peru to
Polynesia. He did it to prove a point. Mr. Heyerdahl wanted to
prove that the South Pacific Islands may have been settled by
ancient Peruvians using primitive rafts. He wanted to show that
not all South Pacific peoples came from Asia, but that the world
was linked by travel much earlier than we thought. His successful
trip did not prove where the original inhabitants came from, but it
did prove that his theory was possible. "It is utterly illogical to
think cultures developed independently without direct contact
after man developed seagoing vessels about 5,000 years ago," he
once said. Recently, anthropologists have found evidence that he
was right! Cultures interacted with each other and developed
vessels and traded art and pottery as much as 1,000 years before
Columbus. 

Mr. Heyerdahl called his raft the Kon-Tiki, and wrote a book
about it that sold 30 million copies and was published in 67
languages. He continued to use his science to prove the oneness of
humanity. He had a vision and he acted on it. He died in Europe
on April 29, 2002, at age 87.

Habits-of-heart practiced by this hero:

Vision seeking, Peacemaking, Activism, Dedication
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Hero: Maria Martinez

When you use a ziplock bag to store something today, do you ever imagine the work
that once went into a beautiful container used to store things? Potters from Indian
nations across America developed their artistic talents to make what were once everyday
objects. One of the greatest potters of the 20th century was Maria Martinez, of San
Ildefonso Pueblo. Collectors all long to own a piece of her pottery. By generously
sharing her skills and creativity, Maria reintroduced the art of pottery making to her
people, gave them a means of artistic expression and preserved the pueblo way of life.

A pueblo is a village with groupings of adobe, flat-roofed homes. Some of the people
from Indian nations in the Southwestern United States live in pueblos. San Ildefonso
Pueblo, near Santa Fe, New Mexico, has been inhabited since A.D. 1300. Here,
ancient traditions mix with Spanish festivals and Anglo conveniences. The people speak
a language called Tewa. They believe in loving your neighbors and respecting the God-
given gifts of the earth. Maria was born here in about 1887. For nearly a century, she
greeted guests here and shared her craft with those who wanted to learn. 

Maria learned to make pottery as a little girl by watching her aunts after finishing her
chores. By this time, making pottery was no longer a necessary part of daily life.
Spanish and English dishes had replaced traditional cooking pots and containers. The
art of pottery making faced extinction. Maria’s desire to keep it alive made a difference
in the way the pots are created and collected today.

Shortly after Maria married her husband Julian, an archeologist asked her to replicate
(make copies of ) some pottery styles found in a nearby archeological dig. She made
full-scale examples. Julian painted ancient designs on them, such as the horned serpent.
This snake was a symbol of the rush of water after a hard rain at the pueblo.

After such a design is painted, wood and dried cow manure are piled around an iron
grill. The pots are stacked on the grill. The kindling is lit and left to burn until the fire
is very hot. Then ash and more manure are layered on the fire, producing a smoky
atmosphere that turns the pots black. Although other pueblos produce black wares,
Maria and Julian invented a technique that would create a matte (dull) finish on some
parts of the pottery and a glossy jet black finish on other parts. They began
experimenting in 1919 and created a style that soon became world famous. Maria and
Julian taught their children and grandchildren the craft, but since Maria’s death in
1980, her own pottery has become very rare. If you go to a museum or trading post
and see blackened pottery, check for the name of our hero, Maria. 

Habits-of-heart practiced by this hero:

Vision seeking, Peacemaking, Advocacy, Dedication
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Hero: Matthew Stepanek

You don’t have to wait until you’re an adult to become a
hero. Matthew J.T. Stepanek, also known as Mattie,
serves as the Maryland State Goodwill Ambassador for
the Muscular Dystrophy Association. He won the
Melinda Lawrence International Book Award for
inspirational  written words by Children’s Hospice
International. Even though he was home schooled and
spent his time hooked up to the devices that helped him
breathe, he did not let his physical condition interfere
with his vision of bringing peace to the world by writing
poetry. His first book of poetry, Heartsongs, was
published in July 2001. He wrote about life, death, love,
loss, faith, hope, innocence and joy. He even wrote a
poem about the Vietnam War Memorial. He was a
public speaker and appeared on many television
programs to talk about his vision. Matthew dedicated his
life to being a poet and a peacemaker.

Habits-of-heart practiced by this hero:

Vision seeking, Peacemaking, Advocacy, Dedication
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Hero: Nelson Mandela

For many people, Nelson Mandela stands as a symbol of the
triumph of dignity and hope over hatred and of the value of self-
discipline. He became South Africa’s first black president in 1994
and served until 1999. He won the first election in which blacks
we re allowed to vote, after the end of apartheid. Ap a rtheid refers to
the segregation of races in South Africa that persisted for many
years. To remember the meaning, think of the words "apart" and
"hate." 

Mr. Mandela spent many years in prison for protesting apartheid
before he was finally released and elected to lead the people. His
patience and perseverance allowed him not to become bitter but to
become more and more dedicated to his vision of a peaceful, just
society.

As a young attorney in 1944, Mr. Mandela joined the African
National Congress (ANC), a group that opposed the government’s
policy of racial segregation. In 1948, when the South African
government established its policy of apartheid, he called for
equality. The government, in turn, had sentenced him to a life in
prison by 1962. 

The movement went on for thirty years, and he remained a
symbol of patience and hope. In 1990, the government finally
freed Nelson Mandela. His party wanted to rise up against the
government, but Nelson Mandela wanted to bring equality to the
people  in a peaceful way. He led negotiations with white leaders
that eventually brought an end to apartheid and united the two
races together in a new system of government. 

Mandela and then-President F. W. de Klerk of South Africa won
the 1993 Nobel Peace Prize for their work to end apartheid and 
to enable all citizens to fully participate in the South African
government. 

Habits-of-heart practiced by this hero:

Vision seeking, Peacemaking, Advocacy, Dedication
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Hero: Dolores Huerta

Dolores Huerta grew up in Stockton, California, where people
from many different backgrounds came looking for work. Her
mother owned a hotel and often gave free rooms to homeless farm
workers. 

Dolores developed a sense of the importance of justice for all from
an early age. She grew up to be a teacher. Her ears perked up when
a man came to town who wanted to organize a group of people to
help the farm workers improve their living and working conditions
and gain access to the basic necessities, such as proper health care.
She wanted to help with the effort. She dedicated her life to
helping with the farm labor movement and recognizing the role of
women and men in growing the food we all enjoy on our tables
every day. She helped organize the grape boycott and eventually
became a partner with Cesar Chavez in the farm labor movement.
They worked like a brother and sister to peacefully change some of
the practices that made life so difficult for farm workers and
immigrants. 

Ms. Huerta was eventually named Woman of the Year. She was a
humble hero with a big vision. She agreed with Cesar Chavez’s
philosophy about service. Once she said, "Giving kids clothes and
food is one thing, but it’s much more important to teach them
that other people besides themselves are important, and that the
best thing they can do with their lives is to use them in the service
of other people."

Habits-of-heart practiced by this hero:

Vision seeking, Peacemaking, Advocacy, Dedication
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Hero: Ruth Smith

Ruth Smith did not ask for a lot of attention. Instead, she gave it.
She spent many years traveling to the Soviet Union at the height
of the Cold War, to Hiroshima and to peace conferences in
Honduras and Nicaragua. (The Cold War refers to a period when
the world’s most powerful countries collected powerful nuclear
weapons in preparation for war but did not use them.) Ruth
worked at a coffee cooperative during a very unstable time in
Nicaragua’s history. When the war ended, she decided to teach
sewing, weaving and crocheting (kro-SHAY-ing) to Nicaraguan
women to help them supplement their incomes. 

Ms. Smith collected plastic bags for Nicaraguan women to make
into sturdy, beautiful purses. She sent them to the women in the
mountain city of Jinotega, a town with no running water or
sewers, where people live in shacks. When the purses came back,
they could be sold in the United States for more than they would
in Nicaragua. A $20 purse can supply grocery money for a month
for the weaver’s family. Ms. Smith sold the purses to all her friends 
to help the Nicaraguan weavers. She improved the lives of
individual families and a whole city, one bag at a time. 

Habits-of-heart practiced by this hero:

Vision seeking, Peacemaking, Advocacy, Dedication
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1. Jester Hairston

2. Aung San Su Kyi

3. Thor Heyerdahl

4. Maria Martinez

5. Matthew Stepanek

6. Nelson Mandela

7. Dolores Huerta

8. Ruth Smith

a. Endured prison life to work
for peace and the end of
prejudice.

b. Did not let a rare disease
stop him from writing
poetry about peace.

c. Led the first integrated
choirs in film and taught
appreciation of cultures
through music.

d. Spent her life seeking equity
for the farm laborers
through peaceful means.

e. Became a leader to help her
people but was silenced by
those who care more about
power and greed.

f. Rather than becoming
famous by keeping her
artistic techniques a secret,
she shared them with all who
wanted to learn about and
help preserve her culture.

g. Collects and cuts countless
plastic bags to help women
develop their own purse-
making industry.

h. Risked his life sailing in a
raft across the ocean to
provide that cultures have
long been connected.

Peacemaking, Vision
seeking, Selflessness,
Advocacy, Dedication

Peacemaking, Vision
seeking, Selflessness,
Advocacy, Dedication

Peacemaking, Vision
seeking, Selflessness,
Advocacy, Dedication

Peacemaking, Vision
seeking, Selflessness,
Advocacy, Dedication

Peacemaking, Vision
seeking, Selflessness,
Advocacy, Dedication

Peacemaking, Vision
seeking, Selflessness,
Advocacy, Dedication

Peacemaking, Vision
seeking, Selflessness,
Advocacy, Dedication

Peacemaking, Vision
seeking, Selflessness,
Advocacy, Dedication

Who Is a Hero?

Match the person on the left with a vision and habit combo on the right by writing the correct
letter in the numbered box.

Hero Vision Habits-of-Heroes  

Needed
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Discuss the importance of qualities common 
to each hero and the ways in which each one
followed through with a personal vision. Listen
to the spirituals of Jester Hairston, if available.
(See specific information on the song chart in
the Habits-of-Heart music book.) Invite a guest
presenter to sing some of his work or to sing
other early spirituals and to discuss how he

used music to inform people about culture and
history. Consider what his life might have been
like if he had not chosen this path.

Allow students to sing along with Live-a-
Humble if you have located this recording by
the late Jester Hairston. [If you have substituted
Jester Hairston with a local musical legend, feel

B G,

Activity 5: Musical Guest Presenter and Rehearsal
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to bring in another guest presenter and another
style of uplifting music.]

The same day or at a later time, introduce the
song True Heroes using the suggestions for
music instruction in the supplementary music
book, where you will also find the song lyrics.
Discuss the lyrics in context with the life of the
musician and other heroes the students have
studied. Have them think of others they admire
in history as true heroes, based on creating a
positive vision and living into it.  

Tell the students they can not only have their
own vision but teach others how to do so, by
singing about it, as Jester Hairston did. Help
them learn the song they will later perform
(with or without vocals, as you choose).

You can teach full-circle learning songs with 
or without benefit of a music teacher, by using 
the recording on the CD habits-of-heart 1. An
instrumental version of each song is provided 
if you choose to have the students perform
without the vocals in the background once they
learn the lyrics. Song charts are recommended
in lieu of reproducing the lyrics, to encourage
students to look up and follow the director.

When students are comfortable with the
meaning of the first song, prepare them to learn
the second song. Begin with a discussion about
whether great visions belong only to famous
people. Discuss the following key points.

• People of differing capacities develop different
visions.

• Sometimes the empathy we gain for a certain
challenge gives us insight and shapes our
vision, as in someone who cannot walk and
designs a new prosthetic leg or someone who
is blind but sharpens their hearing and uplifts
the world through music.

• Everyone can have a vision that benefits
others, and everyone can act on it in 
some way.

In other rehearsals, as time permits, introduce
the song Who Can Say?, found on the same
recording. Allow some students to sing the
counterpart. 

This module encourages students to learn at
least one new song for each habit-of-heart.
Offer students a chance to perform the music
whenever possible, as a gift for guest presenters,
in knowledge exchanges with other student
groups, as a thank-you for host sites, as an
educational component of public performances
and on field trips related to the theme. 
The music manual offers other suggested 
uses as well.
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Introduce the discussion with a walk through
the neighborhood, if possible. Ask students to
silently look for signs of change or for features
in the landscape that they did not see a week
ago, a season ago or a year ago. Return to the
classroom and have students list these items.
Then challenge them to recall any other regions
where they have lived. Ask them to note any
changes that have appeared in those areas over
time. List them, together, on the board. They
can include both man-made and natural
changes. Examples might include:

• dry weather made the grass brown

• a flood wiped out a bridge

• a street was newly paved

• a building burned down

• a boulder fell and blocked a road

• a new sign went up in the neighborhood

, B.

Activity 6: Observing Changing Communities
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• someone put up a birdhouse and new birds
came to the neighborhood

• a road was closed due to snow

• the crops or garden did not grow as well one
year as in another

• a new building was constructed in the
neighborhood

• a tree grew taller

• flowers or other annual plants grew, bloomed
and died each year

• trees lost their leaves each year

• someone cut down some trees or planted new
ones

Students may come up with a variety of other
responses, based on their country, region,
community type and size, etc. Accept all
answers. Together, check off the changes made
by nature rather than by people. 

Note that there are many changes within a few
short years, but nature makes even greater
changes over time. Have students list some of
the forces that create long-term change on a
landscape, such as:

• earthquakes

• floods

• volcanoes

Point out that we can watch for signs of
changes all around us. Signs might include:

• a shell found imbedded in rock or dirt,
suggesting there was once an ocean there

• a rock made of dried lava

• a streambed or river with rocks, trees or debris
washed downstream from other areas 

If students did not add glacier to the forces that
shape a landscape, add it now. Challenge
students to define a glacier (a large body of ice
moving slowly down a slope or valley or
spreading outward on a land surface).

Ask students if they have ever pulled a carton of
ice cream out of a freezer for awhile and
noticed the frosty covering sliding in sheets off
the face of the carton. Note that if the carton
were made of earth, the sheet of ice might
sculpt lines into that earth as it hardens into
rock. The ice crystals would also affect the
temperature of the pool of water forming at the
bottom of the ice cream. This effect simulates
the effects of a glacier on the landscape. 

A glacier, by its very nature, constantly changes.
In some ways, it acts as nature’s sculpting chisel.
During the ice age, glaciers covered a large
portion of the continent. As these glaciers
melted, they created icy lakes and shaped the
faces of granite mountains. 

Introduce the worksheet, The Life of a Glacier.
Review the concepts in a kitchen, if possible,
using ice trays you have set in various parts of a
refrigerator. Read it over, and complete it as
one group, in smaller groups or individually.
Check the answers together.

Answer key: 1. c; 2. d; 3. b; 4. a.
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When studying glaciers, it can help to think about the way a refrigerator works. The
temperature we call "freezing" is 34 degrees Fahrenheit. The temperature of the average
refrigerator is 40-45 degrees Fahrenheit. The temperature of the average freezer is 0 or
below. The ice compartment of a freezer may reach as high as 10-25 degrees, but if it
gets any higher, the ice begins to thaw. (If you’re not sure about this, put an ice tray in
a pan in the refrigerator and see how long it takes to melt.) 

If a glacier is hard-packed at 0 degrees, slides around at 25 degrees and begins to melt
at 40 degrees, try to imagine what happens when the earth gradually becomes warmer.
Picture a tray of ice as you try to match the condition on the right with the one on the
left. What do you think would happen...

Student Worksheet

The Life of a Glacier

1. If the sun heated the air to
26 degrees above zero?

2. If the sun eventually heated
the air to 45 degrees?

3. If the air cooled again to 30
degrees?

4. If the air grew hot, up to
85-100 degrees, and it
stayed hot?

a. The glacier would turn
into a lake or ocean. 

b. The melting chunks of
ice would begin to freeze
again.

c. The glacier may collect
beads of condensation or
dew but would not melt.

d. The glacier would break 
up into chunks of slowly
melting ice, floating in
cold water.
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Assign a pair of students role play the following
conflicts in class. They can call on their
audience for assistance, or you can freeze the
two and ask for varied responses. You may also
have multiple pairs of students role play the
same conflict.

Conflict #1

John Muir has just returned from an
exhilarating trip and shared his findings with 
a scientist he met in town. The scientist does
not believe glaciers ever existed as far south as
Yosemite. He thinks the area is too far from 
the polar ice caps to have ever supported any

2l ,.

Activity 7: Conflict Resolution: 

Room for More than One Vision?
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glaciers. Instead, he thinks the valley was carved
out by an earthquake. The scientist does not
want John Muir’s ideas to gain acceptance, for
fear that government funding for new research
in Yosemite might mean less funding for his
own studies. He wishes John Muir would 
go back to herding sheep! How can they
respectfully discuss their differing visions using
the conflict bridge?

Conflict #2

A researcher discusses the importance of
protecting a certain piece of land with the

member of an indigenous tribe whose family
lived there for centuries and harvested certain
plants to eat and make clothing. The researcher
thinks it is important to let the land return to
its natural state, to see what nature will do if
allowed to take its course. The long-term
dweller thinks it is important to pick certain
plants in season, so they do not become
overrun.  Each one wants the other to listen 
to his or her way of doing things. How can
they use the conflict bridge to learn from 
each other’s vision?
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Activity 8: Comparing Conservationists
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Reproduce and read aloud, as a class, the student activity
sheet that follows, entitled John Muir’s Vision. 

Pontential-Tapping Value of the Activity
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Photos by Max Henkle

Yosemite
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The more observant we are, the more we can discover about the world around us. A certain naturalist
named John Muir explored the nature of glaciers by observing nature. 

California is a fairly warm place, and when he came to walk through the mountains of California, no
one had talked about the possibility that the mountains were glacial mountains. 

John had come from Scotland and earned money to send back home to his large family of brothers
and sisters by herding sheep. The more time he spent in the mountains herding sheep, the more
fascinated he became with the landscape. Just by studying nature, he developed a theory about the
movement of the glaciers that formed Yosemite Valley.

He did not have a college degree, so other scientists did not believe what he said at first. Yet he
walked and walked through the mountains of California in the Yosemite area and wrote down his
observations. He helped scientists understand glaciers much better, in the end.

He loved the beauty of the mountains. His vision was to discover more about it firsthand and to help
others appreciate it, so they would help protect and preserve the wilderness and the natural landscape. 

He walked all the way from San Francisco to the mountains of Yosemite almost a century and a half
ago. He instructed people to get on stagecoaches, if they weren’t willing to walk like him, and go to
the mountains, because once they saw it, he knew they would want to preserve it. Other people did
capture his vision and tried to preserve the wildlife communities, plant communities and purity of
the landscape. Together, they made a very important contribution to the world. 

Look at the pictures of Yosemite National Park, then discuss the following questions:

1. Why do you think John Muir loved Yosemite?

2. Do you see why he thought the mountains here were
different from mountains in other places? How can 
you tell this landscape was formed by glaciers?

3. Picture these scenes covered with buildings, billboards, graffiti, and smog. Do you see why he
wanted to protect it from becoming another city? 

4. If he had not, how might this have changed the community of plants and animals and the beauty 
of the mountains?

5. For many centuries before John Muir came to Yosemite, other people lived there. Who do you
suppose they were? (The indigenous people or American Indians.) 

6. Do you know what the word indigenous means? 

Student Worksheet

John Muir’s Vision
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An indigenous plant is one that grows naturally in an area rather than being brought in from the
outside or requiring special conditions to grow there. An indigenous people is a group of people 
who lived in an area for a ve ry long time and know how to make use of its natural re s o u rces. T h e
indigenous people of the Yosemite area came from individual nations. They we re called the So u t h e r n
Sierra Miwok, the Pauite and the Mono people. They each had their own customs and traditions. 
They we re grateful for the land and knew how to pick the berries and catch the fish in a way that
did not deplete the community of plants and animals. When the park service was officially formed
in order to pre s e rve the land in and around Yosemite, the officials re q u i red these indigenous people
to leave. They did not re a l i ze that the people already knew how to pre s e rve the land. 

One of these people, a Southern Sierra Miwok, was the spiritual leader of his people and also
worked for the forestry division of the park. He was allowed to live in the park until he retired in
the 1990s. When he retired, he had to leave the park where his ancestors had lived for many years,
yet he was grateful that the land had been preserved. 

John Muir and the indigenous people had a similar vision about protecting the land. There are now
many schools, buildings and forests named after John Muir, who is remembered as a hero in
California history. But students at one full-circle learning site wanted to help the Park Service
recognize the heroism of the indigenous people who preserved the beauty of this area for so many
centuries. 

They created gifts and held a special ceremony to honor the contributions of the indigenous people
of Yosemite and also the members of Park Service who had respected their conservation practices.
The students prepared for the event in several ways, by:

• Listing all the beautiful features of Yosemite.

• Creating a certificate thanking the people 
who had preserved them.

• Painting paintings based on the pictures 
they had seen.

• Sculpting special pots as gifts for the 
members of the indigenous community 
who work in Yosemite Park.

• Writing poems about Yosemite.

• Preparing a unity dance to perform the ceremony.

• Traveling eight hours to the national park to perform the ceremony and give the gifts to
representatives of the indigenous community and to the Park Service. 

The ceremony was held at the museum, where the Miwok hostess was so moved that she invited
the students to return for a special ceremony in the round house that afternoon. 

Your class may want to prepare a similar program for a group of people who have worked to
preserve the beauty of the natural world. Hold a discussion with your teacher about what project
you might pursue in your area. 
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Begin the student-planning phase of a project
that may be completed soon or over time. 
First, discuss aloud the students’ responses 
to the questions in John Muir’s Vision. 
Before conducting the discussion, review the
supplemental ideas that follow. Decide whether

to research the contributions of indigenous
communities in your own area to the
preservation or conservation of natural
resources, or find a parallel local project, or
whether to focus on the one in the manual. 
As a third alternative, you may want to identify
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an indigenous community in a country far
from your own to expand the students’
geographical horizons, and research the
community on the Internet to provide details
on which to base the service project. 

Designing the Appreciation
Proclamation

If you pursue the same project or replicate it
using a similar nature preserve in your area, you
may find these steps helpful with your class.

1. First, define a natural resource as a gift
supplied by nature. Have students list on 
the board the resources and geological
features in the area. 

2. They can each receive a postcard of a scene
from the area and list every resource or
feature pictured in the photo. Then they can
check to see that the master list contains
these items. Remind them to include such
items as "clean air." Revise the list as a
group.

3. After listing the resources, students can agree
on the wording of their suggestion. Or they
can choose from the list of features to each
write a poem about the place. (If you choose
to use the template for a general certificate,
have them decorate a larger piece of poster
board to use as a matte for the certificate.)

4. Post and read the following elements for
suggested inclusion in the rough draft. Get
student input on additions or revisions to the
draft. A sample generic certificate is included
in this section.

We hereby note that Yosemite National
Park [or the designated area you have
chosen] is rich in resources such as: 

(List resources as bullet points)

We hereby note that the indigenous people
shared the vision of protecting the beauty
of this land for many centuries. 

We appreciate those of every generation
who discover, study and share the natural
beauty with a vision of preserving it forever.

Sending the Proclamation

When students feel they have had input, have
them vote on the final wording. Prepare the
proclamation, and have students sign their
names on the bottom or on an attached sheet.
If you are not customizing your presentation
for a local indigenous community but are
sending the proclamation to Yosemite, mail it
with a cover letter to:

Yosemite Park Museum Director
National Park Service
Yosemite, California

Presenting the Proclamation

If you are customizing the project for a local
site, allowing students to present it in person,
on a field trip or camping trip, will prove most
effective. If you do so, you may want to include
the following in the presentation:

• A student-choreographed dance to reflect the
area’s geological history.

• Student-written poems about the geological
features of the area, presented orally and also
prepared as a book or poster that can be left
behind. 

• Pottery painted or etched with symbols of the
geological features of the area on the pots or
postcards of the area turned into paintings (or
other art projects described in Activity 10).

The items can be mailed for an offsite service
project as well. 
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Certificate of Appreciation
We, a group of student Vision-Seekers,
hereby thank you for centuries of careful
preservation of the natural beauty of the
land we now enjoy.

The role these many generations played
in the preservation of this area and other
beautiful areas in the world will never be
forgotten. It will live on in every morning
sunrise that falls on the deserts, streams,
peaks, meadows, ancient trees and
crystalline waterways everywhere.

Nature does not forget those who do
not forget it. 

You will always be remembered.

We offer our heartfelt gratitude.

The Vision Seekers Class

n
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The following art activity serves several
purposes. Whether your students study a local
area or the Yosemite National Park area of
California, you can turn a discussion of
geological features, cultures and service
opportunities into an art lesson. Follow the
instructions in Appendix A for the Postcard to
Poster, Hero Pottery or Wildlife Watercolors
Activities. You may use the pictures of Yosemite
provided in this book or select a local area of

your choice. Preview the full range of options
in the appendix for use with all the habits,
under Being Art Smart.

Continually remind students that the ultimate
purpose of the activity will be to honor those
who have preserved the beauty of the natural
landscape. This is a part of the culminating
service project.
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Activity 10: Art: 

Taking the Scenes from Postcard to Poster
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If you have found the earlier material too
complex for your class, this lesson may be more
suitable for your younger students.

In preparation for the lesson: Reproduce
written and photographic descriptions of
various life zones, ecosystems or wildlife
communities. An excellent source for this
information is Reader’s Digest’s North American
Wildlife. The information exists in many
sources, especially on the web, and you may
want to customize it to your country or region
but still include some life zones the students
have not yet explored. 

Copy pictures of animals from the same book.
Make color copies, if you like, and post the
displays on a common bulletin board, or 
have students draw and color examples of the
settings and wildlife on separate pages. Reading
the descriptions of the animals together in class,
have students identify the animals that belong
in each wildlife community.

Challenge students to define community.
(A community is a group of interdependent
people who share certain things.) Have students
list some of these things on the board:

Activity 11: Understanding Natural Communities 
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• a common place to live, work and play

• a government to help everyone cooperate
together

• laws and traditions that help them keep peace

• special resources such as libraries, fire halls
and schools

• friends who know and rely on each other

• people who depend on others for their
survival (store owners who need customers,
etc.)

Everyone in a community is interrelated, 
in some way. When Los Angeles had an
earthquake in 1994, people from all over went
to affected parts of the city to help people clear
out bricks and begin to rebuild. When a town
has a flood near its river, even people living far
away from the river come to put sandbags up to
protect the houses from the floodwaters. People
in a community are interdependent. Ask:

How is a community of plants and animals like a
community of people?  

The plants and animals depend on each other 
for survival. Here is an example of a community
at work.

Distribute A Community Story and have
students read aloud. When time permits, have
them draw out the processes described, to
visualize the interdependencies.

Explain to students: 

Each type of wildlife community is different. 
The one just described was a Rocky Mountain
Forest. In North America alone, there at least 
30 different types of wildlife communities. 
There are many more in other countries around
the world. Each place is a habitat, or home, 
for many creatures. 

Give each student a habitat reproduction. Ask
the students to study the sheet they were given
and answer the questions on the worksheet
Wildlife Community Profile. Put the write-ups
and habitat descriptions up on a bulletin board,
if you haven’t already.

On days when you have spare time, play a
game in which each student receives a habitat
sheet and then is dealt several animal sheets,
face down. When the clock starts, the students
have one minute to determine how many of the
animals they were dealt belong in their habitat.
They keep a personal tally of the number of
animals that fit. The habitats and animals are
collected, shuffled and redistributed between
each round. This game is most easily played in
groups of four to six students. 
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A Community Story

A male deer sharpens his horns by rutting against an aspen tree. Small animals might live in and
around the tree. The tree’s sparse shade helps certain types of wildflowers, such as columbines, to
grow in the meadows beneath it. There may be certain types of insects and birds, such as bees and
hummingbirds, who like the nectar of the flowers. The bees make honey and create a honeycomb
in a nearby tree. A bear in the area enjoys eating the honey. He reaches up and scoops up globs of it
with his paw. Then he washes it down with juicy wild berries from a blackberry patch near the
creek and termites he picks up from an old stump alongside the trail, until he is very full. He
digests the food and leaves a deposit of what 
we call scat along the trail. It is rich in nutrients and fertilizes the soil. When the aspen tree drops
its leaves and seedlings, a seedling falls into that fertile soil and begins to grow into 
a new tree, and the whole process starts all 
over again.

Draw a picture of this process, with arrows showing what happens first. 

k
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The following supplemental reading
assignments relate to particularly to vision-
seeking and to visionaries who contributed to
the preservation of wilderness areas in North
America. These particular heroes included John
Muir, whose research and conservation efforts
protected California’s Yosemite National Park,
Marion Stoddart, who acted to protect New
England’s Nashua River Valley, and also the
indigenous peoples who preserved landscapes
across the continent for centuries. If you are
living in another part of the world, include

books about visionaries from your own region
as well.

Each time you conduct a reading activity, we
suggest these procedures:

• Obtain and preview the suggested in-class
reading selections or books and decide which 
are appropriate for your students.

• Check the vocabulary words listed at the 
front of the Habits-of-Heart unit and note
any that apply.

Activity 12: Reading Aloud About Conservationists
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• Reproduce copies of the vocabulary list for
each student and two extra copies. 

• See Appendix B for Reading-Related
Activities. Present the selected activities in
class.

• Conduct the read-aloud assignments. 

Suggested In-Class Reading Selections

Keepers of the Earth: Native American Stories
and Environmental Activities for Children
Appropriate for beginning-intermediate readers
(Choose a different selection for each day.)

A River Ran Wild
Appropriate for beginning-intermediate readers

John Muir, Young Naturalist 
Appropriate for intermediate-advanced readers
Pages 89-131,173-182 (10 pages per day for
four days)

Selections from The Mountains of California
Appropriate for advanced readers
Pages such as v to vii (John Muir bio); 3-4, and
76-85 (from "When a mountain lake is born..."
to "like birds to an old nest.")

Suggested At-home Reading

(For Ages 5-11)

Values Tales Biographies (available through
Amazon.com):

During Vision Seeking:
The Value of Imagination: The Story of Charles
Dickens

During Selflessness:
The Value of Helping: The Story of Harriet
Tubman

During Advocacy:
The Value of Understanding: The Story of
Margaret Mead

During Dedication:
The Value of Dedication: The Story of Albert
Schweitzer

Extra Challenge for Advanced Readers

Increase the number of pages read each day and
use one day to read the selections from John
Muir’s own book, The Mountains of California.
(You may shorten the selections suggested, if
you choose.) Challenge students to watch for
phrases that paint a word picture. After reading
the selections, give a picture book or postcard
of Yosemite to each student. Have the students
go back through the text and match the visuals
in picture books or postcards to particular
paragraphs in the text. They can read these
selections and show the corresponding pictures
in a presentation for the other students. 



Name: Date:

Student Worksheet

Field Trip Preparation 

Where we will go:

What we will do:

What service we will provide or what courtesies we will show:

Who this will benefit and why:

What we expect to learn from the trip:

Field Trip Reflection

Where we went:

Who we met:

What we did:

Who benefited and why:

What we learned about others from the trip:

What we learned about ourselves from the trip:

Who we will thank, compliment or congratulate:

76
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Habit-of-Heart: 

Selflessness
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Objectives

Character Education Goals

Students will consider the following

concepts about selflessness:

• Infants are born with an awareness only of
their own needs; maturity means developing
sensitivity to the needs of others.

• It takes greater self-mastery to show selflessness
than selfishness; it also creates a greater feeling
of self-respect. 

• Selflessness means sacrificing something
without expecting anything in return.

• If we see all human beings as worthy of our
caring, it becomes easier to practice selflessness,
because we truly believe that people are worthy
of the best we can give them.

• People can accomplish great good to humanity
when they practice selflessness.

• Even young people can look for the needs in
their community and act on them when they
think more as others’ needs and less about
their own. 

• People who have made contributions in the
past are considered heroes in the eyes of the
world today, because the results of their acts
lasted beyond their lifetime. 

Academic Goals

Students will understand and

communicate the following concepts:

• Animals adapt to their surroundings.

• Some species increase the health and survival
of the whole by acting selflessly rather than
aggressively and carrying on dedicated efforts
to support the survival of all.

• Insects can spread disease, but they can also
reduce disease.

• Malaria is increasing because the insects who
spread it have adapted to the pesticides used 
to prevent it.

• Malaria is a pandemic that researchers and
pharmaceutical companies can help prevent 
or treat. 

Arts Goals

Students will:

• Learn a song reinforcing the ability to give
selflessly, called Givers.

• Read literature that increases a sense of
cadence and musicality of the language.

• Paint portraits of characters in literature.

• Learn interviewing and oratory skills. 

Conflict Resolution Goals

Students will:

• Understand and express the relationship
between strong leadership and the ability to
show selflessness, when necessary, for the

Habit-of-Heart: Selflessness
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peaceful resolution of conflicts.

• Role play a conflict of interests between a
public health officer and a pharmaceutical
company.

• Use guided imagery/visualization exercises to
reduce stress focus less on self and more on
others.  

Service Goals

Students will:

• Conduct research on selflessness in the
patterns of behavior on the local streets and
roadways.

• Present their findings to local decision-
makers, along with related artifacts and a
commitment to campaign for selflessness and
courtesy in the community.

• Commit to set an example for others in these
areas.

• Recognize agencies, corporations and
researchers in other parts of the world who
are working to end a pandemic. 
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Habit-of-Heart: Selflessness

Vocabulary 
Words

ego-centric: (adj.) focused only on the self

world-embracing: (adj.) reaching out to the world, regardless of place

identity: (noun) a sense of we are personally and what we stand for

selfishness: (noun) the feeling of wanting your own desires met, even if it hurts others to do so

selflessness: (noun) the tendency to think less about your own needs and more about others’ needs

colony: (noun) a group of people or other living things who have settled in one place

malaria: (noun) a dangerous, contagious disease spread by mosquitoes 

pandemic: (noun)  a disease that spreads around the world

pharmaceutical: (adj.) relating to drugs used to cure disease

Challenge students to write down other unknown words they come across during their learning
about selflessness. They can write definitions of the words and put them into the box to play the
vocabulary game described in the Appendix.

g
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Ask students:

Do you remember the day you were born? Do you
recall how the people around you thought, looked
and felt that day? Perhaps you have seen pictures
or heard stories, but only tell what you personally
noticed about others that day.

You probably didn’t notice much of anything,
because you were very busy just being born!

Draw a baby on the left side of the board, a
world on the right side and an equal sign in

G

Habit-of-Heart: Selflessness

Activities

Activity 1: Thought Provoker: Maslow and Maturity
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between. (If you like, you may also post
pictures of babies around the room.) Adapt 
the following concepts for the age level of 
your students:

When we are first born, our world consists only of
ourselves. We are ego-centric. This means we think
we are the center of the world. We have good
reason to feel that way at first, because we don’t
yet know the rest of the world exists. We have, so
far, only lived in darkness. We are not aware of
the roles of the other people around us. We don’t
think about what they want or need. 

As we begin to open our eyes and use them, we see
our parent or whoever takes care of us, but we do
not yet understand that this is a separate person.
We see caregivers only as the solution to our needs
and wants. Eventually, we begin to understand
how family members and friends are linked to us.
Slowly, we become more aware of others and of
the fact that they have feelings and needs just as
we do. This is a sign that we are becoming more
mature or grown up.

(Draw a few stick figures beside the baby on
the left.)

As we learn to care about these people and do
things that make them happy, we are able to add
more people to our world. Some people become so
mature inside that they care as much about the
comfort and happiness of others as they do about
their own. Sometimes they care more. One word
for this is selflessness. (Underline less.) It means
we seek less often to please only ourselves and
think more often about others. 

(Draw a thought bubble around the stick
figures beside the baby with an arrow or circles
going toward its head.)

To practice selflessness does not mean to give up
our sense of identity or self-respect. It means,
rather, to earn self-respect by caring for others, just
as parents often give up some things they want to
buy food or diapers for a hungry baby.

Which picture shows the most mature self? Why? 

What would happen if we were only aware of our
own wants and needs and nobody else’s? 

(We would never grow mature. As our bodies
grew, we would remain like infants inside.) 

No one is always selfless. Sometimes we need to
make our needs known. It’s okay to make choices
that help ourselves, but sometimes those choices
ignore the feelings or needs of someone else. That’s
when we are practicing not selflessness but a
similar word. Do you know what it is?
(Selfishness. Write the two words on the board
and ask students to discuss the differences until all
students understand. Challenge them to see how
much difference a few letters can make.) 

If a person thinks only of himself or herself and
acts selfishly all the time, that person is like an
infant inside, no matter how big they get on the
outside. Some people forget this. They may act
tough, tease others, or do hurtful things, thinking
it makes them seem more powerful and therefore
more mature. True power comes with selflessness,
which is sometimes a more challenging but
fulfilling habit to practice than its opposite,
selfishness. 

Did you ever choose to give something up you
really wanted for the sake of someone else? Try
to recall a time when you did. How did it feel
afterward? How did the other person feel?
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Challenge students to see if they can
understand these two opposites or antonyms.
Describe a situation. If they feel it shows
selflessness, they point a finger away from
themselves. If they feel it shows selfishness, 
they point at themselves. Tell them that when
all students’ fingers are pointing the same
direction, you will move on. (If students seem
uncertain, you may always stop and discuss 
one of the situations.)

Situation: Vickie’s Valor

Vickie went to a ball game with her parents. 
An older lady came to watch, but there was 
no place for her to sit. 

Ending #1: Vickie quickly got up and
motioned for the lady to take her seat while 
she sat on the step. (After students point
outward, ask, Is it easier to identify selflessness
in this situation or to practice it? Have you 
ever offered your seat to someone?)

Bj

Activity 2: Gauging Situational Selflessness
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Ending #2: Vickie kept her eyes on the game
so the lady without a seat wouldn’t know that
she saw her come in.

Ending #3: Vickie told her sister to give up her
seat for the lady.

Situation: Armando’s Ethics

Armando was supposed to stop at the
kindergarten class and walk his little brother
home from school. Some friends asked him 
to go to the store with them instead, to spend
some money they had found on the ground
outside the store on their way to school that
morning. 

Ending #1: Armando went along with them,
just to look cool, and because he hoped the
money would go far enough for him to buy
something too. He never even thought about his
little brother waiting in the school yard. 

Ending #2: Armando pointed out that the
person who lost the money might come back
and need it. It could be money a child was to
use for bandages or milk or something
important. He suggested they pick up his little
brother first, then turn in the money to the
shopkeeper in case someone later claimed it. 

Ending #3: Armando said he felt bad for
whoever lost the money, but not bad enough to
turn it in. He started thinking of how much
candy it would buy. He suggested they eat the
candy before picking up his little brother, who
would want some if he saw it.

Situation: Taneesha’s Choice

Taneesha’s cousin had a serious illness and went
to the hospital. He needed a surgery in which
they would replace some of his blood cells, but
he had a rare blood type. He needed family
members to donate blood before the surgery,
because they shared the same blood type. 

Ending #1: Even though she did not like being
poked with needles, Taneesha cared more about
saving her cousin than she cared about her own
discomfort. She volunteered to give blood.

Ending #2: Taneesha made up a story about
having a bad cold, so they would tell her she did
not qualify to give blood because she wasn’t
healthy.

Ending #3: Taneesha began calling all the
relatives and talking them into giving blood, so
her cousin would be healthy again but she
wouldn’t have to be poked with a needle. 

Situation: Toby’s Tension

Toby’s grandmother loved bright, colorful
clothes, not the plain colored shirts his friends
liked to wear. Toby felt embarrassed to wear the
shirt his grandmother gave him for his birthday.
He thought his friends might not accept him if
he looked different from them. Toby’s
grandmother asked if he was going to put on his
new shirt before his friends came over to
celebrate his birthday.

Ending #1: Toby lied and said he had spilled
food on it when he tried it on, so he would have
to wash it and wear it another time. He did not
look at her face when he said it.

Ending #2: Toby sighed and said he did not
like the shirt and she might as well return it and
just give him the money. Then he asked her
how soon she could do that for him.

Ending #3: Toby thought of his grandmother’s
feelings and of the love she had shown him in
buying what she felt was a wonderful shirt. He
thanked her, went to put it on, and began
thinking about spending his own money to buy
a card for her next birthday. He smiled,
thinking about finding a card the color of his
shirt—a colorful card he knew she would truly
like. When Toby’s friends came to pick him up,
she hugged him good-bye before he left. His
friends told him he was lucky to have a
grandmother who cared so much about him. 
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In each of these situations, which choices do you
think made the person happier, their selfish choices
or their selfless choices? Do you see how selflessness
helps you think less about your wants and more
about others?

It has been said that leaders are not people 
who exert power over others but who give of
themselves for others. Let’s role play a real world
situation using selflessness. 

A small community hospital had some problems
helping the staff get along. They brought in a
trainer who helped everyone learn to work
together better to save lives. But half the staff said
they could not practice the new skills they had
learned because their supervisor would not let
them. He had not been in favor of the training.
He secretly wanted to keep his power by doing
things his own way, even if the patients suffered. 
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Presume that one of you is that supervisor and the
other one is a nurse whose patient remained in
pain while the doctor was arguing with other staff
members outside the patient’s room. Role play how
you will handle this situation.

(Allow the class to coach the two people doing
the role play at certain intervals. After the role
play, in the debriefing, point out that the
supervisor wanted to keep his power. Evaluate
whether he was able to put this need aside to
act selflessly. Based on the new definition of
leadership, define who was the leader: the
doctor, the nurse, neither or both.)

In order to learn selflessness, we must first unlearn
selfishness. Let’s turn the situation around now.
The doctor is sick and in the hospital. He has
become the patient of the nurse. She had plans to
go out with friends, but he tells her she is the best
nurse and asks if she will stay late and take care
of him. 

(Appoint the same pair to role play the
situation. Let other teams try the exercise, 
as time permits.)

Discussion Points

Do you think her selflessness set a good
example for the doctor? Who was the leader
this time? 

(Point to the picture on the board again.) 
Ask the following questions:

• Did these characters act ego-centric or world-
embracing? 

• Is it selflessness when you give something up
to get something in return? Why or why not?
(It may be a good way to negotiate a conflict,
but it can only be considered selfless if you
are willing to give without getting. When the
word "me" enters in, an act is no longer fully
selfless.) 

• Even if you have all the education you need,
selflessness is the habit that makes you a
mature, world-embracing leader.

• If we see all human beings as worthy of our
caring, it becomes easier to practice
selflessness, because we truly believe that
people are worthy of the best we can give
them. Sometimes our selflessness on their
behalf inspires them to give up selfish acts
and become more selfless. 
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Distribute the worksheet, Me and My World.
Ask students to each draw a realistic picture of
their own world view, using the drawing on the
board as a model. At the bottom of the page,
they will have a chance for personal reflection
and a commitment to improve. Hang the
drawings or file the drawings where they are
accessible to students. 

Habits-of-Heart Homework

Remind students to write about or draw one
act of selflessness they completed at home and

have their parents sign off on it before the 
end of the week. Offer them a Habits-of-Heart
homework sheet to take home. When they
return it, ask whether the completed
assignment suggests that they add any figures 
to the drawing of their world. 

At the end of the other projects in this unit,
remind students again to add figures to their
Me and My World drawings. 
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Draw a world on the right.  Now draw yourself on the left. Beside yourself, draw all the people you
care about as much as you care about yourself. If you know who the people are, you don’t need to
label them, but you can label them if you choose. 

=  my 

Did you draw a large crowd, a small family or just yourself? What does this drawing tell you about
yourself?

How do you show that you care about the people you pictured? 

List six things you do not really need but that you enjoy doing, having or eating. 

Of those six things, check off the ones you would be willing to give up for someone else who
needed them as much or more. Would you give them up for someone you did not know well or
only for a friend? 

How can you improve on your own selflessness? 

How can you show you care about others, even if they are different?

Me and My World
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Readings

This activity will require several steps:

1.  Choose age-appropriate books compiling
the accomplishments of local or
international heroes, either from your local

library or from the list below. Consider the
needs of students and touchstones of the
community in choosing your selections.

2.  Distribute or reproduce the entries from the
suggested book selections, if you prefer,
assigning each entry to a pair of students. 
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3.  Ask each pair of students to take turns
quietly reading the entry together.

4.  As they read, they will underline unknown
or interesting words. Later, they will define
and illustrate these words for the class on
poster that will be displayed in the
classroom. Each team must come up with 
at least three words. Keep the vocabulary
words up and review them later.

5.  One partner will be the interviewer and one
will be the hero. One partner will try to
imagine being the person in the story.

6.  When students present orally to the class,
the interviewer will ask questions that help
the person tell their story orally to the class.
They can use the Interviewing a Hero
worksheet as a guide.

Catch the Spirit: Teen Volunteers Tell How They
Made a Difference, by Susan K. Perry

Book of Black Heroes, from A to Z, By Wade
Hudson and Valerie Wilson Wesley

They Led the Way: 14 American Women, by
Johanna Johnston

Amazing Scientists: A Book of Answers for Kids,
by Jim Callan

Value Tales Series, by Spencer Johnson and 
Ann Donegan Johnson

For beginning readers: Tikki Tikki Tembo

This book is available in Spanish and English.
Used for beginning readers, it enhances
phonetic ability while sharing cultural
information. Challenge students to watch for
someone in the story who shows selflessness
and prepare to explain how and why. They 
may want to talk about the feelings of each
character and why it was important to think 
of someone other than themselves. 

Art Connection: If time permits, assign
Retelling the Story as a mural assignment. Lay
out a piece of butcher paper. Using crayon or
washable paint, assign a student to depict each
character at one end. Assign others to show the
settings involved or to draw various actions
taken throughout the plot. They may label each
character who showed selflessness and hang the
mural as a classroom reminder.
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Interviewing a Hero 

Use the following questions to design your oral presentation. The person being interviewed may
need to imagine some of the details they would fill in.

1.  What is your name and where do you come from?

2.  Tell a little about your dreams—about what is important to you. 

3.  How have you acted on your dreams? Tell us your story.

4.  Did your achievements require you to act with selflessness? Give us an example.

5.  What other habits-of-heart did you use to achieve your goals?

6.  Who did you turn to for help along the way?

7.  Who benefited from your efforts?

8.  What would have happened if you had thought only of yourself along the way?

9.  How did you find yourself by giving yourself away?
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Play the Hero Cards game. As a student reads a
card, have the other students raise their hands if
they hear an example of selflessness in the story.

After each card is read, have students discuss
whether the hero would have achieved what
they did without selflessness.
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Discuss the ways in which each hero thought
m o re of the needs of others than of their ow n
n e e d s .

In t roduce the song Gi ve r s using the suggestions
for music instruction in the supplementary music
book, where you will also find the song lyrics. 

Reminder: 
You can teach full-circle learning songs with or
without benefit of a music teacher, by using the
re c o rding on the CD Ha b i t s - o f - He a rt Songs. An
i n s t rumental version of each song is provided 
in case you choose to have the students perf o r m

without the vocals in the background once they
learn the lyrics. Song charts are recommended in
lieu of re p roducing the lyrics, to encourage
students to look up and follow the dire c t o r. 

This module encourages students to learn a new
song for each habit-of-heart. Offer students a
chance to perform the music whenever possible,
as a gift for guest presenters, in know l e d g e
e xchanges with other student groups, as a thank-
you for host sites, as an educational component
of public performances and on 
field trips related to the theme. The music
manual offers other suggested uses as we l l .

Activity 7: Music Rehearsal: Givers

Pontential-Tapping Value of the Activity
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Introduce the math and science lesson with the
following riddle:

I’m thinking about a genus (type) of living thing
that appears in every wildlife community. There
are so many species, we probably could not count
them all. Yet many of them are almost too tiny to
see. Some people scream when they see them. Some
people slap at them. What am I thinking of? 

(Insects.)

What do you think about bugs? Do you like them?
Do they like you? 

Just because some insects don’t look cute and
cuddly, they get a bad name, but even bugs can 
be heroic. What are some of the positive things
bugs do?

• Eat other bugs that spread disease.

• Dig tunnels to help irrigate the soil.

• Make honey.

We talked last week about how a landscape can
change over time. The word for slow change is
evolution. (Write it on the board.) What is the
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root word of evolution? To evolve means to adapt
to your surroundings, to eventually become
something else. 

All species adapt to their surroundings in some
ways. An animal’s fur might get thicker in the
winter, for instance. If a whole pack of the same
animal moves to a colder climate, their fur might
stay thick year-round, and the species would
eventually evolve into a cold-climate animal. 

It’s easy to see when a mammal family’s fur
thickens, but it’s more difficult to see the changes
that happen in a community of bugs. An ant
colony in Europe provides a perfect example. 

Have students read aloud to learn the
background information.

Distribute copies of Super Ant Brigade. Have
students read aloud or follow along as you read
aloud about the ant colony.

Discuss the key points of the article. 

If your students are too young to complete the
worksheet The Ants Go Marching, let them
create a map game instead. Give each pair of

students a sheet of poster paper and colored
markers. Challenge each team of students then
to create a map with five countries and name
the countries. Give them enough raisins or jelly
beans (ants) to populate each country. Each
student then receives an ant. They will name
their two ants and, together, travel the borders
of the countries on their map. The other ants
will appeal to them along the way to be taken
into their colony for various reasons. (Perhaps
they have been orphaned by a natural disaster
or stepped on by an animal.) As they accept
each new group of ants, the pair of ants stops
to recount their population and write the
equation on the map.

By the time they reach the last country, they
will have a final population for their colony.
They can then discuss the benefits of
selflessness. If any dispute arise along the way
about whether to adop one of the foreign
colonies, the two ants (students) can resolve it
on the conflict bridge.
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Have you ever noticed what ants do all day?
They walk and walk, sometimes carrying
things, sometimes randomly and sometimes in
a straight line, like marching soldiers.

A group of super ants set out from Argentina
one day. This type of ants was nomadic. That
means they just stay on the move. They were
very different from their ancestors. Originally,
the ant colony was very warlike. They worked
cooperatively only with their own ant colonies.
Whenever they ran into ants they weren’t
related to, they fought for territory, ripping off
the legs and heads of their enemies and
squirting them with substances poisonous to
the other ants. Sometimes they left ant carcasses
piled high.

The newer strain of Argentine ants now living
along the Mediterranean exhibits very different
behavior. These ants spend their time looking
for food and caring for their babies together.
When they see an ant from another colony,
they treat it like family. As a result, they have
banded together in huge ant colonies where
every type of ant is welcomed as a traveling
partner. Can you imagine what positive results
came out of this habit? 

The ants no longer live in just one part of the
world. A newspaper article (the April 16, 2002
edition of the Los Angeles Times) explained how
the Argentine ants had formed a super colony

stretching for 3,728 miles along the
Mediterranean Sea, from Italy and France
around the coasts of Spain and Portugal.

Some scientists have used terms such as
"survival of the fittest" to mean that the
strongest animals win out over their opponents,
often wiping out the weaker members of the
species. Yet now, the much larger Fire ants and
Harvester ants have diminished and the tiny
Argentine ants have increased in population.
Why do you suppose these ants have survived
and the violent, aggressive, supposedly strong
ants did not?

They found that selflessness and cooperation
contributed to the survival of everyone! As the
more cooperative ants kept walking and caring
for each other’s young while the aggressive ants
fought each other and died, the colony became
filled only with the more gentle members. Since
no one was attacking anyone, the colony grew
and grew, and other species were less likely to
attack it now.

We might call these ants peacemaker ants or
heroic ants. Their selfless behavior benefited the
survival of the whole colony and, in turn,
benefited each one of them. The moral of that
story is, selflessness benefits others and yourself
in the end. Even insects can act like heroes
when they are selfless. 

Super Ant Brigade
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Distribute the worksheet, The Ants Go
Marching, or conduct it as a class activity on
the board. Encourage students to come up with
story problems based on the math standards
appropriate for their grade level. 

Answer Key: The Ants Go Marching

1) 3,728; 3,728 x 1 = 3,728

2) 632; 3,728 miles divided by 4 countries
equals 632 stops per country.

3) 37,280 new ants; 3,728 miles times 10 new
ants equals 37,280 new ants.

4) 932 ants; 37,280 divided by 4 equals 932
ants in each country.

5) 300 ants times 932 ants in the first country
equals 279,600.

279,600 times 300 ants in the second
country equals 83,880,000.

83,880,000 times 300 in the third country
equals 25,164,000,000.

25,164,000,000 times 300 in the fourth
country equals 7,549,200,000,000.

(Yes, this was a trick question. Not all the ants
brought in new members. Only 300 were as
friendly as Jake!)

6) Answers will vary.
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1) Let’s look at an imaginary ant map. If the ants have spread out along a 3,728-mile coastline, over
four different countries, and the average ant walks a mile between rest stops, how many rest
stops would an ant make in all? ______________ Show the equation you used to find the
answer.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2) How many rest stops would the same ant make in each country? ___________  Show or
describe the equation you used to find the answer.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3) Let’s say an ant named Jake saw many other new ants along the way and welcomed each one to
the group. If Jake saw an average of 10 new ants per mile, how many new ants did he see during
the whole trip? _________________Show or describe the equation you used to determine the
answer.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4) How many new ants did he welcome into the group in each of the four countries, on average? 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5) Super Challenge: If 300 ants traveling with Jake were just as friendly as he was, and each of
those ants invited as many new ants as the ant before, show how big the colony might grow as it
left each country. Show four equations. Then total the number of new ants. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

6) Write your own story problem about the ants in the super colony. Show the equation you will
use to find the answer.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The Ants Go Marching
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Some classes may have access to an outside area
where students may observe ant behavior on
their own. In a class discussion, compare and
contrast what students know about human
civilizations versus ant civilizations. This
conversation will vary greatly with the age and
educational background of your students. 

Listen to their ideas, then add new ideas about
current and past civilizations that have
succeeded or failed based on the selflessness 
of the people. Examples exist in indigenous
communities as well as in modern history, in
cities that escaped the devastation of bombs
and war and invested in economic growth and
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agriculture while neighboring countries lost
generations to poverty or displacement after 
a civil war, for instance.

Prepare students to look for examples of the
habit of selflessness in others and note what 
a positive effect it has on those around them,
whether in a room full of people or on a 
whole society.

Take students to a public area such as a city
park, plaza or library where, from a safe
distance, they can observe and document
human behavior as people travel from one 
place to another by car, bike, bus or foot. 
Each student should take a paper and pencil
and document points such as:

• How do people treat one another, in general?

• How do people treat one another when they
are in a hurry?

• Do you notice habits that could cause
accidents?

• Do you notice habits that would make people
want to live here and join these travelers?

• Do cars and buses stop and let other vehicles
and pedestrians enter the roadway, or do they
push ahead? 

• Are pedestrians aware of others around them
who might need extra help, such as a person
who has dropped a bag of groceries or a small
child who has lost a parent? Do people help
each other along the way?

• Do people seem to travel as if they were all
individuals, intent only on their personal
goals, or as if they were also responsible for
the well-being and happiness of those around
them? Do they seem to be aware that
someone else might have a good day or a 
bad day because of them?

Discuss the students’ findings and have them
tally their responses to these questions. If they
observed enough examples or can return on

consecutive days to document their findings,
have them make bar graphs showing the
number of aggressive behaviors they observe
compared with the number of cooperative
behaviors they observe. 

Community Service Component: 

Students will most likely decide, by this time,
whether they need to compliment their
community for welcoming all or whether to
suggest a community-wide campaign for
selflessness on the thoroughfares. Using the
stories about the bar graphs created on the
roadside project, have students write letters to a
local government body or decision maker, such
as a mayor or town council. If possible, arrange
a field trip to the agency. Have the students
prepare an oral presentation using the letters as
the basis for their speeches and taking their
well-mounted charts as visual aids. Include a
song from the Habits-of-Heart music recording
or another thematically appropriate song, sung
by the students. 

In their presentation, have students share what
they will personally do to launch the campaign,
such as having discussions at home with parents
and putting up signs reminding travelers to
show selflessness on the road or creating
booklets specific to the needs of the travelers in
your community. When they walk to school or
elsewhere, challenge them to be aware of the
needs of others. 

Example of text on a leaflet geared to a specific
community:

Be on Your Best Bus Behavior!

▲ Move out of the front row when a wheelchair
rider enters.

▲ Offer your seat to an elderly person when the
bus is crowded.

▲ Remember to thank the driver.
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Step 1: In class, have students role play
various situations between types of travelers
students saw, striving to apply selflessness to the
correct the problem. The role plays might
include such scenarios as:

• A man crossing a street does not see a
bicyclist, who has to swerve to hit him. In

the real street scene, the cyclist shouted at 
the elderly man.  

• Two children bouncing a ball bounced it into
a lady’s basket of clothes. They did not
apologize. They grabbed their ball and ran on
as she scrambled to pick up her clean laundry
off the dirt road.

Activity 11: Conflict Resolution on the Road

✐
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• On a busy street, a car stalled at a stop light.
When the light changed, all the cars behind it
honked and honked and finally went around
it and sped on, giving the driver impatient
frowns. No one stopped to ask if they could
help push her car to the side of the road or
give her a ride.

• A driver clutching his heart was trying to
change lanes to make a turn into a hospital
driveway. Every time he put on his turn
signal, the cars behind him would speed up 
to get in front of him. No one would let him
through. 

Step 2: This step is for upper level students.
They will use the conflict bridge to challenge
students to resolve a hypothetical conflict

between two community groups. One wants to
mandate selflessness by asking that for every
traffic violation, the offender must pay an extra
fine to help a charity in the community. The
opposing group says that selflessness must come
from the heart. This group wants to teach
selflessness in the school for ten years and keep
records to see if the students who begin to drive
commit fewer traffic violations. 

The two players on the conflict bridge are the
spokespeople for each group. They must think
about selflessless as they resolve the conflict. To
complicate the matter, the spokesperson for the
one who wants the traffic fine recently lost a
family member in a traffic accident due to the
aggressive behavior of another driver.  (Please
adapt this conflict to your culture if bicycle, bus
or foot traffic is more appropriate.)
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Challenge advanced students to take a global
look at the relationship of insects and humans,
by studying the effects of malaria on human
populations. Introduce the following key
points:

• Malaria is a deadly disease that, as of 2002,
was growing in the world instead of
diminishing, as people traveled to and from
remote areas and spread this disease around. 

• In hot, humid areas, a certain type of
mosquito called the Anophelese mosquito
spreads the disease by leaving the malaria
bacteria in human or other victims when it
bites.

• At one time, malaria had almost disappeared
as a public health problem, as people learned
more about sanitation and scientists
developed pesticides to wipe out mosquitoes
and vaccines to treat malaria. By the turn of
the 21st century, malaria was on the rise. 
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• Because a species can change, the mosquitoes
quickly grew immune to the pesticides faster
than scientists could invent new ones! With
global temperatures rising, the mosquitoes can
thrive in more areas of the world than ever,
because they like hot, wet climates. 

• To make things worse, malaria is spreading
fastest in the poorest countries, where people
do not always have access to medicines to
cure or treat the disease. 

• Now scientists have created a substance they
can put into mosquitoes so that when they
mix with the malaria-carrying mosquitoes,
they will not pass on the malaria to the baby
mosquitoes. This means the new mosquitoes
will no longer be able to spread the malaria.
In this way, the new breed of mosquitoes
become public health heroes by wiping out
malaria. 

Why is this an important step for public
health? Complete the worksheet Math for
Activists to find out. 

Check the World Health Organization website
for current information on malaria outbreaks,
at www.who.org.

See the instructions in the Art Appendix for
creating Gingerbread Humans. Develop a
public awareness exhibit about the selfless
scientists who cure malaria, or about the need
for research or treatment based on a current
event you have shared with the class. Have the
students present the case for selfless giving. 
Also have them study and discuss selfless
careers. Have the students study and
contemplate selflessness. Incorporate the display
board with speeches and songs about public
health issues. (Include songs such as True
Heroes; Givers; Yes, I Care; I am a Twig; Rise
Above; or your choice.)
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Selflessness can motivate a person to become an advocate, someone who acts to change something
that is harmful or unfair to others, even if it means sacrificing your own comfort or convenience.
This kind of person often employs writing skills to communicate about an issue, but math is also
an important tool for explaining why an issue is so important. Do the statistics below show how?

Why is it important to find cures for malaria?

• 3 million people a year now die from malaria.

• In Africa, where 90% of all casualties occur, a child dies every 30 seconds. 

• In India, the government spends almost half its health budget to prevent or treat malaria. 

Deductive Reasoning: Brain Teasers

Based on the facts above*:

1) How many people die of malaria each year in Africa? Explain how you arrived at this answer.

2) How many non-Africans die of malaria each year? 

3) How many malarial children die per day in Africa? How did you arrive at the answer? Show the
equations you used. 

4) In India, what percentage of the health budget could be saved with a solution for malaria that
was effective all the time? Half the time? How did you arrive at these answers?

*According to sources quoted in the Los Angeles Times, May 23, 2002.

Mathematicians Fighting Malaria
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Help students exercise their voice to encourage
the heroic work of scientists and their new
breed of insects. Choose to have them write
one or both letters (or have different classes
write different letters), to thank the researchers
who are exploring new ways to cure malaria
and to encourage pharmaceutical companies to

support the campaign against malaria by
donating medicine. They may use the figures
arrived at in their math assignment as well as
research collected from web sources and library
resources, so the letters contain information the
recipients can quote in showing public support
for their work. Tie the discussion to selflessness.
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Letter #1

To:  

Director, Harvard Malaria Initiative
Department of Immunology
and Infectious Disease
Harvard School of Public Health
677 Huntington Avenue, Building I-705
Boston, MA 02115

In s t ruct students to write a letter thanking
re s e a rchers for their selfless dedication to helping
to pre vent malaria. They should mention the
mosquito project and can give their views on it,
quoting statistics they feel are important, based
on their worksheets. They can thank the
u n i versity for its dedication to helping people
who are suffering. For more backgro u n d
information on the director of the project, a
woman named Dr. Dyann Wi rth, students with
computer access can visit the site:
h t t p : / / w w w. h s p h . h a rva rd . e d u / m a l a r i a / w i rt h . h t m l .

Letter #2

Challenge students to define epidemic and
pandemic. (An epidemic is a contagious disease
that quickly spreads throughout a community.

A pandemic is an epidemic that covers a wide
geographic area and affects a large percentage of
the population.) Explain that the companies who
create and sell medicine can charge a lot of
money for it in a wealthy country, but a country
affected by a pandemic often has many people ill
or out of work who cannot pay for the medicine.

A pharmaceutical company can show selflessness
by donating medications free of charge to those
in greatest need and at reduced prices to those
countries who can only pay a little. A
corporation that donates its wealth to research
ways to address a pandemic also shows
selflessness when the motive is not purely to win
popularity with the public.

More advanced students with online resources
can be encouraged to look up corporations and
agencies to see who is striving to reduce the
pandemic of malaria or investing in genomic
research to cure malaria by vaccinating
mosquitoes. Students may do this with the help
of teachers or tutors. They can write to these
companies to thank them for their work,
incorporating the statistics on its importance,
and write to other organizations encouraging
their work in curtailing the spread of infectious
disease. 

Helpful websites: 

http://focus.hms.harvard.edu/2001/May4_2001/
bulletin.html

http://mosquito.who.int/cmc_upload/0/000/016
/760/coartem.htm

http://www.sciencenews.org/20021005/fob1.asp

http://www2.exxonmobil.com/corporate/files/cor
porate/malaria.pdf

http://www.gatesfoundation.org/GlobalHealth/I
nfectiousDiseases/Malaria/Announcements/Anno
unce-030921.htm
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Have students recite the motto again, 
To serve is to lead and to lead is to serve. 

Bring in current events articles involving
leadership. Summarize each article. 

Have the students role play the events
described, using the conflict bridge, with each
leader applying selflessness to solve the

problem. (After stating, "I want...." The leader
must say, "I want.....but I can sacrifice my
wants for a greater need.") 

Discuss whether the problems seemed easier to
resolve with each leader willing to sacrifice
wants for the greater good. Include a conflict
based on the malaria lesson:

Activity 14: Conflict Resolution: 

Selfless Leaders Bridge the Divide
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Use the conflict bridge to have students role
play the public health minister of a poor
country and the community relations director
of a pharmaceutical company. The prime
minister is concerned about his budget and the
growing number of people sick with malaria in
his country. The pharmaceutical company has
already spent its budget for the year. How can
they help? 

(Suggestions for coaching: The pharmaceutical
company could buy back medicine from
countries that bought more than they needed

and donate it to the countries that have none.
The poor country could promise that in return
for free medicine, they will increase their
awareness campaign to help people prevent
malaria. The pharmaceutical company could
take some of its profits from the sales of other
products to produce more malaria medication
to give to the poor country. The poor country
could offer to pay back some of the funds once
its people are well and working again.)
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Collect Habits-of-Heart Homework. Play a
guided imagery exercise from the Sweet Dreams
recording or adapt an exercise using your own
voice. As the students leave the beautiful area
they picture in the exercise, have them visualize
themselves joining all the people they care about
and sharing a special sense of peace with them.
They may include individuals who represent
larger groups of people. 

Next, challenge students to take out the original
Me and My World worksheet or to start a new
one, adding the additional people they included
in their world. Conduct a review exercise such
as Looks like/Sounds like (see Full Circle
Learning, Vol. 1) to make sure selflessness is
now a habit for every student.

Activity 15: Reevaluate Your World

Pontential-Tapping Value of the Activity
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Habit-of-Heart: 

Advocacy
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Objectives

Character Education Goals

Students will consider the following
concepts:

• An advocate, activist or altruist feels strongly
about a needed change or improvement and
acts on that feeling. 

• When we think about what moves us, we will
know which issues inspire our own actions. 

• Change comes through action, not just
through wishing. 

• Even a small act can improve the world in
which we live.

• Some people think of activism as protest, but
it really centers around taking initiative;
Acting by doing something good or
advocating something positive is more
effective and kind than criticizing an
individual or a group.

• Everyone can act in some way for the benefit
of society.

Academic Goals

Students will:

• Read the writings or biographies of people
who advocated for the rights of the less
fortunate.

• Understand the obligations of leaders to
improve life for others and the value of
leadership situationa which have created such
benefits over those which have not. 

• Understand and communicate the following
concepts:

• Economists deal with human problems that
relate to a nation’s money and standard of
living.

• Economists can help create equity in the
world.

• Economists look at the needs of people and
apply math that can help the people.

• Economists do not just express problems they
solve problems.

• By comparing the monetary systems and
needs of countries, people around the world
can help others live better.

• In these ways, economists can be advocates
for change.

Arts Goals

Students will:

• Learn a song about sacrifice.
• Create simple coin purses as gifts.
• Create art gifts of the teachers’ choice from

the manual, as gifts for the guest presenter.

Conflict Resolution

Students will resolve conflicts related to:

• Issues we have advocated for at a distance
that now cause personal conflict

• Two competing community issues in which
both parties’ needs are deserving

• A global dispute in which two countries’
perspectives and former positions of advocacy
create a conflict of interests

Service Goals

Students will: 

• Send materials to a village to help them
conduct the craft that supports their local
economy.

• Create materials for a guest presenter to send
to children in another country.

• Write letters of advocacy sharing their ideas
about economic reform.

Habit-of-Heart: Advocacy
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battery: (noun) a cylinder that carries negative and positive currents to create an electrical charge 

activism: (noun) acting to change something

advocacy: (noun) creating change by speaking out in support of a cause 
(or speaking on behalf of others in need)

internal: (adj.) something felt inside

inspire: (verb) to make someone feel good about taking action

equity: (noun) equality or fairness

currency: (noun) the form of money used in a country

monetary: (adj.) relating to money or the value of goods 

reimbursed: (verb) paid back something owed

proceeds: (noun) money earned from an event or sale

tapestries: (noun) hanging, woven items 

subsidize: (verb) to help by giving money or support

peso: (noun) a form of currency used in Latin America

barter: (verb) to trade items instead of purchasing with money

export: (verb) to sell in another country

g
Habit-of-Heart: Advocacy 

Vocabulary 
Words
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Show a battery and a battery-powered object
such as a radio, flashlight or toy. Demonstrate
how the battery makes the object work. Write
the word activism on the board. Ask students
to contemplate, during the discussion, what the
new habit-of-heart has to do with this battery.

Challenge students to find the root word: act. 

Note that although activism is a noun, act is a
verb, an action word. Spell all variations of the
word: act, action, active, activism. Underline
active. Ask students to list antonyms (opposites)
for this word. Include the word passive on the
list. Explain that it means to pass or not to act.
To act by speaking out on behalf of others is to
advocate. One who does so is an advocate
(spelled but not pronounced the same way).

G .
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Activity 1: Battery-powered People

Pontential-Tapping Value of the Activity
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Distribute the worksheet Active Versus Passive.
Have students indicate the active and the
passive responses. Explain that caring alone
does not make someone an activist. Doing is
what turns someone from passive to active.
Based on this notion, challenge students to
define activism. (Activism means caring about
something enough to act on it.)

Use the wrap around strategy to check students’
understanding of the definition. One student

repeats the sentence above to the student beside
them. That student turns and repeats the same
sentence to their neighbor. By the time the
definition has circulated the room, students will
have heard it repeated as many times as there
are students. This strategy is particularly helpful
for younger students or those hearing the lesson
in a second language.

Ask, Are your beliefs your battery? Let’s find
out.

2 G
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Activity 2: Defining Our Passions

Pontential-Tapping Value of the Activity
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Distribute the worksheet, The Moving Parts.
Point out that a hero often speaks out for the
poor, the defenseless, or the persecuted. At
some point early in life, they may have had
experience that made them feel an issue was
very important to them. Today, students will
have some of those experiences in their own
imagination. 

Ask students to give each story a 1, 2, or 3
based on whether they felt "moved" by it. Did
it give them goosebumps or make them feel
compassion or, most importantly, make them
want to take action because of what they read?

The bottom of the worksheet asks: Did these
stories help you identify what you care about?
Did they help you learn something new about
your internal battery, about what issues inspire
you to act? 

Students may discuss these questions as a group
and consider the answer by writing endings to
the stories of their choice, picturing themselves
as the main characters in the stories. 

Ask students if they have decided yet what their
battery is (what issues motivate them to action).
Challenge them to bring in articles or report
discussions on current events that activate their
batteries.
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Active Versus Passive

A family has car trouble and pulls over to the side of the road. They look inside the hood, but they
don’t have the knowledge or the parts to fix it. Cars whiz past, with no one looking or stopping.

Active ____________________   Passive ______________________

A man in a wheelchair tries to cross the street, but there is no ramp and his wheels get stuck in the
curb. Someone gently pushes the wheelchair over the curb so he can cross.

Active ____________________   Passive ______________________

A kitten looks lost and lonely standing in an alley. Just around the corner, a little girl sits on the
steps crying. No one stops to say, "Did you lose your kitten? Look in the alley."

Active ____________________   Passive ______________________

Birds swoop down to eat the seeds and worms in a local park. Someone had a birthday party and
left small pieces of popped balloons everywhere. You worry that the birds will choke on them, so
you walk around picking up the balloons, even though you were not one of the partygoers who 
left them. 

Active ____________________   Passive ______________________

Two students argue while playing basketball. Someone offers to serve as peer mediator, to help
them across the conflict bridge. 

Active ____________________   Passive ______________________

An old library will soon be torn down to put in another fast food restaurant. There are plenty of
restaurants in town. The library is the only one for miles and hires more people than the restaurant
will. A letter in the newspaper challenges anyone who cares about the library to come to a special
meeting and show their support. Many families show up.

Active ____________________   Passive ______________________
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The Moving Parts

Answer the question at the end of each story. Then rate the story with a 1, 2, or 3 based on how
much it "moved" you to action. 

A Horse in Trouble

Your friend invites you to a horse camp for a weekend. You sleep in bunkhouses and learn to ride
all day. One day when you’re out riding, you pass a neighboring ranch where the horses look lean
and scrawny and listless. They have no energy, it seems. One of them has an abscess or sore on its
side. It looks painful. Your friend says she has heard the owner does not take good care of them and
seldom even shows up at that ranch. She worries about what will become of the poor horses. You
wonder what either of you can do about it. What do you have the urge to do? 

__________________________________________________________ Rating: _____

A Boy in Trouble

A new boy comes to school one day. He is the quietest boy in the class. He looks just like anyone
else, except that he’s tired a lot. One day you see him leaning against the building at recess with his
eyes closed. You ask what’s wrong. He says he’s just tired. You ask why. He says that he has to sleep
in a homeless shelter and get up very early to leave and wait at a city bus stop to get to school. At
night, the shelter is sometimes noisy, and he cannot sleep well. He and his mother go out looking
for work after school, and he has no good place to do his homework until he gets back to the
shelter and does it late at night. He says it’s been this way ever since his mother’s employer closed
the business and she lost her job. You try to imagine what it would be like to live this way. What do
you feel when you look at the boy? What does it make you want to do?

__________________________________________________________ Rating: _____

A Country in Trouble

You have a friend from another country, so you take a special interest in that country. The friend
sometimes expresses concern over the events taking place there. A civil war has caused a lot of
fighting among ethnic groups. Many people have left the country for fear of being killed. Some
families have been separated. The news comes out with a story about the two leaders of the rival
groups, who have been involved in a feud for many years. You realize that the petty, long forgotten
source of their disagreement has caused the suffering of many people over the years. You hear of
one more family whose house is destroyed in the fighting. You imagine how you would feel if you
happened to be in that family, growing up in that home. What does the story make you think
about the causes of war. What does it make you want to do?

__________________________________________________________ Rating: _____
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A City in Trouble

You take a walk on a hill one day and notice that the air over your city looks brown and dirty. You
begin asking questions about it. Some people say it is the large oil refinery with its frequent fires
leaving black smoke in the air. Some people say that too many people have chosen to drive big cars
and trucks, pouring more pollutants into the air than they need to. Some people say the economy
depends on the refineries and cars, but a friend of yours says, "There must be other, cleaner ways to
make a living. Let’s start a movement to get people to ride bikes instead of driving cars. If the
people in the auto and oil industries lose their jobs, they can go to work building bikes and bike
trails." Some adults just gave your friend a funny look, but you felt something stir inside of you.
What do you want to do about it? 

__________________________________________________________ Rating: _____

A Grandma in Trouble

On your way to school every day, you pass a bus stop where a kind older lady sits. She holds onto a
cane to steady herself. Her back in hunched over but her face always wears a smile and her hair has
turned to a lustrous silver. She always says hello when you pass, and sometimes she gives you a
flower she has picked out of her yard that morning or a set of decorative stickers that came in her
mail. She seems interested in knowing who you are. She always sits on the bench. You never see her
get up and walk away or get on the busses that careen past. One day you ask where she meant to go
that day.

"Why, to see you, of course," she says with a smile. You realize that saying hello to children on their
way to school is the best part of her day. She has adopted you like a grandchild without your even
asking. As you walk away, for the first time, you turn around and see her trying to walk back home.
She is so hunched over, she can hardly move. You wish you could give her a new, straighter back so
she could walk to your school and spend time in your classroom. You wonder what disease has
made her life so limiting, and yet what strength makes her take the difficult walk to the bus stop
every morning, just to see you. You feel a surge of emotion, and you suddenly get an idea about
something you can do to help. What is it? 

__________________________________________________________ Rating: _____

Did these stories help you identify what you care about? Did they help you learn something new
about your internal battery, about what issues inspire you to act? 
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Have students present what they learned or
discussed to identify issues of local importance.
If students have not thought of anything, be
prepared with clippings from a newspaper or
magazine and a list of topics that affect your

community. List the topics—students’ topics
and your own—on the board. 

Thoroughly discuss the topics. Have students
choose the ones they feel are most important to
them. Vote on the importance of each topic.
Choose the topics with the highest number of
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Activity 3: Brainstorming Community Issues

Pontential-Tapping Value of the Activity
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votes. Divide the class into groups accordingly.
They must determine who has the capacity to
help them act on those issues and define steps
for creating change. Adult tutors would be
helpful here in working with each group.

Acting on Issues

Each group can create a plan of action to
present to the class. For example, they might
suggest a plan to:

❒ create books for a library or homeless shelter.

❒ come up with a plan to get their parents to
accompany them to a park to collect litter
and encourage others not to litter.

❒ write letters to a local agency requesting 
that old, polluting cars removed from a 
local stream bed.  

❒ create a campaign to promote equity at a
school that does not get as much funding
because it is in a poor neighborhood.

❒ create canisters to collect pennies at local
stores to help renovate their school or a 
local hospital. 

The class can offer input as to whether each
idea is merely an act of protest or whether it
improves lives or the environment in a positive
way. An activist acts for change. An advocate
speaks in favor of, not against, a group or a
cause.

Challenge students to evaluate each idea in
terms of whether it is merely an act of protest
or whether it improves the lives of those in

need. Ask, Whose needs does it address? When
you speak out for someone’s needs you become
an advocate for them. Help students evaluate
how each action or project they identified
either did or did not advocate for the needs 
of a particular person or group in need.Write
Looks like/Sounds like on the board. Have
students layer their responses as a scribe writes
examples of advocacy on the board.

Encourage the tutors to be creative in helping
students think of realistic ways to implement
the ideas over time by writing letters, creating
posters, making and sending something or
otherwise acting and serving.

Based on the articles or ideas they brought, ask
students to write a paragraph about the issue
that inspires them to act. Give them each a
battery to use as a core. They can wrap the
paper around the battery like a scroll and tie it
with ribbon. They should keep it in a place
where they will remember their commitment to
act on the issue they selected. 

Distribute Habits-of-Heart homework to help
them begin this process.

Art Connection: Have students envision
themselves acting for the benefit of others. See
the Art Appendix for instructions on making
action figures for a class diorama of advocates.
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Countless local heroes’ biographies tell a story
of activist’s or advocate’s dedication to a vision.
You may choose one your class will relate to or
broaden their horizons by introducing them to
unfamiliar heroes from distant lands. Books,
web resources or local periodicals or guest
presenters may serve as resources. Any example
of a hero with a positive vision for change can
serve as a model. If you choose to have students
read about heroes featured on the Heroes cards,

two of whom are Nobel prize winners, here are
some reading selections to incorporate, as your
library or ordering resources permit. (Various
biographies have been written by or about
several of the heroes, in case these choices are
not accessible. You might also assign the book
Kon-Tiki, by Thor Heyerdal.)  Students may
read on their own time, or you may have them
read aloud selections from the following:
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Activity 4: Reading Assignments: The Words of Heroes
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Advanced Students

Letters from Burma
By Aung San Suu Kyi, Heinn Htet

Aun San Suu Kyi’s columns for a Japanese
newspaper give poignant but optimistic details
of the Burmese struggle from the perspective
of a human rights activist who has sacrificed 
for her people. Read or assign selections to 
the class or assign the book to older students.

Intermediate Students

Hope Through Heartsongs
By Mattie J.T. Stepanek

The unabridged volume of a young poet’s
wisdom, this book will inspire students to see
how altruistic a young person can be even 

when that young person is be the recipient 
of altruists’ attention.  

Younger Students

Peaceful Protest: The Life of Nelson Mandela
By Yona Zeldis McDonough and Malcah Zeldis

The story of Mandela’s early life as the son of
Thembu chief and a resolute student
developing a stand against apartheid and his
later imprisonment. This book, geared toward
6-10 year-olds, uses folk art-style illustrate to
convey a more serious theme.

Refer to Appendix C for reading activities to
help students share their learning with one
another or with another group of students 
or parents. 
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Re v i ew the He ro Cards game. Discuss the social
issues or challenges faced by each of the hero e s .
Assign each hero to a smaller group of students,
and ask them to define how that hero we n t
b e yond protest tow a rd righting the wrongs and
healing the social ills. Each group may pre s e n t
their ideas to the class. Ha ve them address the
ways in which the hero made a personal
sacrifice for the benefit of others. 

In t roduce the song Sa c r i f i c e, using the
suggestions for music instruction in the
s u p p l e m e n t a ry music book, where you will 
also find the song lyrics. 

Reminder: 
You can teach full-circle learning songs with or
without benefit of a music teacher, by using the

re c o rding on the CD Ha b i t s - o f - He a rt
re c o rding/s. An instrumental version of each
song is provided if you choose to have the
students perform without the vocals in the
b a c k g round after learning the lyrics. Large song
c h a rts are recommended in lieu of re p ro d u c i n g
the lyrics, to encourage students to look up and
f o l l ow the dire c t o r. 

This module encourages students to learn a new
song for each habit-of-heart. Offer students a
chance to perform the music whenever possible,
as a gift for guest presenters, in know l e d g e
e xchanges with other student groups, as a
t h a n k - you for host sites, as an educational
component of public performances and on field
trips related to the theme. The music manual
offers other suggested uses as we l l .
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Activity 5: Recognizing Initiative and Sacrifice Through Music
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Introduction

We have talked about using math to express a
problem, but math can also be used to express a
solution.

There are some people in the world who exhibit
heroic qualities and dedicate themselves to solving
problems. Some of those people go on to win
Nobel prizes for their work in economics.
Sometimes they discover ways to help communities
develop an economy where everyone has enough 
of what they need. These people study human
problems as well as mathematical problems. 

They are called economists.

Today, we will pretend to be economists. We will
explore different communities around the world
and help them face their challenges. 

An economist explores innovative ways to solve
human problems. Consider how we might work
together if we were a room full of economists from
a particular country.

(Use the chalkboard or flip chart to help
students complete the math as needed. The
math proficiency needed for each equation
varies. Select students to assist accordingly.)
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In Afghanistan, the gove rnment had created a five - h o u r
w o rk day to save money. If they could send eve ryone home
b e f o re the midday meal, they would not have to open the
cafeterias, so eve ryone worked just five hours.

In 2002, the war and the resulting chaos made life
difficult. When the gove rnment finally got back on its feet,
t h e re was a lot of work to be done. The Afghans who
w o rked for the gove rnment suddenly had to increase their
w o rk hours. They had been working only five hours a day.
They we re told to increase their workday 40%. (L o s
Angeles Ti m e s, May 6, 2002, The World.) How many
hours do you think they would work now? ( Eight hours.)
Explain how 
you figured it out.

For working those extra three hours, each worker would
re c e i ve an extra 55 cents extra each day in US curre n c y.
Estimate how much that would be per hour? Write an
equation, then round it off to find out. ( 8  = 7 or 8 x 7 =
56) 

So 55 cents extra per day is about 7 extra cents per hour
or about a penny for eve ry ten minutes you work. 

Be f o re the added work hours, workers earned an ave ra g e
of $33 per month. A clerk who earned $29 would now
e a rn $46. How much did the clerk’s income incre a s e ?
($17) Howe ve r, now that workers would be at work ove r
the lunch hour, the gove rnment would have to open a
cafeteria. 

One woman earned only a little over $35 per month and
had an unemployed husband and eight children. ( Dr a w
stick figures on the board.) On the first day of the new
p o l i c y, she would have to pay 25 cents to buy French fries
and flat bread to share with six other workers. Eve n
though brown bag lunches are not common in her culture ,
she decided she would bring her lunch after that! Why do
you think she decided to do that?

If she had continued to spend 25 cents on lunch eve ry day,
h ow much would it cost her to eat at work for 20 days
each month? Write an equation on the board to help us
find out. (20 x .25 = 5.00 or five dollars)

What fraction of her salary would $5.00 be? Write a
f raction on the board to find out.

(5/35 = 1/7) 

If she eats only that one meal each day and uses the other
6/7s of her salary to feed eight children and one husband,
spending the same amount on each of them per meal, how
many family members will go hungry each day? Let’s write
it out on the board. 

1 husband + 8 children = 9 family members; 
9 - 6 = 3 hungry family members

Using the conflict bridge, let’s come up with new solutions
for an employee who wants the gove rnment to add lunch
money to the wages and a gove rnment worker who doesn’t
feel there’s enough money in the budget to do that. T h i n k
of cre a t i ve solutions.

(After students have tried some solutions, give the
f o l l owing example.)

What if the cafeteria hired independent food vendors? 
The gove rnment would pay the vendors half of their fee,
and the person doing the eating would pay the other
p o rtion. This would make the lunch more affordable for
the gove rnment but not as expensive for the workers. 

With this solution, if the woman paying 25 cents for
French fries paid only half as much, how much would she
pay for lunch? (12 1/2 cents) Round it up to the neare s t
whole number, to pay for the salt or paprika.(13 cents)

How much would she save in the course of a month? 
L e t’s write the equation.

13 cents x 20 days = $2.60

Would that be enough to pre p a re one large meal for the
whole family, including herself, at 25 cents per person?
(Yes.) Sh ow the proof. 

1 husband + 1 wife + 8 children = 10 people; 
10 x .25 = $2.50. How much would she have leftove r ?
(10 cents) 

If you we re this woman, would you submit this idea to 
the gove rnment offices?

Adaptations for Young Students:
Act out the story in a role play using a ficticious
country and easier equations. For instance, round 
the money earned to ten dollars a week and make 
the lunch 20 cents. Have the students work in small
groups to create paper dollars and set aside one for
each family member. Then determine how much
money rightfully belongs to the mother. Have the
students divide it five ways and determine what kind
of coins to make if she should decide to spend it all 
on her daily lunch. If she decides to give extra money
to her family, she may want to spend less and put
some in savings. Let them practice making, sorting
and saving coins.
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Distribute The Traveling Economist worksheet.
Present the location of each country on a globe.
Ask students to complete the worksheet in
small groups. You may choose to assign one of
the story problems to each of three groups.
Students may need to hear and see each story
problem more than once before completing

their charts and graphs. Stimulate critical
thinking skills as students learn to reflect their
understanding in charts and graphs. Each
group may make an oral report to the 
class using the visual aids. For younger or
intermediate students, this activity may require
supervision and simplification.
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The Traveling Economist

There are many altruists in the world who dedicate themselves to solving practical problems. Some
of these people go on to win Nobel prizes for their work in economics. Sometimes they discover
ways to help communities develop economies in which everyone has enough of what they need.
These people study human problems as well as mathematical problems. 

Today, we will explore different communities around the world and help them face their challenges.

1.  African Art is Smart: An African village had few jobs that would earn enough money to
support a family. Yet the people knew how to beautiful artistic designs. Another community had
sheep. A third country had looms to offer. They gave wool and looms to the villagers to weave
tapestries with beautiful artistic designs. The villagers would then export the tapestries (sell them
in another country). The tapestries were so popular that artists as young as 14 could earn their
family’s living with the profits. One in ten families had enough money to meet their needs in
times past. Now one teenage artist could raise enough money to support three families. 

On a separate sheet, make a graph comparing the number of families who had their needs met
before the tapestry project began with the number of families who had their needs met after it
was completed. Label the graph with Satisfied Families Before the Project and Satisfied

Families After the Project.

2.  Nepalese Women Give Back: Women in Nepal needed an industry they could work at
together in their community center. Let’s presume that a benefactor (one who gives charity 
or supports another) donated three sewing machines, so the women could start a sewing co-
operative, often known as a co-op. A co-op is an arrangement in which neighbors share
equipment or space to work on projects that benefit all of them. 

Each item the women made was sold to tourists who stopped to shop at the center. The women
decided to return the favor to the benefactor who gave them the sewing machines. The donated
machines were valued at $280 apiece. The sewn items sold for an average cost of $7.00. The
most expensive items sold for $10.00. The least expensive items sold for $2.00. 

You will make three bar graphs, each representing a sewing machine and how the women will
pay for it. The first machine will be reimbursed using only the proceeds from the most expensive
items. Mark off the side of the graph, with each block representing $10. Show how many items
were sold to earn the $280. Label your graph, $10 items sold to pay for a $280 machine.

The second machine was reimbursed with items sold at the average price, $7.00. Use a new
piece of graph paper and mark off the side so that each block represents $7.Show how many
items will need to be sold to earn the $280. Label your graph, $7 items sold to pay for a $280

machine.

The third sewing machine will be reimbursed with the earnings from the $2.00 items.Add
another bar graph showing how many sold items would pay for the machine. Remember to
mark off the blocks as $2 items and label the graph, $2 items sold to pay for a $280 machine.
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3.  Sweden Helps Families:  Sweden wanted to analyze the challenges faced by working women. In
Sweden, most women work. It is easier for them to do so than in many countries because after
the birth of a child, companies give the mother up to six months off and the father up to one
month off. When the mother goes back to work, tax money helps subsidize(pay a portion of )
the child care costs. Swedes have a family-friendly government. Families pay only $100 per
month for child care from 6:00 am - 6:00 p.m. In many others countries, the family must pay
the total cost of child care. (To pay a care giver $5 per hour in another country could total $120
for just two days rather than $100 for a whole month!)

Let’s assume that the actual cost of providing care is $600 per month. Draw a pie chart for a
Swedish family, showing how much of their child care will be paid by taxes and how much they
will pay.

Because the Swedish laws support working mothers, they are willing to work. Yet businesses
know they will have to give women time off for childbirth, so they sometimes prefer not hire
women. What might an economist tell those companies? Check the best answer.

❒ Hiring women will bring a special set of skills to the company.

❒ People who can have time off for family will be loyal and stay with the company even after
their children have entered school.

❒ Women with children will want to work hard to provide for their children.

❒ All of the above. 
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Now let’s head for a small town in Nicaragua.
Here’s what we know about the village:

• During several years of turmoil, many families
struggled.

• Many of the men who were trained as soldiers
could not find good jobs in peaceful times.

• The women worked hard and cared for the
children as well. They often had to make the
money stretch. 

• The women of the village were excellent
weavers. They know how to weave plastic
grocery bags into sturdy purses, but the
plastic bags in their markets are difficult 
to work with.

• Ruth Smith, one of the heroes featured in 
the Hero Cards game, helped them create 
the pattern for weaving plastic bags into
handbags. She began sending them sturdier
bags and selling the finished bags for them
when they completed the work.

,
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• A thousand cut up plastic bags weigh only 
12 pounds. It does not cost too much to 
ship sturdy bags from another country. If
a group spends money to ship the bags, 
the weavers can turn the bags into income-
producing purses that would go farther than
the cash. This effort can help the village. 

What else can a group of students do to 
help this community economically? (Discuss
students’ ideas. One class chose to create
picture books for the town’s library.) 

If you choose to send bags and other items,
have students recycle and bring in plastic
grocery bags, set up an assembly line and
prepare the bags for shipping in bundles of
100. 

Instructions for folding and cutting plastic
shopping bags.

1. Make an effort to collect as many colorful
plastic bags as possible.

2. Fold bags in half lengthwise.

3. Cut handles off from the top of the bag and
discard.

4. Cut seam from the bottom of the bag and
discard.

5. You should have a rectangular shape with
straight edges and openings both from the
top and bottom of the bag. Package the bags
in boxes and send them to the following
address:

Circulo de Amigas
Barrio Linda Vista Casa 32
Jinotega, Region VI
Nicaragua, Central America   

Ask students:

Next time you go shopping with your family,
think like an altruistic economist. Look carefully
at the items you buy. Are they handmade? Who
made them? What economies will be affected by
your purchase? 
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Ask someone in your community who has 
lived in another country to share information
about the monetary system and economy of
that country. Prepare for the visit in the
following ways:

1. Discuss the nature of their presentation in
advance, to see if you can use the material
as the basis for conflict bridge activities or
community service projects. Provide them
with a copy of the student worksheet,
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Questions for the Guest Presenter to use as 
an outline for their presentation.

2. Before the day the guest arrives, help
students prepare to sing the songs they have
learned so far as a gift for the visit.

3. Review the art ideas in Appendix A: Being
Art Smart for gift ideas for the guest
presenter. You might also have students
prepare coin purses for the guest presenter 
to share with children from the country
being presented. Use a creative but simple
approach to help students make the coin
purses with either:

a. Felt cut in a circle, with a half circle 
glued to the front. (Fold down the top
and secure it with a button.)

b. Colorful children’s socks with yarn
threaded through the ankles and 
cinched tight

c. Recycled materials such as film canisters
or tooth pick holders, decorated with
oil paints

4. Discuss the questions on the worksheet
Questions for the Guest Presenter. Have
students ask the questions and fill out the
responses during and after the presentation.

5. Follow up with any related conflict bridge 
or service projects relevant to the guest
presenter’s experience.

Alternative: Invite altruists and activists from
several different fields. Ask them to discuss the
relationships between their visions, passions,
and actions, using slide shows, artifacts and
other visual aids.
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Questions for the Guest Presenter

Are you an advocate for people from another country? Why? What gave you the desire to be one?

What is the currency of the country?

How does it compare to the currency in our own country?

How much would it cost to buy a meal there? (Students, teachers or the presenter can convert it 
to their own currency.) 

How much would it cost to buy a shirt there? (Students, teachers or the presenter convert it.)

What does the average family earn in a month? (Students, teachers or the presenter convert it.)

What is the average amount needed each month for:

• shelter

• food 

• education

• one doctor’s visit

• clothing

• transportation

(Students total the monthly cost of living)

What are some typical jobs? 

What do these jobs pay?

Do working women have a place to take their children?

What is the amount needed to increase the average family’s wages to a sufficient wage to pay for
their basic needs, if it is not already sufficient? If it is sufficient, how does the country take care of
its families and others? 

Does it have altruistic practices in place to take care of others?

What did your activities in the country include? Did your activism or altruism play a role in your
being there (or if you are from there, in your coming here)?  How did it change your vision to see
more than one part of the world?
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Introduction

A city in Chile had another solution to an
economic problem.* Many people were out of
work.  They did not have money to care for their
families or to pay their city taxes to help the
government take care of the needs of the people.
They came up with a clever solution, a barter fair.
To barter means to trade. When nine out of ten
people could not pay their taxes in one town, the
town had to shut off phone service to everyone.

Some teachers got together and started the first of
many bartering clubs. On a particular day,

everyone brings something to the fair. They use a
coupon called a talent to buy needed services. One
family member sits at a table and exchanges the
items they have brought, while another family
walks around the fair and looks for items the
family needs. If you promised to fix someone’s
leaky faucet for thirty talents, you might find
homemade jam for two talents and bread for five
talents. A doctor might even offer to barter his or
her services. Everyone comes away with something,
even if they don’t have money from a steady job.

We will have a barter fair here today.
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Each pair of students will act as two family
members working together. One partner will
barter talents for a real talent, while the other
will act as a buyer at the fair. Then we will all
switch roles.

Think of something you do well. It can be
dancing, singing, or storytelling or even braiding
hair—something you can share with a person who
might walk up to your booth and want to spend
their talentos here. Each student will receive five
talentos. You can use the talents to pay someone
else to perform. If that person only charged one
talent, you will have four left over. If that person
charged five talents, it will be the only service you
can purchase. The people on the right side of the
room will be the first purchasers, and the people
on the left will be the service providers. Then we
will switch. 

You must make certain everyone’s talent is
purchased, so when we have the fair, look around
to see who has not yet participate, and go to 
their booth. 

*Los Angeles Times, May 6, 2002, The World.

Preparing for and Conducting the Fair

Set a time limit for students to prepare their
service and to make a sign telling what it is and
how many talents it will cost.

Each student may also create five talentos to
spend, using 3 x 5 cards and crayons or
markers.  Students can design and create their
talentos before the activity begins. 

Set up tables around the room or in an outdoor
setting. Give the first set of students time to
prepare their booths. Designate a time limit for
the "shoppers" buying their talents from the
other half of the students. Then reverse sides.
Make certain every student is included in the
bartering. (Teachers can barter talents too.) 

Debriefing: Sharing and Comparing
with the Chileans’ Experience

Challenge students to write their views on
bartering. Does this practice engender equity?
What was their experience? What did they learn
from the Chileans? They may want to write
letters to the editor or to their guest presenter
to forward to the country studied. 
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Challenge students to recall the passions and
sensitivities they identified at the beginning of
their study of the habit-of-heart. Remind them
that it is easy to resolve a conflict when faced
with something that touches us emotionally. It
is more difficult to act on behalf of a cause
when that cause competes with our own needs
or interests. In the following conflict bridge role

plays, the students must make a special effort
to do so.

Conflict #1 (Interpersonal)

Your family often spends Saturdays together
playing soccer in a nearby field. Everyone likes
to play soccer, or so you think. When a cousin
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from a neighboring city comes to spend the
summer, you go to the field to play soccer. Your
cousin cannot kick the ball and runs very slowly.
After a few minutes, your cousin loses interest in
the game. The following Saturday has arrived.
You and your cousin are discussing what to do.
Your cousin wants to spend the day having a
singing contest. You’ve never heard of such a
ridiculous idea. Perhaps that’s because you’ve
never felt you were very good at singing. Your
sense of selfless sacrifice only goes so far. You
want her to have the same strengths, capacities
and interests you do, so you won’t have to
change to spend time with her. Suddenly, you
remember that your cousin has had a condition
since birth that has made it difficult for her to
perform athletic activities. You often speak out
for the rights of the physically challenged at
school, but it now this very same issue is
affecting your own Saturdays, personally! How
will you resolve this conflict? 

Conflict #2 (Community-based)

Two community groups with differing needs
have a conflict. One is a group of elders who
want to promote better health care and slower
speeds on the highways. The other group wants
to spend less tax money on the new hospital and
the highway speed signs so they can create a new
job center for all the young fathers and mothers
without jobs. In a way, they represent two
cultures. In another way, they represent two
groups with differing capacities. They have come
to join in a group discussion before the public
votes on the issue. Both are speaking on behalf
of important causes. Will they end up finding a
compromise for their conflict?

Conflict #3 (Global)

You each represent a different country. Your
countries not only have cultural differences.
They also have differences of capacity.

Nation 1: Your country is a wealthy nation.
Your people are well educated, and the national
standard of living is high. The average family

owns more than one car, electronic equipment
such as televisions, sound systems and
computers, and plenty of food and clothing.
The children study hard, and many of them
make good use of their learning, serving in
helping professions such as health care or
teaching. But some people have begun to focus
only on their wealth and care more about
money than about mastery.

Nation 2: Your country is small nation that
earns most of its income from agriculture. Some
families cannot afford to buy the same foods
they harvest for others to eat, but they know
how to grow gardens and bake bread and survive
through all the seasons with little heat or
transportation or entertainment. They are great
storytellers and rug makers and tailors. They live
in houses they build with their own hands. They
are proud of what they have. They know many
skills the wealthier nations have forgotten.

Conflict: An earthquake had disrupted the area
on the border of the two countries. Most of the
damage has occurred in Nation 2, because the
cities there do not have access to expensive
building materials. Nation 2 has asked Nation 1
for help, but Nation 1 says if they offer help,
they expect the workers from Nation 2 to give
them free labor to help rebuild their own cities
in return. Nation 2 was so offended by this offer
that have threatened to start taxing rugs and
other goods they sell to Nation 1, who 
they figure is wealthy enough to do without this
extra help.

You two are the leaders of these two nations.

Nation #1, you want free labor. You have
always spoken up for the issue of self-sufficiency.

Nation #2, you want to tax this wealthy nation,
whom you see as being selfish. You want to
a d vocate the rights of the working poor.

How will the two of you resolve this conflict?
How will you see both sides of the issue and
work for the common good?
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Have students write down one new cause they
care about as a result of their studies. Working
alone, in small groups or preferably with adult
facilitators, have them write down a list of
things they can do personally to act in support
of this cause. 

Distribute habits-of-heart homework sheets.
Challenge students to work on at least one of
the commitments on their personal lists each
day or week as individuals and as a group.
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Habit-of-Heart: 

Dedication
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Objectives

Character Education Goals

Students will consider the following

concepts about dedication:

• Dedication is one of the most heroic qualities
of all, as it helps you achieve your vision.

• Dedication can involve self-sacrifice.

• The level of dedication indicates how much
you care about the goal.

• The difference between a glorious vision and
a fulfilling life are the hours of dedicated
effort in between.

Academic Goals

Students will understand and

communicate the following concepts:

• A sea is affected by the health of its
tributaries, and the fertility of the land is
affected by the health of the sea. 

• Looking ahead to predict and prevent a
problem can produce better results than
trying to correct a problem.

• Human choices affect the natural as well as
the human environment.

• Teams of people working together must look
at the effects of their decisions on the land,
the sea and the people. 

• It takes dedication to look at the long-term
effects of choices.

• Marie Curie overcame great odds to listen to
her curiosity about the elements. Her
dedicated efforts led to a discovery that has
changed modern life in many ways.

• Not all elements are visible. It took a lot of
dedicated effort to separate and identify them. 

• An idea, set aside, remains just an idea, while
an idea put to the test through dedicated
effort, helps us learn more about the world. 

• When you have a vision of something you
want to accomplish or learn or give, the daily
steps you take over a long time can make the
vision come true. 

• Dedication is the follow-up step that makes a
vision meaningful.

• Louis Braille had an idea he thought would
help other blind people like himself.

• He improved on a means of reading and
writing for the blind. 

• Louis Braille faced challenges, such as his
struggles with tuberculosis and the
competition of older people who were jealous
of his accomplishments.

• Rather than competing with others in the
field, he quietly pursued his goals with
determination.

• He worked to make the method universally
accepted, as it is today.

Habit-of-Heart: Dedication
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Arts Goals

Students will:

• Learn and perform a song about the
relationship of integrity and dedication to the
betterment of society.

• Learn collaborative art or mural making,
pottery, and/or miniature boat making in the
context of social studies and science.

• Build an esthetically pleasing diorama or
architectural model depicting dedication to a
long-term vision of water use issues. 

• Convert their knowledge of historical figures
and heroes into improvisational characters as
well as into dramatic performances.

• Emcee a program.

Conflict Resolution Goals

Students will:

• Role play the conflict resolution process as
spokespeople for competing livelihoods.

• Practice dedication with the long-term
interests of a community in mind. 

• Role play an academic controversy among
scientists about dedication to an ethical cause.

• Adapt stress reduction exercises to incorporate
dedication to a long-term vision. 

Community Service Goals 

Students will: 

• Recognize and privately communicate their
recognition of heroic qualities in their
classmates.

• Publicly recognize heroes in their community
with a program incorporating their new
learning into character education, academics,
art and music. These heroes may include:

▲ local contributors to community life 

▲ parents

▲ elders
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delta: (noun) the salty deposit at the mouth of a river

peninsula: (noun) a finger of land jutting out into the water

irrigation: (noun) a system for supplying land with water for the purpose of growing crops

pesticides: (noun) substances used to destroy insects that eat plants

contaminated: (verb) made impure or unclean

laboratory: (verb) a place for conducting experiments

photographic: (adj.) relating to pictures

uranium: (noun) a silvery radioactive element

electricity: (noun) a fundamental entity of nature consisting of negative and positive kinds of
electrons and protons creating observable attractions and repulsions of bodies

element: (noun) one of more than 100 substances that consist of atoms of only one kind and that,
when combined together, create all matter (the material things are made of on earth)

radioactive: (adj.) able to emit alpha or beta rays by disintegrating the nuclei of the atom

concoctions: (adj.) a preparation made of several materials combined together

renewable resources: (noun) fuels or goods able to be replaced by the cycles of nature

fossil fuels: (adj.) fuels made from living things from an earlier geological age that turned into
minerals such as coal, oil, or natural gas.

harness: (noun) the gear placed on a work animal; (verb) to utilize

factories: (noun) buildings where workers produced items to be sold later in stores or used in
industry

topsy-turvy: (adj.) cluttered, mixed up, scattered, or in disarray 

g
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grammar: (noun) the study of words and the way they are used in sentences

geography: (noun) the study of the land and its features and the distribution of its peoples

handkerchief: (noun) a small square of cloth used as a tissue for sneezing into or as an article of
clothing 

cobblestone: (noun) a naturally rounded type of stone used inlaid into streets in earlier times
before asphalt was common

stylus: (noun) a sharp instrument used for writing or making marks or dents on a page

Braille: (noun) a system of writing for the blind made by making raised dots

bedridden: (adj.) not able to get out of bed due to illness
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Repeat the guided imagery exercise the students
experienced when they practiced Vision
Seeking. This time, their experiences over the
course of the module will help them make
more deliberate choices about the quality of
their storyboard and the plans they make for
the future.

Play soft music to set the tone. Place a sheet of
paper and writing implement in front of each
student but ask them not to use it yet. Remind
students of the activity they performed several
weeks ago. Dim the lights, if possible. Ask
students to close their eyes and envision their
lives in 20 years. They are adults now. Use the
following script to suggest the images. Pause at

least 5 - 10 seconds between images. The
students may review the same vision they had
before or begin a new one, or they may choose
to add details to the first experience. Ask them
to let their imagination flow freely as they
envision the future again.

Your arms and legs are relaxed. Your neck is
relaxed. Your eyes are closed. Your breathing is
slow and regular. You are just waking up from a
long rest. You are twenty years older now. You are
waking up and preparing for a normal day, well,
almost anyway. At the end of the day, you will go
to a special place to celebrate a special success with
those who work with you. What do you see as you
get out of bed in the morning? Where are you?
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When you look out the window, what type of
landscape or town or city do you see?  

You go down to the breakfast table. Who is there to
greet you? Who do you say goodbye to as you leave
this morning? And just where is it you are going? 

You walk outside and take a deep breath and smell
the air. What do you see and hear and smell on
your way? What does the sky look like? What do you
see up ahead, in the direction you’re headed?

Now you have arrived at your destination. Where is
it? What kind of people greet you, if any? Do you
have an office? A lab? Is it a place full of people?
Who are they? Do you see any animals? Why are
you needed here?

You will have a very fulfilling day today at this
place. Imagine the types of things you will do. What
will happen to help you have a wonderful day? 

What decisions will you make? What actions will
you take? 

How will you treat those around you? 

What will you explore or discover? 

Will you change the world in some small way, or at
least change someone’s day? Imagine all the things
you will do today.

You’ve had a busy day, and now it’s time to go to
the special gathering. Who comes along with you?
What is the group celebrating? How has the world-
or someone’s world-changed because of the work you
did together? You sigh a big, satisfied sigh. Do you
feel right now? How do the others feel?

You may open your eyes now. Without speaking,
pick up your pencil and draw a storyboard or a
storytelling map of what you saw, as if it were a
movie. If it is similar to your first visualization,
you can just write the ending scene. You may write
words to describe what’s happening in the scene. Use
stick figures and other symbols and capture the best
things about your dream life. Remember to do this
silently, without looking at anyone else’s paper.

When you are finished, write "The Story of My
Life" at the top and add your name and the date.
(Keep the soft music playing during this period
and do not allow talking. If a student does not
know what to draw, he or she is free to write or
to just continue meditating.)

Discussion

Did you enjoy your dream life as an adult? Why? If
you choose, you may tell the class what you
envisioned. Was this vision different from your
original vision?

[Allow students to share, but only if they choose
to do so at this time.]

When we studied vision seeking, we determined
that visions help us see possibilities and set goals. In
today’s visualization, we imagined that the goals
and possibilities had already been set and met. 

One habit, in particular, can turn the vision into
the reality. It is called dedication. 

We have studied the habits of heroes. Being a hero
doesn’t happen automatically. It’s a possibility we’re
all born with—every one of us—but we have to
practice the habits and develop the qualities that
enhance a heroic vision. 

Dedication is the habit we must practice again and
again. 

You may have seen a dedication in a book or heard
a dedication over the radio. A dedication can also
refer to a gathering to set aside a property for sacred
or public use. 

What is the other meaning of dedication, when it
refers to your personal life? (To devote your time
and energy to a cause, even if it takes a long time to
achieve the goal.) 

Dedication means self-sacrificing devotion. That
means you are willing to give up some things for
another truly important thing.
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Rotate around the room and give each student
a chance to briefly respond to one or more of
the following situations as if they were making
a commitment to themselves out loud.

Let’s describe or role play what dedication would
look like if:

• You wanted to go play after school but you knew
you needed to help your younger sister with her
homework. Are you more dedicated to your
games outside or to your sister?

• You found your math homework particularly
difficult, but you knew you needed the math
skills in order to build the scientific equipment
you need for your experiments. How can you
show dedication to something important today?

• You decided that you really want to prepare for
a career negotiating peace between countries.
You will need to work for good grades and save
money from your Saturday jobs to do so, but
every time you pass the arcade, you want to go
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buy candy and play video games instead of
studying. Demonstrate where your dedication
lies.

• You love your aunt, who just had a baby, and
you want to go help her on the weekend. Is your
dedication to her greater than your dedication to
playing basketball with your friends? 

• You tried an experiment for your school science
fair. You used household garbage to see if you
could create an alternative fuel for cars that
would not use up unrenewable resources such as
fossil fuels. Your experiment did not produce any
results, and you question your own level of
understanding. How can you show dedication to
the vision?

• You have decided to write a poem each day
until you have a book. How will you make time
to do the writing?

• Your friend asked you to bring her homework to
her when she was sick. You forgot to stop at her
classroom and pick it up. Should you walk all
the way back to her classroom? How dedicated
are you?

• Your mother told you that you could only have a
new guitar if you practiced an hour a day. Are

you dedicated to playing the guitar or just to
owning one?

• A new person in your class seems lonely. You
have dedicated yourself to the goal of making
every person feel welcome. Although you don’t
seem to have much in common with this person,
how will you dedicate yourself to your goal? 

• You have decided it would be a good idea to
learn a second language, the language many of
your classmates speak at home. What kind of
dedication will this take?

Distribute Habits-of-Heart Homework

Instruct students to think about whether any of
these examples remind them of challenges they
have had at home. Ask them to write on a
blank sheet of paper the things and people in
their lives worthy of their dedication. Beside
each item, they can make a list of things they
can do to show dedication for that person this
week. They should attach the list to their
habits-of-heart homework as a reminder.
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Introduction:

Let’s act out a party. We have all gathered at a
reception to honor heroes. Each of you will take on
the role of the hero whose name I pin on your
back. You will not know who you are supposed to
be. Other people can compliment you on your
dedication by making specific remarks about how
you worked at something for a long time. Through
their remarks, you must guess your own identity.
Those of you who are offering compliments cannot
use the person’s name but can only mention the
ongoing deeds that showed dedication. For
instance, I might say to a famous scientist, "Your
many hours in the laboratory have really helped 
us learn more about the universe."

Place a name tag on each student’s back, using
the names on the hero cards. There may be
some overlap. Set a time limit for students to
guess their own identities.

Discussion

What types of compliments did you each receive? 

Did people only value your vision or were they
more impressed with your follow-through?

Could this party of heroes have happened if none
of the heroes had dedication?
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Think about the life story you created earlier
during the visualization. Imagine you have
dedicated your life to that vision. Now you are
reading a stack of letters complimenting your
work. What do they say? Who are they from? 

Draw pictures of the people you helped along the
way.

Prepare for an oral presentation in which you will
act as yourself later in life. A group of people have
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gathered who share your vision. You must share
with them the plan you used to make the vision
come true. 

Include the tasks, preparations and causes you
dedicated your life to along the way. You may use
pictures and visual aids to share your make-believe
story with the class. Include the steps you have
already taken in your habits-of-heart homework
this week, if you like. Use the Planning for My
Vision worksheet.

(Plan to have as many tutors present as possible
to draw out ideas for children who may not
have fully designed their vision. This
assignment need not be mandatory. Students
who feel the subject matter is too private may

choose to present about the dedication of a
family member or someone they respect.)

Have the students present orally to the class.
Challenge them to keep a copy of their notes in
a scrapbook and look at it from time to time,
to see whether their dedication serves their
vision.

Teacher Follow-through: Have each student
write down their address and briefly describe
their vision. Mail personalized reminder cards
to students a month later to thank them for
sharing their visions and to remind them of the
dedication needed to achieve their goals.  You
may want to make the reminder cards small
enough that they will fit in a billfold or purse. 
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Student Worksheet

How I Planned for My Vision

My vision of the future:

___________________________________________________________________________

The cause, belief or issue behind it:

____________________________________________________________________________

What I achieved (as if writing in the future):

____________________________________________________________________________

How I prepared for it (as if writing in the future):

1.
____________________________________________________________________________

2.
____________________________________________________________________________

3.
____________________________________________________________________________

4.
____________________________________________________________________________

What tasks I completed (as if writing in the future): 

5.
____________________________________________________________________________

6.
____________________________________________________________________________

7.
____________________________________________________________________________

8.
____________________________________________________________________________
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Introduce the song Integrity Doo-Wop, found on
the Habits-of-Heart 1 recording. Read through
the verses together. Discuss the relationship
between dedication to a cause or person and
dependability. Ask students for their comments
on the line "When I do my best, you see, I
serve the whole society."

When introducing the song musically, divide
the boys and girls into parts. The boys can see

the lower part of the chorus, recalling the same
interval used in the wedding processional,
"Here Comes the Bride." It helps some students
to remember that the first "I do" the audience
hears will be at this four note interval. The
higher voices then join in. 

After learning this song, continue to review all
the songs for whatever culmination event or
public gathering you plan for the students. See
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other program ideas for this event below.
Include some combination of these, but not all,
or the program will go on too long. It is fine
and often preferable to customize and adapt 
the program for the families, students, teachers,
audience and culture of your community.
These suggestions are offered as a tool or as 
a starting point for your planning.

Ideas for Consideration in Program
Outline

• Student/s emcee the event. The emcee/s
discuss how various heroes’ visions transcend
culture and capacity and yet, how each one
makes the world a better place.

▲ Song: Who Can Say?

• Some students role play the heroes on the
Hero Cards and tell about their visions, using
the cards as scripts.

• Some students could role play the scientists
studied during the program. 

▲ Song: Integrity Doo-Wop

• Some students role play the characters in any
supplemental reading materials incorporated
and tell about the visions of those characters.

• Some students read the visualizations of who
they personally want to become in twenty
years.

• Some students talk about the habits-of-heart
studied and define what makes a true hero.

▲ Song: Sacrifice

• Me and My World worksheets and descriptions
of other projects are displayed around the
room.

• Parents, past guest presenters, teachers,
volunteers, city officials, field trip hosts and
other school groups are invited to the event.
Local heroes attend as honored guests. 

• Some students pay tribute to the heroes
present in the room.

▲ Song: Givers

• Local heroes are presented with art work
and/or certificates or with the tile mural.

• Students are encouraged to serve adults first
for the refreshment period.

▲ Song: True Heroes

Begin planning for the program early enough
that rehearsals can occur over time, as you
intersperse them with learning activities. 
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Assist students in completing the mural art
activity or whatever art gifts the group will
present to the public or to the local heroes at the
culminating event. 

See Appendix A for suggestions and instructions,
such as hero portraits, a tile mural or hero
pottery. Have students also honor their parents
by painting portraits of them and listing their
heroic qualities. (Have students bring in photos
to work from, but surprise their parents as to the
purpose of the photo.) 

Consider reserving time for students to make
table decorations such as replicas of Thor
Heyerdahl’s boat, built with staples and
construction paper or from kits. Each boat could
include an action figure made to look like one of
the heroes. (See Appendix A.) 

Look for opportunities for interconnectivity
between the art projects and other content areas.
For instance, are these boats similar to the fishing
boats used on the Aral Sea project referred to
later in this lesson plan? Challenge students to
research the question and provide classroom or
human resources to help them do so.

, jO o
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Introduction

We learned last week how natural forces can change
the world in which we live. We learned some of the
ways human choices can affect the world as well. 

Do you think people intentionally choose to harm a
landscape? Sometimes we cannot see the end from
the beginning. We cannot see the results a choice
will produce. At those times, the damage may be
done before anyone can stop it. When we finally
realize what the problem was, we have
to turn it around. 

We have learned about people who tried to preserve
something that is already in place, whether it is
justice or peace or a harmonious landscape, but
many times an activist or an advocate must act to
correct a problem that has spun out of control. It

takes dedication to follow through. That’s why
dedication is the habit-of-heart in this module. 

One sea in a small nation in Russia has suffered
from the forces of nature as well as from human
forces. It is called the Aral Sea. 

(Show the sea on a map. Go over the points in
the reading selection Sea Story aloud as students
fill in the blanks. Draw each of the geological
features on the board as you tell the story,
making sure students understand what happened
and checking their understanding periodically.
Then distribute it as reference sheet for students
to use as they fill out the worksheet Seeing the
End from the Beginning. Please note: If you have
Internet access, additional links and lesson plans
are available from through the Environmental
Literacy Council, at
http://www.enviroliteracy.org/article.php/519.html.)

2 lj o
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Do you like to eat fish? Many people do, and for this, the fishermen feel grateful. Near the Aral
Sea, fishermen once earned an income for their people, and everyone was healthy. The fisherman
lived in an island village called Muynak, as part of the Karakalpak nation. Their history took a sad
turn during the last half of the 20th century.

In 1950, Muynak was an island with a seaport village in a river delta that fed into the Aral Sea. (A
delta is the sandy deposit at the mouth of a river, where it leads to a larger body of water.)

The surrounding farms needed irrigation (a watering system). In 1958, huge canals were put into
the river to drain water toward the cotton fields and rice paddies in the area.

By 1962, Muynak looked like a finger-shaped peninsula, not an island, covered on three sides by
water and on one side by land. 

By 1970, the sea had diminished so much that it was 6 miles (10 kilometers) from the seaport
village. 

By 1980, the sea had shrunk so much, it stood 40 kilometers away from the village. (Ask, how
many miles is that? Have students write equations on the board using the last point as a clue: 6
miles = 10 kilometers.)

By 1995, the sea was 70 kilometers away from the village. (Ask, how many miles is that?)

Before 1970, 3,000 fishermen regularly caught 24 species of fish in the sea.

By 1982, the water was so far away and had become so salty that the fisheries all closed. 

As the earth warmed, the population grew and irrigation needs increased, the rivers were drained
off until they shrank to no more than a trickle, and the sea grew smaller and smaller. In the 35
years between 1960 and 1995, the surface area of the Aral Sea shrank from about 64,500 km to less
than 30,000 km. Did it shrink by a quarter, a third or more than a half?  ________________
Explain how you know. _____________________________________________________

As the area of the sea grew smaller, what do you think happened to its depth? Did it become deeper
or shallower?  _____________   What was left of it had become very high in saline or salt. 

At one time 24 species could live in this water. Now only four kinds of fish can live there. What
fraction represents how many fish species remain? ______________How can we find the answer to
this question?  ____________________________

The fishermen can no longer take their boats to work. They must drive old jeeps across the
wasteland to fish for just a few contaminated, or toxic, fish. What’s worse, the lake is so polluted

Reading Selection

Sea Story
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that the fish make the people sick. The country was once a large country linked somewhat in the
way the United States are linked, and fish were shipped from one part of the Soviet Union to
another, but now the Baltic states are independent, so Muynak cannot rely on other areas for its
fish. The cannery finally closed in 1994. 

What else do you think happens when a sea dries up? The sea once helped regulate the climate.
Evaporation of the water would cool the air in the summer and provide a wind break in the winter.
The area now has hot, dry summers and long, cold, windy winters. It is only mild enough to grow
cotton 170 days a year, instead of the 200 days needed for a good, frost-free crop. How many
growing days were lost each year? _____ What percentage of a year does this represent? _________

Something else happened to make things even worse. The pesticides or chemicals used to keep
harmful bugs off plants also proved harmful to people. As the area became a windy desert, dust
storms scattered the salty dust and pesticides over the land. It began to ruin the soil and get into
the food supply. The land often looked like it has a light dusting of snow, but it was really salt and
chemicals. Soon farming became as difficult as fishing! As the economy went sour, the banks went
out of business, so now people must use the barter system to trade for what they need. The people
have also become sick and have died from all the pesticides and toxins in their drinking water and
food. In the 1950s and ‘60s, nuclear bombs were tested in the area, leaving more chemicals in the
ground. Many cancers and diseases have become very common, and in one town, 8 out of every 10
women have anemia, caused by poor nutrition. The people have become poor, and there is only
one small hospital to serve many sick people. In another town, one person in ten dies each year.

In time, the sea could completely dry up, making life even more difficult for a whole nation of
people. 

Primary Sources: 1) Anonymous scientists; 2)  People & the Planet Magazine Volume 4 Number 2 1995. 
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Do you like to eat fish? Many people do, and for
this, the fishermen feel grateful. Near the Aral Sea,
fishermen once earned an income for their people,
and everyone was healthy. The fisherman lived in
an island village called Muynak, in the Karakalpak
nation. Their history took a sad turn during the last
half of the 20th century.

In 1950, Muynak was an island with a seaport
village in a river delta that fed into the Aral Sea.
(A delta is the sandy deposit at the mouth of a
river, where it leads to a larger body of water.)

The surrounding farms needed irrigation (a
watering system). In 1958, huge canals were put
into the river to drain water toward the cotton fields
and rice paddies in the area.

By 1962, Muynak looked like a finger-shaped
peninsula, not an island, covered on three sides by
water and on one side by land. 

By 1970, the sea had diminished so much that it
was 6 miles (10 kilometers) from the seaport
village. 

By 1980, the sea had shrunk so much, it stood 40
kilometers away from the village. (Ask, how many
miles is that? Have students write equations on
the board using the last point as a clue: 6 miles =
10 kilometers. 10 x 4 - 40; 6 x 4 = 24)

By 1995, the sea was 70 kilometers away from the
village. (Ask, How far is that in miles?10 x 7 =
70; 6 x 7 = 42 miles)

Before 1970, 3,000 fishermen regularly caught 24
species of fish in the sea.

By 1982, the water was so far away and had
become so salty that the fisheries all closed. 

As the earth warmed, the population grew and
irrigation needs increased, the rivers were drained
off until they shrank to no more than a trickle, and
the sea grew smaller and smaller. In the 35 years
between 1960 and 1995, the surface area of the
Aral Sea shrank from about 64,500 km to less than
30,000 km. Did it shrink by a quarter, a third or
more than a half? Explain how you know.

As the area of the sea grew smaller, what do you
think happened to its depth? Did it become deeper
or shallower? (It dropped by 19 meters.) What
was left of it had become very high in saline or salt. 

At one time 24 species could live in this water. Now
only four kinds of fish can live there. What fraction
represents how many fish species remain? How can
we find the answer to this question?  (Have
students draw pictures or equations as needed on
the board to determine that 4/24 = 1/12 or one
out of 12 fish.) 

The fishermen can no longer take their boats to
work. They must drive old jeeps across the wasteland
to fish for just a few contaminated, or toxic, fish.
What’s worse, the lake is so polluted that the fish
make the people sick. The country was once a large
country linked somewhat in the way the United
States are linked, and fish were shipped from one
part of the Soviet Union to another, but now the
Baltic states are independent, so Muynak cannot rely
on other areas for its fish. The cannery finally closed
in 1994. 

What else do you think happens when a sea 
dries up? 

The sea once helped regulate the climate.
Evaporation of the water would cool the air in the
summer and provide a wind break in the winter.
The area now has hot, dry summers and long, cold,

Reading Selection – Teachers’ Version

Sea Story
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windy winters. It is only mild enough to grow
cotton 170 days a year, instead of the 200 days
needed for a good, frost-free crop. How many
growing days were lost each year? (30) What
percentage of a year does this represent? (A month
or 1/12 of a year.)

Something else happened to make things even
worse. The pesticides or chemicals used to keep
harmful bugs off plants also proved harmful to
people. As the area became a windy desert, dust
storms scattered the salty dust and pesticides over
the land. It began to ruin the soil and get into the
food supply. The land often looked like it has a
light dusting of snow, but it was really salt and
chemicals. Soon farming became as difficult as
fishing! As the economy went sour, the banks went
out of business, so now people must use the barter
system to trade for what they need. The people
have also become sick and have died from all the
pesticides and toxins in their drinking water and
food. In the 1950s and ‘60s, nuclear bombs were
tested in the area, leaving more chemicals in the

ground. Many cancers and diseases have become
very common, and in one town, 8 out of every 10
women have anemia, caused by poor nutrition.
The people have become poor, and there is only
one small hospital to serve many sick people. In
another town, one person in ten dies each year.

In time, the sea could completely dry up, making
life even more difficult for a whole nation of
people. 

Primary Sources: 1) unnamed sources from the region; 2)
People & the Planet Magazine Volume 4 Number 2 1995. 

Charting the Problem

Challenge students to look at the chart on the
worksheet, Seeing the End from the Beginning,
to see how all these problems for both humans
and the environment are related, and how they
all started with one human decision. On a
separate sheet, allow younger students to
illustrate the cycle on the handout. 
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Seeing the End from the Beginning

Sometimes preventing a problem is easier than correcting it. In the cycle of problems below,
underline each human choice that created a series of new problems to solve an existing problem.
Write other options or choices on the back of the page.

Fishermen fish happily.

Farmers need more water and fewer harmful insects.

Canals are placed in the river delta. They irrigate the cotton farms but drain the rivers that flow
into the sea. 

The sea shrinks, leaving salt to blow around on the windy desert. As it becomes windier, even more
water evaporates.

The fish cannot survive, nor can the fishermen.

Farmers begin to use pesticides on their cotton fields. Because the farms are not very productive
anyway, the area is used to test dangerous chemical weapons.

The salt and pesticides and chemicals get into the soil. 

Farms are more important now that the fish are gone, but the food and water are contaminated.
People get sick from drinking and eating.

No one can earn a living. Banks close. Hospitals do not grow. More people die.

The farms still need water. How do we fix the one problem that started all the other problems? 
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Introduce the Activity:

It is not always easy to see the end from the
beginning, but working together gives us more
perspectives and helps us see angles we may not
have otherwise seen. 

If you had to develop a water management
strategy, environmental laws or ecological goals, a
plan to restore the economy and a new health care
system, where would you begin?

We are going to divide into four groups—the
water management committee, the environmental
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committee, the economic committee and the
public health committee. Each of you will have a
certain amount of time to design solutions to the
problems the country faces. Use the guide sheets to
assist you in your planning. Then we will have to
see how our plans work together.

(This project can extend through more than
one class period, as needed.)

Distribute the four committee planning sheets.
If possible, have a tutor work with each group.
When each has had time to design a plan, have
each group present their solutions orally to the
class. Note ways in which the plans
complement or contradict each other.
Brainstorm solutions that work for more than
one group. List the overlapping areas of interest
in a Venn diagram (overlapping circles) on the
board.

Have students share their ideas and concerns in
essay form with the scientists at an
environmental agency that specializes in issues
related to the marine ecosystems, such as Sea
Web. Perhaps the students can ask whether
international collaborations are in place to help
villages around the world such as Muynak plan
for the future as they look at environmental
impact on seas and oceans.

Sea Web
1731 Connecticut Avenue NW, 4th Floor
Washington, CD 20009
www.seaweb.org

Extra Challenge: 

Offer the worksheet Water Marks for students
who finish early and can complete the
challenge. Answer key:

1.   500 x 100 x 20 = 1,000,000 (one million)
cubic feet

2.  80% of 1,000,000 = 800,000 cubic feet

3.  16 feet
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Water Management Committee

HOW CAN WE STOP THE ARAL SEA FROM DRYING UP?

SHOULD WE CONTINUE DRAINING THE RIVERS THROUGH THE CANALS TO
IRRIGATE THE FIELDS? 

IF WE DON’T, WHERE WILL THE PEOPLE GET THEIR WATER?

HOW CAN WE PURIFY THE WATER WE HAVE? 
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Environmental Committee

WHAT NEW LAWS DO WE NEED TO CHANGE OUR FARMING PRACTICES?

WHAT NEW LAWS WOULD PROTECT OUR WATER?

CAN WE CORRECT THE DAMAGE ALREADY DONE TO OUR ENVIRONMENT?

CAN WE PREVENT IT IN THE FUTURE?
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Economic Committee

HOW CAN OUR PEOPLE FIND WORK TO REPLACE FISHING AND FARMING?

WHAT COULD WE DO WITH THE SALT IN OUR ENVIRONMENT?

WHERE CAN OUR PEOPLE GO TO FIND A BETTER LIFE?
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Public Health Committee

HOW CAN WE BETTER CARE FOR OUR MANY SICK PEOPLE?

HOW CAN WE PREVENT MORE ILLNESS?

HOW CAN WE ASK FOR HELP FROM THOSE IN OTHER COUNTRIES?
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Water Marks             

If you were responsible for monitoring the ebb and flow of a body of water, you would need to
learn the following mathematical formula:

l x w x h = v (length times width times height equals volume) 

See if you can solve the following problems using this equation.

1. Your agency manages a lake that supplies fish, drinking water and energy for the community.
The lake is 500 feet long and 100 feet wide and 20 feet deep, on average. What is the volume 
(in cubic feet) of the lake? Write the equation. Write the answer as a number and as a phrase 
in parentheses. 

______x ________x ________=_____________( _____  _______________ ) cubic feet

2.  Global warming brought on several drought years and the lake water began to dip. If your goal
is to keep the volume up to at least 80% of its normal level, what is your desired minimum
volume? Show the equation. 

_________% of _________________________= __________________ cubic feet

3.  To maintain that volume, how deep does the lake have to be? Use this equation to determine
the answer:

If 500 x 100 x X = 800,000, then X = ____

(Show your work below.)

4.  Now write your own story problem about the lake, using the formula 1 x w x h = v.
Remember to include the answer! 

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

5. If you cannot change the level of the lake, how might the community conserve water  to learn
to fill its needs with a smaller lake? Offer three ideas.

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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Challenge students to use the conflict
resolution bridge to resolve any conflicts of
interest that surfaced during the group
presentations on behalf of the town of Muynak. 

If none occurred, have them role play conflicts
between fishermen and farmers living in a

fishing village, disputing irrigation rights versus
fishing rights. Remind them that the habit-of-
heart is dedication, so they both must show
dedication to the long-term interests of the
community.
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Some classes have found a local application for
the study of environmental impact on
waterways. If your community has a waterway
threatened by pollution, you may want to have
students build a diorama advocating dedication
to a long-term vision of change. The diorama
can show practices that prevent erosion or

pollution in the waterway. If possible, arrange
for the students to present the diorama to
community leaders for display in a public place,
along with essays explaining their
recommendations. They can make a formal
presentation with their ideas. See Appendix A
for steps for building the diorama.
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Intermediate-Advanced Readers

Marie Curie’s Search for Radium, by Birch and
Birmingham

Beginning-Intermediate Readers

Louis Braille, The Boy Who Invented Books for
the Blind, by Margaret Davidson

Book: Marie Curie’s Search for Radium

Please Note: The book on Madame Curie is
shorter but covers more abstract concepts and
complex information than the second book on
Louise Braille. Take into account your students’
capacities and interests as well as the length of
the study unit and the types of service projects
planned before deciding whether to focus on
one or both books. 

Introducing Madame Curie

Pass around several different types of rocks and
ask students to note whether they all look the

o
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same or not. Ask students if they have ever
picked up a rock and wondered what was inside
of it. Ask if they have ever wondered who
named all the ingredients in every type of rock.
Explain that this scientific process takes
dedication, but some of the secrets of the
universe lie hidden in a rock. 

Challenge students to look for clues to the
meaning of the vocabulary words as they read
the story, Madame Curie’s Search for Radium.
Ask students to raise their hand if they spot one
of the words and stop to define it as group
before going on.

Worksheets on Dedication

Distribute the worksheets Dedication Brings
Discovery and Madame Curie’s Dedication.

Challenge students to complete the worksheets
with a partner, reading aloud and discussing as
needed.

Discussion Questions

Where does the term nuclear power come from? 

Answer: The kind of energy Madame Curie
discovered is called nuclear energy because it
exists deep inside the nucleus of the atom.
(Draw an atom with a nucleus.) 

Can you name some uses of this energy? They
were listed on the last pages of the book. 

• To run power stations 

• To power submarines.

• To check the thickness and quality for paper
and metal.

• To find how plans use fertilizers

• To trace the pollution in rivers

• To test concrete under oceans.

• To measure the oil flow in pipelines

• To sterilize hospital equipment

Do you know of any other uses for nuclear
power? What did scientists of Einstein’s
generation find out about this kind of power? 

(They found ways to use it to make dangerous
weapons that would kill many people at once.)

What does this tell you? If dedication refers to
effort, how important is the vision behind that
effort?

Related Role Play: A Meeting of 
the Minds

Assign three students to role play a discussion
between three scientists: Nikola Tessla, Albert
Einstein and Marie Curie. (See the Amazing
Scientists book for relevant information on
Tessla and Einstein, if you like.) 

Ask the three students to imagine they have
each been asked to speak at a lecture panel. A
fourth student is the moderator who will ask
them questions. The rest of the students are
visiting scientists who have come to learn from
them. Inform students that: 

• Curie discovered nuclear energy.

• Einstein came up with the formula that could
turn that energy into a bomb.

• Tessla wants to invent a weapon that will
prevent nuclear war by creating a special light
beam. 

• They must each discuss the vision to which
they want to dedicate their science before
deciding what to do with their inventions.
The outcome can be hypothetical (imaginary)
rather than reflecting what happened in real
history.

• They can ask for input from the audience
whenever they choose.

Give the moderator the sheet of questions.
Challenge the characters to think about their
personal vision and to let that vision guide their
conversation as they discuss the Moderator’s
Questions.
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Dedication Brings Discovery

Every wonderful discovery begins with an idea, but many ideas do not end in discovery. Why not?
To find out why, mark the following statements true or false.

___ An idea, set aside, remains just an idea, while an idea put to the test through dedicated effort,
helps us learn more about the world. 

___ You should never test an idea until you know it will work. 

___ Imagining what could exist, instead of just what you already know exists, will only make you
come up with wrong answers and waste your time.

___ When you have a vision of something you want to accomplish or learn or give, the daily steps
you take over a long time can make the vision come true. 

What is the difference between having vision and having dedication?

On the following pages, you will see the path Marie Curie took to see her vision come to life and
change the world. In the blank spot beside each step, write either: Idea, Action, Setback or
Outcome. 

Look at the pattern on the worksheet. Summarize what it tells you about dedication by checking
the best of the following three explanations.

__ 1. We should always avoid the difficulties that discourage us, and stop acting on our vision
whenever these setbacks get in the way.

__ 2. When we act on an idea, we may face setbacks, but when we act on the setbacks, they may
lead us to the outcome we wanted. 

__ 3. Great discoveries result from accidents, not effort.
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Dedication Brings Discovery (Answer Key)

Every wonderful discovery begins with an idea, but many ideas do not end in discovery. Why not?
To find out why, mark the following statements true or false.

T An idea, set aside, remains just an idea, while an idea put to the test through dedicated effort,
helps us learn more about the world. 

F Scientists never test an idea until they know it will work. 

F Imagining what could exist, instead of just what you already know exists, will only make you
come up with wrong answers and waste your time.

T When you have a vision of something you want to accomplish or learn or give, the daily steps
you take over a long time can make the vision come true. 

What is the difference between having vision and having dedication?

Having vision means to see things in a new way--to have a new idea of what you might create,
whether it is new knowledge, art or simply a better way of doing things. Having dedication means
to keep applying your efforts until your vision becomes a reality.

On the following pages, you will see the path Marie Curie took to envision something and act on
her vision until it changed the world. In the blank spot beside each step, write either Idea, Action,
Setback or Outcome. 

Look at the pattern of Madame Curie’s choices as they appear on the worksheet. Summarize what it
tells you about dedication by checking the best of the following three explanations.

__ 1. We should always avoid the difficulties that discourage us and stop acting on our vision
whenever these setbacks get in the way.

__ 2. When we act on an idea, we may face setbacks, but when we act on the setbacks, they may
lead us to the outcome we wanted. 

__ 3. Great discoveries result from accidents, not effort.
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_______: Marie Curie wanted to find out about the nature and uses of X-rays.

_______: She had to go to school to learn.

_______ : Girls could not go to school in Poland.

_______ : She went to France to attend school.

_______:  She could not understand her teachers, who spoke in French.

_______: She took French lessons. 

_______: She learned about X-rays and uranium.

Madame Curie’s Dedication

In the blank spot, write either Ideas, Setback, or Outcome.
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_______: Marie Curie wanted to test the strength of the rays by measuring the electricity they
caused in the air.

_______: She used a device her husband invented, called an electrometer, and began testing
many substances until she tested all the elements and found that uranium gave off the 

strong rays. 

_______: A black rock called pitchblende without uranium gave off the radioactive
rays, throwing off her experiments.

_______: She and her husband used this chance to sort out all the elements 
in the black rock, acquiring a shed to store the rocks and contacting 

factories everywhere until they found one that could give them a large 
amount of pitchblende. They worked on sorting, sifting, mixing and 

heating it for four years.

_______: The fumes were hot and suffocating in summer.
The long process research made them feel tired and sick with 

radiation sickness. Sometimes they would drop 
a batch and lose months of work.

_______: The Curie couple kept working 
until they finally had a tenth of a gram 

of the new element they had discovered, 
which they called radium. 

_______: Scientists realized that 
radioactivity comes from 

inside the atom and began 
to develop new sources 

of energy from it. 
The world now depends 

on nuclear energy.
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Madame Curie’s Dedication (Answer Key)

Idea: Marie Curie wanted to find out about the nature and uses of X-rays.

Action: She tried to go to school to learn.

Setback : Girls could not go to school in Poland.

Action : She went to France to attend school.

Setback: She could not understand her teachers, who spoke in French.

Action: She took French lessons. 

Outcome: She learned about X-rays and uranium.
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Idea:  Marie Curie wanted to test the strength of the rays by measuring the electricity they
caused in the air.

Action: She used a device her husband invented, called an electrometer, and began testing 
many substances until she tested all the elements and found that uranium gave off 

the strong rays. 

Setback: A black rock called pitchblende without uranium gave off the radioactive
rays, throwing off her experiments.

Action:  She and her husband used this chance to sort out all the elements 
in the black rock, acquiring a shed to store the rocks and contacting 

factories everywhere until they found one that could give them a large 
amount of pitchblende. They worked on sorting, sifting, mixing and 

heating it for four years.

Setback: The fumes were hot and suffocating in summer.
The long process research made them feel tired and sick with 

radiation sickness. Sometimes they would drop 
a batch and lose months of work.

Action: The Curie couple kept working 
until they finally had a tenth of a gram 

of the new element they had discovered, 
which they called radium. 

Outcome: Scientists realized 
that radioactivity comes 

from inside the atom and 
began to develop new

sources of energy from it. 
The world now depends 

on nuclear energy.
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Moderator’s Questions

Why did you become a scientist?

What was the vision behind your work so far?

Why would you want to dedicate your life to this vision?

What is the best use for our understanding of nuclear power?

What do we want to look back and see when we think of how our vision changed the world? 
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Read Aloud Activity

Have students read aloud from Louis Braille, The Boy Who Invented Books for the Blind, p. 16-59 &
69-80, reading at least 10 pages each day.  At the end of the reading, have them complete the
worksheet, The Birth of Braille. Check and discuss the answers in class. After they complete the
worksheet, they can act out the story of Louis Braille in small groups, as time permits, and perform
them in front of the class. 

The Birth of Braille (Answer Key)

Dedication springs from a vision and a plan to act on that vision. But dedication really means
applying time and effort to that vision until you achieve it. Study the following information about
Louis Braille and the birth of Braille. Beside each sentence, write V for vision, A for action or D 
for dedication, to show what Louis Braille needed in order to complete that step.

1.

2.  Louis Braille had an idea he thought would help other blind people like himself. V

3.  He improved on a means of reading and writing for the blind. A

4.  Louis Braille faced challenges, such as his struggles with tuberculosis and the competition of
older people who were jealous of his accomplishments. D

5.  Rather than competing with others in the field, he quietly pursued his goals. D

6.  He worked to make the Braille method universally accepted, as it is today. D

On the lines below, tell why dedication to a dream is sometimes just as important as the dream
itself.

Book: Louis Braille, 

The Boy Who Invented Books for the Blind
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The Birth of Braille 

Dedication springs from a vision and a plan to act on that vision. But dedication really means
applying time and effort to that vision until you achieve it. Study the following information about
Louis Braille and the birth of Braille. Beside each sentence, write V for vision, A for action or D for
dedication, to show what Louis Braille needed in order to complete that step.

1.  Louis Braille had an idea he thought would help other blind people like himself. ____

2.  He improved on a means of reading and writing for the blind. ____

3.  Louis Braille faced challenges, such as his struggles with tuberculosis and the competition of
older people who were jealous of his accomplishments. ____

4.  Rather than competing with others in the field, he quietly pursued his goals. ____

5.  He worked to make the Braille method universally accepted, as it is today. ___

On the lines below, tell why dedication to a dream is sometimes just as important as the dream
itself.
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Have students write down the name of the
person on their right and complete the
sentence: [Name] is a hero because...

The student can write down occasions on
which they have observed the person commit
acts of selflessness, activism or dedication. They
can note how the person’s life reflects a personal
vision. After finishing a sentence about the
person on their right, they may begin a new

sentence about the next person, until each
student has written about everyone in the
room. The teachers can later type up a page for
each student incorporating these confidential
comments, so each one gets the benefits of all
his or her classmates’ statements of confidence.
After adding the teacher’s own words of
encouragement, the teacher can present each
paper as a gift to the student for completing 
the Habits of Heroes module.

EE LL                  CC

Activity 12: Honoring Heroic Qualities in One Another

l B2
Pontential-Tapping Value of the Activity
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As a final service project, have students replicate
their Heroes Program at a local convalescent
home to honor the elders there for leading lives
of heroism with some of the same performances
and gifts. If students have not already done so,
they should establish adopted-grandparent
relationships with the seniors, and go on
frequent field trips to perform for them or to

offer gifts and messages. Always allow time for
one-on-one conversations during the trips, so
the two generations can learn from each other.

Encourage your young heroes to remain in the
program for the next cycle or series, to continue
their ongoing effort to master more habits-of-
heart.

Activity 13: Honoring Elderly Heroes

2
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Part 3

Appendices

S
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The work of educational theorists in the late
20th century showed the importance of
recognizing and cultivating the multiple
intelligences of children. A visual learner not
only benefits from seeing images to record
cognitive messages but from creating art as a
meaningful service to society. Art also provides
opportunities to teach collaborative skills and
self-discipline and to provide practical skills in
understanding spatial relationships. When we
add educational and societal value to the joy of
self-expression, the learning, giving and
imaginative play all come together for a child.

Psychologists also have long understood that
the subconscious mind can find a kind of peace
through art not always possible through other
means for a troubled but somewhat nonverbal
child. A shy first-grader named Chad was once
placed in art therapy while other members of
his family were in family counseling. The
drawings and sculptures he created revealed an
obvious sense of helplessness, abandonment,
and violent outrage, though the staff never
discussed or diagnosed his art with him. After
attending the art therapy sessions for a few
months, the feelings diminished and the images
became positive. In the meantime, Chad had
learned not only to explore and calmly vent his
feelings but to understand art composition. His
family frequented museums, so he was able to
see the work of other artists and, within a few
years, became a gifted child artist and physics
student interested in building more esthetically
designed cities. What began as a healing project
became a way to develop his capacities to give
back to society.

This Habits-of-Heroes module offers an
opportunity to incorporate art and culture into
learning. It will be especially important to read

through these options during the planning
stages, well in advance of the beginning of the
module, to make sure the art lessons are linked
to the projects and the materials are ready on
the lesson day

The classroom teacher may review these ideas,
select some and follow the instructions, or if a
separate art teacher is available, he or she will
need to review the manual to link the art
projects to the themes and purposes and to the
projects the teachers have planned. 

Several smaller art projects may be selected or a
major art project may involve more than one
art period. Review the ideas below to plan
accordingly.

Art Project to Honor Local Heroes 

You may want to hold an event to honor the
local heroes in your area, incorporate their
pictures or, if they are conservationists, pictures
of the area they preserved. If you do so, invite
their relatives to the event. 

If you have opted to substitute local heroes for
the Heroes Card subjects in the book, you may
want a guest artist to help students paint
portraits of these heroes. (Or you use the
instructions for painting portraits that follow.)
The portraits can be painted on canvas, on
poster board and then laminated, or they can
be painted on a mural on a wall near your site.  

A mural site can also be used to paint a scene
from a postcard, based on the scenic area
studied during the Vision-Seeking unit. (Mural
instructions, along with a preparatory activity,
follow.) 

Appendix A

Becoming Art Smart
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Art Work Based on the Hero Cards

Students can make pottery to give to guest
presenters, based on the studies of the work of
Maria Martinez. Malleable clays are available
for classroom use, or you may choose to invite
a sculptor who has a kiln or can provide clay
that does not need firing.  

After measuring what moves them during their
study of activism, students can create art work
to give to a cause. One student group chose to
create a book for a library in an underdeveloped
community and include watercolor illustrations
to accompany the stories they wrote for the
book.

Art for a Parent Performance

Students may also enjoy researching boats and
building one from a kit after studying Thor
Heyerdahl’s project. If they do so, they could
create an exhibit for a parent program and use
the boat as a vehicle for transporting culture.
Each boat could include an action figure made
to look like one of the heroes, with a copy of
the speech students will give in the program.

Orally, designated students could role play the
heroes on the Hero Cards and tell about their
work. Other students could role play the
scientists studied during the program. A
student emcee could discuss how the various
visions transcend culture and capacity and yet,
how each one makes the world a better place.
The program would could begin and end with
the Habit-of-Heart songs Who Can Say? and
True Heroes. 

Art to Illustrate Math and Enhance
Advocacy

Students may create gingerbread people to
incorporate into charts and graphs, if they
prepare a public display regarding the spread 
of malaria or other issues pertaining to the
curriculum. (Instructions follow.)

Art to Reinforce Identity Goals

The lesson on activism may be adapted for
younger students who would benefit from
making action figures to take home as
reminders of the good acts they can perform to
become true heroes. (Instructions are included
in this section.) These action figures can also
become figures on the boat in the exhibit for
the parent program.

Postcard to Poster

Supplies:

Poster board
Pencils
Sponges

Watercolors
Cups of water
White paper

Procedures:

1. Provide each student with a picture or
postcard of the geological area studied to use
as a reference. 

2. Write Nature’s Paint Box on the board or
flip chart. 

3. Discuss the shapes and colors of different
geological features and the natural processes
or features that create them. List these parallel
features on the board. For instance, iron in
water dripping on rock creates a rust color. A
volcano is a peak that was scooped out at
some point in time. (You may want to lightly
research the geology, meteorology and plants
of your area, if necessary.)

4. Offer students water colors and sponges.
Challenge them to recreate abstract images of
the colors and shapes in the scene before
them. 



5. Use white dress shirt boxes can serve as
three-dimensional frames. Cut a square in
the top of the box lid, leaving a one-two inch
border, so the art shows through when you
place the lid on the box. 

6. Affix the art work to the inside bottom of
the box. 

If possible, submit the art work for display in a
local library or mall or for display in a visitors’
center at the nature preserve featured, along
with the poems written about the geological
features of the area and the people who
preserved it.

Portrait Painting

Supplies:

Pencils
Watercolors
18" x 24" watercolor paper or poster board

Pictures of the heroes students will paint
Glue sticks
Paper cups for mixing paints

Distribute a sheet of poster board to each
student. Instruct students to:

1. Try to cover most of the page with the
portrait. 

2. Draw lightly with pencil.

3. Sketch the shape of a face, filling most of 
the page, before adding facial features and
details. 

4. Draw an oval for the face.

5. Draw an oval for the back of the head.

6. Draw a horizontal line where the eyes might

be, level with the tops of the ears.

7. Draw a vertical line in the center of the face.

8. Draw a horizontal line across where the
mouth might be, level with the bottom of
the ears.

9. Add details last.

10. Add a neck and shoulders, to avoid the
look of a floating head. 

11. Paint the background in a solid color.

12. Paint the skin first and let it dry slightly
before adding color to the features. (It may
be helpful for the teacher to premix some of
the colors).

13. Before publicly presenting the finished
works, the teacher may want to laminate
the posters.

Collaborative Artwork 

(With option of paper mural or tile mural with
ceramic paint)

Supplies:

nature scene

pencils 
erasers
8’x 8’watercolor paper or cardstock

watercolors

Procedures:

1. To prepare for the activity, choose a
photograph (art print, postcard, photo,
magazine page etc.) depicting the scenic area
they will feature, or pictures depicting the
heroes they will portray. Enlarge the photo/s
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into an 11"x 14" color copy (or a collage, if
using more than one photo.

2. Divide and cut the enlargement into as many
squares as there are students. Turn the
squares over in their places. Number them
on the back, from left to right and from top
to bottom.

3. On the day of the activity, distribute a
picture square and an 8"x 8" sheet of
drawing paper to each student.  

4. Challenge each student to pencil the design
they received on the piece of drawing paper.

5. Next have students look at the numbers on
the back of their pictures and place the
squares on the floor in the correct order,
moving from left to right and from top to
bottom. Then turn over the squares to reveal
the whole picture. 

6. Have students place their sketches on the
floor or on a table in the correct order and
take turns resketching the lines of their
collective drawing until the squares all
match.

7. Students can now retrieve their corrected
sketches and use markers, crayons, and color
pencils to complete their drawings. Hang
their collective artwork on the wall and lead
a class discussion about collaborative versus
sole ownership of the drawing.  

8. This artwork can remain on paper or the
students can replicate it on tiles in
preparation for hanging in a public place.

Gingerbread Humans

Supplies:

construction paper
scissors

glue

Procedures:

1. Students will draw and cut out a gingerbread
shaped human out of brown construction
paper.

1. Students may decorate the humans based on
the culture, issue or public health crisis their
poster will depict. For instance, if the disease
is malaria, explore the symptoms of the
disease with students. They may want to
show red cheeks or waves of hot or cold to
represent fever and chills on the foreheads of
victims.

2. Discuss whatever figures are represented on
the posters the class will use in a public
exhibit about the issue. In a class discussion,
determine how many malaria victims, for
instance, each gingerbread shape will
represent.

3. Have students glue the shapes to a display
board and indicate the number represented,
writing the corresponding information and
issues the poster intends to convey.

4. Have students prepare solution-based
speeches, songs, literature and/or other
presentation materials about the issue before
their presentation.

Action Figures

Supplies:

Self-hardening clay
Toothpicks

Tempera paint
Clay tools

Procedures:

1. Teacher will lead students in making an
action figure of them selves holding an object
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that represents a conviction they believe in
enough to act on. 

2. Students will make about 20 (marble size)
balls of clay.

3. Students will use toothpicks to attach balls of
clay to make basic human shape.

4. Students will apply pressure between each
clay ball in order to join the figure together.

5. Students will use fingers, clay tools, and
toothpicks to sculpt the figure.

6. Students will sculpt and attach an object that
represents a virtue/ethic.

7. Students will leave the figure to dry for
about 24-48 hours after completing it 

8. Students will paint action figure with
tempera paint.

9. Teacher can spray clear sealer to finished
figures.  

Follow-up:

Lead a discussion about how our ethics,
passions and principles can be like special
powers that belong to a super hero, but only
when we act on them. How can our activism
contribute to the good of society?  

Hero Pottery

Supplies:

6-5lb boxes of modeling clay (self hardening/air
drying)
clay wire tool
spray bottle 

black, white, and brown tempera paint
fine paint brushes (for detail work) 
Modeling clay that does not need firing 

Tools such as plastic knives and toolpicks
Paints

Black oil paint

Procedures:

1. The teacher reviews Maria Martinez’ style of
pottery and the symbols in her work.

2. Students each choose a hero to honor and
imagine what shapes or symbols might be
associated with their vision.

3. Students each receive a fist-size piece of clay.

4. They roll the clay into a ball and pound out
a hole with one fist.

5. They contour the edges to make smooth
pots.

6. Using the tools available, students make
shapes in the pottery to indicate symbols of
their hero’s vision.

7. They let the pots harden overnight.

8. Use paint to either reinforce or highlight the
symbols and designs on the pots. 

9. Have each student sign his or her work on
the bottom. 

Dedication Diorama

Supplies:

corkboard or foam core
modeling clay

construction paper
stencils for buildings and trees
toy cars or animals 

paper cylinders, small boxes or other household
items
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Procedures:

1. Discuss issues of concern regarding local
waterways, such as pollution of rivers or
oceans due to road oil, soil erosion, farming
practices, deforestation, manufacturing,
irrigation canals or other causes. 

2. Use the corkboard or foam board as the base
for hypothetical rural community with the
potential for such problems. Have students
create a river, ocean or lake using blue paper
and glue it in place. 

3. Students can list the other items they want in
their community

4. Students can create hills, volcanoes, etc., out
of modeling clay. They can use the clay as
backing for houses and trees made from
paper. Boxes can be used as industrial
buildings and cylinders as water tanks. Roads
can be laid in with construction paper.

5. Finishing touches such as cars and animals
can be laid in place and the community given
a name.

6. Hold a discussion of the potential for the
waterways to become polluted or diverted. For
each possibility, have students build in a
solution. Here are some examples:

a. Problem: Cattle eroding riverbanks and
polluting water; Solution: Fence farm with
small sticks 

b. Problem: Car oil running into waterways;
Solution: Berms between roads and
waterways

c. Problem: Litter in and around waterways;
Solution: Trash receptacles for oil cans and
trash, and biodegradable manufacturing
practices for companies producing products
used by picnickers

d. Problem: Irrigation canals diverting
seawater; Solution: Drought-resistant crops 

e. Problem: Deforestation, resulting in soil
eroding into river as tree roots create
unstable hillside; Solution: Plant more trees
along banks.

f. Problem: Sewage going into drinking water
supply; Solution: New sewage treatment
plant; washing/bathing sites away from
drinking water sources. 

7. Help students explain their diorama, orally
and in writing, and present it publicly, along
with an appeal on the importance of
dedication to a long-term community goal 
or vision. 

Wildlife Watercolors

Supplies:

photos of animals in the wild (from books and
magazines)
pencils

watercolors
brushes
Dixie cups

30- 8"x10" sheets of watercolor paper

Teacher Preparation:

Provide photos of wildlife to students.

Provide water in dixie cups for students when
they are ready to paint.

Student Procedures:

Students will choose a photograph of an animal
from the wild.

Students will draw the animal on 8"x10"
watercolor paper with pencil.

Students will draw the animals in their natural
surroundings.

Students will paint their wildlife scenes with
watercolors.
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Vocabulary/Spelling Wraparound
Activity 

For use with any Age Group

Introduce a vocabulary or spelling word. 

Starting at one end of the room, have each
student tell the meaning or spelling of the word
to the person on the right, who repeats it to the
next person. By the time it goes around the
room, the students will have heard the word
many times. 

Conduct the exercise in small groups if you
have a large class size and intend to introduce
more than one new word. 

Word Wizards 

For use with Beginning Readers 

Choose the simplest vocabulary words from 
the list provided in the habit-of-heart listing. 
In addition to these words, introduce several
common spelling words for students to master
each day. Write the words in bold letters on 
the board. Have students:

1) Discuss the phonics of the letter sounds in
the word.

2) Clap the syllables.

3) Write the word bolding on a piece of paper.

4)  Draw a line around the word to visualize
the shape of the written word. 

4) Practice spelling the word aloud as a class
several times before moving on to the next
word. 

Mastery Challenge: After students have
mastered the words, help them write a list of
rhyming words. In each rhyming word,
underline the letter patterns that differ from
those in the original word. Discuss the different
phonic components that can make the same
sound. Introduce phonic rules along the way,
such as "When two vowels go walking, the first
one does the talking."

Sample word sets with rhyming lists are
provided on the following Word Wizards pages. 

Appendix B

Reading/Language Arts Standard Activities
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Word Wizards

Set 1

the

and

see

Rhyming Words for Set 1

there stare hair where care

and stand strand hand band

see bee tree free knee

Word Wizards

Set 2

will

are

can

Rhyming words for Set 2

will  still pill bill hill

are far star tar car

can fan man ban tan
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Word Wizards

Set 3

not

out 

seen

Rhyming Words for Set 3

not rot cot caught bought

out route about shout doubt

seen screen between clean mean

Word Wizards

Set 4

sea

ours

way

Rhyming words for Set 4

sea tea he me she

ours hours towers flowers flours

way weigh bay clay stay
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Vocabulary Charades and
Variations

Fun for Readers from Beginning to Advanced

Copy and cut out the vocabulary words
relevant to the reading selection for you have
chosen. Provide each student with a copy of the
definitions. Challenge students to look up each
unknown word as they read aloud or silently.

Keep an extra copy of the definitions to cut
into strips. Put the slips in a box. Have each
student draw a word. The student must either
act out the word for the class or give hints as to
the meaning without using the word itself, as
the class guesses the word. (You may challenge
them to base their guesses on their previous
study of the vocabulary words, or you may
allow them to keep the reference sheet handy.
The goal is to encourage their learning rather
than to make the challenge too difficult.)

Variations: 

Ten- or Twenty-five-cent Words: As an
occasional treat, you may want to tape coins to
the back of the words, based on the degree of
difficulty associated with the word. When a
student acts out the word, he or she gets to
keep the coin.

Word Pictures: This variation appeals to a
class of more reserved students. Each student
has three minutes to sketch a picture
representative of the word definition on their
slip of paper. Then the whole class turns their
papers over. One by one, they stand and hold
up their paper for the class the guess the
definition. 

Singing Words: If your class likes to ham it
up, remember that the relationship of pitch and
lyrics has a wonderful effect on memory. Try
singing a definition or two to your class in a
made-up melody and having them sing each
definition back to you. Then allow each student

to make up a tune to sing the definition on
their own piece of paper to the class and have
the class sing it back. Students may later want
to write a rap-style or spoken word poem about
the habit-of-heart incorporating the vocabulary
words and their meanings.

Active Reading: Retelling 
the Story

For Beginning to Advanced Readers

Literature teaches themes about life choices,
philosophy, history, science, sociology and
much more. Its magic lies in the fact that it
does so through storytelling. An effective way
to engage students in comprehending literature
is to transfer the role of storyteller to them. 

If you do not have multiple copies of literature
books, this activity is ideal for splitting the class
into smaller groups and having each group read
a different book. Students meet to read aloud
the assigned selection or book. Each member of
the group is assigned to take notes on a
different aspect of the story, to prepare an oral
and illustrated presentation for the entire class. 

If students are all reading the same book, you
may still divide the class into groups and have
each group report on one the reporting areas. 

Possible reporting areas include: 

1) The setting of the story

2) The main character/s’ personalities, interests,
and motivations

3) The habits-of-heart practiced and/or
mastered

4) The secondary characters’ motivations and
reasons for being included in the story

5) The action or unfolding plot

6) Interesting or unfamiliar words or phrases
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The students can use the Retelling the Story
worksheet as a guide. They can prepare to act
out, draw or write a song or poem to retell
their part of the story. Their class presentation
can include songs, skits, and visual aids such as
posters, puppets or costumes, time permitting.
The worksheet can serve as a guide but need
not be used directly in the presentation.
Teachers of young students can use role plays to
help their students present. Older students can

write their own character evaluations or give
deeper character analyses, according to their
writing ability or dramatic ability. Scale the
activity up or down according to the capacity of
the students. It can also become the basis for a
public performance.  

Give them a limited time to prepare this
presentation, then have the students present to
the class in sequence, as a review of the reading
material.
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Retelling the Story

Every story has certain elements. On a separate sheet of paper, summarize these elements in the
story you read:

Section A: Characters

1. What the main character wanted or needed.

2. How he or she achieved it.

3. What habits-of-heart the character displayed and how he or she displayed them.

4. What the secondary character wanted or needed.

5. How he or she achieved it.

6. What habits-of-heart the character displayed and how he or she displayed them.

7. How could you tell what habits-of-heart the characters showed, by their words, their actions
or both? Explain.

Section B: Setting 

1. Describe the setting here most of the story took place.

2. Describe the time period in which most of the story took place.

3. Describe and other times and places described in the story.

Section C: Plot

1. Describe what happened in the beginning.

2. Describe what happened in the middle.

3.  Describe what happened at the turning point.

4.  Describe what happened in the end.
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Section D: Lessons Learned

1. How did the characters’ habits-of-heart affect the ending of the story?

2. How did their practicing these habits affect the world in which they lived? 

3. Did it affect the world in which we live today?

Section E: Literary Devices

What tools does the author use to tell the story? Explain how.

Symbolism

Suspense

Rhyme

Foreshadowing (clues or hints)

Poetic prose

Humor

Action

Introspection (characters thinking aloud)

Dialogue (characters talking with each other)

Section F: Evaluating Merit

1.  Is the book fiction or non-fiction? Why do you think it was included in this week’s
assignments?

2.  Why would you recommend this book to a friend?
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Variations on Retelling the Story Worksheet:

Apply this process to each read-aloud book, adding the Retelling the Story worksheet as desired for
more advanced students. 

Vary the instruction in any of the following ways you feel will motivate participation from students,
based on their multiple intelligences. 

You need not use the same teaching strategy each week. You can use the same worksheet varying
the execution, so students of all learning styles come to recognize the elements of a story and to see
how hero stories in biographies and literature help us understand life and personal mastery.

• You may want to have students complete it in pairs the first week, using their discussion as a
springboard for the answers they will write independently.

• You can divide students into small groups and have each member of the group choose a character
to evaluate. Each one evaluates the inner motivations and struggles with particular habits-of-heart
for that character. The members of the group stage a conversation sharing their concerns with one
another.

• You may allow students the option to use the worksheet to take notes, then write a song that
retells the story. The habit-of-heart of the week must be mentioned in some part of the story.

• You may want to challenge students to write their notes well enough that they can pass the sheet
to another group to illustrate or act out.

• You may have students count off to four to assign an element. (For instance, every one with a
number 1 writes about what the character wanted or needed.) Challenge students to think hard,
because their answer will become the classes’ accepted answer to the questions. After recording
their perceptions, students then pass their paper to the next student and re-record the answer.
They pass in on again. By the time they have written their answer on a classmate’s paper four
times, the worksheet should have gone around the room. Students become the experts on the
topic they wrote three times. They each share their perspective on their area of expertise.
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Vision Seeking

Math Standards Addressed

Grade 2 Number Sense

1.0   Students understand the relationships
between numbers, quantities and place values
in whole numbers up to 1,000.

1.3  Order and compare whole numbers to
10,000 by using the symbols <,=,>.

2.0  Students estimate, calculate and solve
problems involving addition and subtraction of
two- and three-digit numbers:

2.1  Understand and use the inverse
relationship between addition and subtraction
(e.g., an opposite number sentence for 8 + 6 =
14 is 14 - 6 = 8.)

Grade 3 Number Sense

3.0  Students understand the relationship
between whole numbers, simple fractions and
decimals.

3.1  Add and subtract simple fractions (know
that 1/8 + 3/8 = _).

Grade 4 Number Sense

1.7  Write the fraction represented by a
drawing of parts of a figure; represent a given
fraction by using drawings; and relate a fraction
to a simple decimal on a number line.

Grade 5 Number Sense

Interpret percents as part of a hundred; find
decimal and percent equivalents for common
fractions and explain why they represent the
same value; compute a given percent of a whole
number.

Selflessness

Math Standards Addressed

Grade 2 Number Sense

1.0   Students understand the relationships
between numbers, quantities and place values
in whole numbers up to 1,000.

1.3  Order and compare whole numbers to
10,000 by using the symbols <,=,>.

2.0  Students estimate, calculate and solve
problems involving addition and subtraction of
two- and three-digit numbers:

2.1  Understand and use the inverse
relationship between addition and subtraction
(e.g., an opposite number sentence for 8 + 6 =
14 is 14 - 6 = 8.)

Grade 3 Number Sense

3.0  Students understand the relationship
between whole numbers, simple fractions and
decimals.

3.1  Add and subtract simple fractions (know
that 1/8 + 3/8 = _).

Appendix C
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Grade 4 Number Sense

1.7  Write the fraction represented by a
drawing of parts of a figure; represent a given
fraction by using drawings; and relate a fraction
to a simple decimal on a number line.

Grade 5 Number Sense

Interpret percents as part of a hundred; find
decimal and percent equivalents for common
fractions and explain why they represent the
same value; compute a given percent of a whole
number.

Advocacy

Math Standards Addressed

Grade 2 Statistics, Data Analysis and

Probability

1.0 Students collect numerical data and record,
organize, display, and interpret the data on bar
graphs and other representations

Grade 3 Mathematical Reasoning

1.0  Students make decisions about how to
approach problems:

1.1  analyze problems by identifying
relationships, distinguishing relevant from
irrelevant information, sequencing and
prioritizing information, and observing
patterns.

Grade 4 Statistics, Data Analysis and

Probability

1.0  Students organize, represent and interpret
numerical and categorical data and represent
their findings. 

1.1  Formulate survey questions; systematically
collect and represent data on a number line;
and coordinate graphs, tables and charts. 

Grade 5 Mathematical Reasoning

2.0  Students use strategies, skills and concepts
in finding solutions:

2.1  Use a variety of methods, such as words,
symbols, numbers, charts, graphs, tables,
diagrams, and models to explain mathematical
reasoning.

Dedication

Math Standards Addressed

Grade 2 Algebra Functions

1.2 Relate problem situations to number
sentences involving addition and subtraction.

Grade 2 Measurement and Geometry

1.2  Use different units to measure the same
object and predict whether the measure will be
greater or smaller when a different unit is used. 
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Grade 3 Algebra Functions

1.0  Students select appropriate symbols,
operations and properties to represent, describe,
simplify and resolve simple number
relationships. 

1.5  Recognize and use the commutative and
associative properties of multiplication 

(e.g., if 5 x 7 = 35, then what is 7 x 5, etc.)

Grade 4 Algebra Functions

1.4  Understand that an equation such as y =
3x + 5 is a prescription for determining a
second number when a first is given.

Grade 4 Measurement and Geometry

1.4  Understand and use formulas to solve
problems involving perimeters and areas of
rectangles and squares. Use those formulas to
find the areas of more complex figures by
dividing the figures into basic shapes.

Grade 5 Algebra Functions

1.0  Students use variables in simple
expressions, compute the value of the
expression for specific values of the variable,
and plot and interpret the results.

Grade 5 Measurement and Geometry

1.0 Students understand and compute the
volumes and areas of simple objects.

1.3  Understand the concept of volume and use
the appropriate units in common measuring
systems.

1.4  Differentiate and use appropriate units of
measure for two- and three-dimensional objects
(i.e., find the perimeter, area and volume). 



True Heroes

Verse 1 

Some people have a plan.

For some it is just a dream.

The only real difference between the two

is the path that lies in between.

Deep in my heart I know

the deeds that I do today 

will grow into gardens of beautiful dreams

from the seeds planted on my way.

Chorus:

A glorious vision is waiting for you—

a personal mission, if only you will 

see it through.

Heroes are not just the lucky or few

but the ones who form habits that 

true heroes do.

Verse 2

Some people talk of fear.

Others will tell the facts.

If you think the world needs improving upon,

well, you must be the one to act. 

When you hear the call within,

you’ll strive for higher heights.

You’ll feel the spirit that true heroes feel

and the courage to do what’s right.

Chorus 

Verse 3 

Why must we try to boast,

saying we’re strong or smart,

trying to look like a hero outside,

‘stead of showing a selfless heart?

I want to dedicate

each and every day

to finding a vision for meeting the needs

of the people who pass my way.

Chorus 
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q Habits-of-Heart 

Song Lyrics

Thanks to Darrel Metcalf for contributing a verse to this song.



Sacrifice

If I could share with you my freedom, 

If all your dreams I could fulfill,

If I could send you wealth and vision,

and give my blood when you are ill, 

I would be the better for it.

That's a fact. I can't ignore it.

Sacrifice.

Sacrifice.

I'll give of myself for you. 

I'll share my plate to ease your hunger,

and pass my coat to keep you warm. 

And when you're scared, I'll be the brave one

to keep you safe from any harm. 

You would be the better for it.

That's a fact. I can't ignore it.

Sacrifice.

Sacrifice.

I'll give of myself for you.

I'll spend the time to learn to help you.

I'll let you be the first in line.

I'll save the biggest helping for you. 

I'll let you share what once was mine.

I would be the better for it.

That's a fact. I can't ignore it.

Sacrifice.

Sacrifice.

I'll give of myself for you.

You may not come from my own country.

You may have passed your youth and prime. 

But I will always know, inside me, 

your needs are just as real as mine.

I will share my human rights now.

You just wait and you will see how.

Sacrifice.

Sacrifice.

I'll give all my life for you. 

Sacrifice.

Sacrifice.

I'll give for a cause or two.

Sacrifice. 

Sacrifice.

Someday it comes back to you.

(Repeat last two stanzas in a whisper.)
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You Can Count on Me

You can count on me

whenever you need someone to trust

whenever you need me, you can just

call me, and you can count on me.

You can count on me

to stop and think before I act,

to use sensitivity and tact.

No problem. You can count on me.

Chorus:

You can look all around the town.

You won’t find anyone who’s more downright

committed to your happiness.

Oh-o-uh-ho....

You can count on me

to try to show selfless sacrifice,

to give you my best, at any price.

Ask me, and you can count on me.

You can count on me

to strive for more humility,

to talk you up and downplay me.

Listen, and you can count on me. 

Chorus:

You can look all around the town.

You won’t find anyone who’s more downright

committed to your happiness.

Oh-o-uh-ho....

You can count on me

whenever you want someone to be

reaching for nobility.

Relax, cause you can count on me.

Call me, and you can count on me.
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Look Ahead

Look ahead. 

Look beyond.

See the dusk 

that follows dawn. 

See the consequence 

that comes 

after all 

the deeds are done. 

Think of what 

your words will do, 

once they leak 

right out of you. 

See the outcome 

of a choice. 

Hear the future’s

distant voice. 

Look ahead. 

Look ahead. 

Look ahead. 

Look beyond. 

See the dusk 

that follows dawn. 

See the ending 

Right from the start. 

Won’t you be careful 

with someone else’s heart.

Use your vision. 

Use your head. 

Look toward

the road ahead. 

Look ahead.

Look beyond. 

See the dusk 

that follows dawn.

Look ahead. 

Look ahead. 

(Repeat three times and fade out.)
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Yes, I Care

Boys:
Do you care?

Girls:
Yes, I care

for children around the globe.
Do you care?

Boys:
Yes, I care
for elders alone and cold.

Unison:
I care about the 
sparkling waters, cleaner air,
and, yes, I care for you.

Girls:
Do you care?

Boys:
Yes, I care
for girls left home from school.
Do you care?

Girls:
Yes, I care,
for they/we want knowledge too.

Unison:
I care about equality and playing fair,
and, yes, I care for you.

Boys:
Do you care?

Girls:
Yes, I care
that everyone can eat.
Do you care?

Boys:
Yes, I care
by acting with my feet.
I go to where the hungry are; by serving there
I show I care.
Do you?

Girls:
Do you care?

Boys:
Yes, I care
for families who need coats.

Do you care?

Girls:
Yes I care
for families who need goats
or pencils, books and loving looks and clothes
to wear,
and, yes, I care for you
(pointing to audience members) 
and you and you 
and you.

Boys: (pointing to audience members):
And you and you 
and you.

Unison (pointing until everyone has been
pointed to):
And you and you and you.
And yes, we care for you.
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Givers 

Give a little, give a little, give a little, 
give a little.

Doot do-doot do doot-do-do.

Doot do-doot do doot-do-do.

Doot do-doot do doot-do do.

Let me give a little more.

Give a little, give a little, give a little, 
give a little.

Some people will take a lot.

I want to give all I got.

That’s just how I want to be.

I’m a giver, that is me. 

Give a little, give a little, give a little, 
give a little.

Some folks got the gimmies. 

They want to take all they see. 

Just don’t let them take from me

My ability to give. 

Give a little, give a little, give a little, 
give a little.

Don’t take that away from me.

Don’t take my give-ability.

I want you to be happy,

So let me give a little more. 

Give a little, give a little, give a little, 
give a little.

Doot do-doot do doot-do-do.

Doot do-doot do doot-do-do.

Doot do-doot do doot-do do.

Let me give a little more.

Oh, yeah.

Let me give a little more.
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I Am a Twig

I am a twig

But someday I’ll be a sturdy tree.

By serving others, 

I’ll lead with true nobility.

I am discovering my passions.

I am refining my own ways.

I am defining through my actions

The leader I will be someday.

I am a seed 

But I’ll try to blossom as I grow.

I’ll just keep learning 

No matter what I might already know.

I am exploring all the places

Where other hearts beat just like mine.

I am determining who needs me

And how I need to now refine.

I am a shining

lamp, a brilliant star.

The light inside will 

Help me strive to reach so far.

Oh may the call to service guide me 

In all the sciences and arts.

Oh may my every contribution 

show all the habits of the heart.

I am a twig

But someday I’ll be a sturdy tree. 

By serving others, I’ll 

lead with true nobility.
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Suggestions for Incorporating

Spiritual Themes

The Habits of Heroes curriculum can be
adapted for spiritual instruction of an
interdenominational group of children by:

• Supplementing with Heroes Cards based on
spiritual leaders throughout history.

• Adding quotes from their writings that
support each of the Habits-of-Heart. 

• Discussing how the world’s various
philosophies reinforce the concept of seeking
a noble vision, committing to selfless service,
living a life of altruism, and remaining
dedicated to a vision that supports the
common good.

For information on the availability of
supplementary materials to adapt the
curriculum specifically for these purposes,
contact the publisher.
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